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Abstract 
Xlicrotubules have been the subject of intense research in the last ten years in 

particular as speculation has grown surrounding their involvernent in a diverse 

range of biological and cognitive functions. In this context. this thesis focuses 

on microtubules with a vie7 to develop simple niodels of electromagnetic effects 

in this important biological polyrrier. Tlie goal of the ~ o r k  is to provide insight 

into fundamental questions of microtubule structure and function. 

My modelling began with considering the ferroelectric properties of an indi- 

vidual microtubule. Each tubulin dimer of which the  microtubule is comprised 

has an associated dipole which changes with conformational changes of the dimer. 

1 have studied the cmditions under rhich the interdimer dipoie-dipole interac- 

tions are sufficient to result in a ferroelectrically ordered polyrner. 1 find that 

the microtubule may adopt a conformation of ferroelectrically or antiferroelectri- 

cally ordered alternat ing protofilaments depending upon i ts lat tice type. I have 

further studied whether defects introdiiced upon the lattice can propagate and 

constit iite a form of intracelliiiar signalling. The inwstigation demonstrates t hat 

such defects will indeed propagate in the presence of an action potential which 

is required to provide directionality 

I next studied the possibility of electrical conduction by microtubiiles and 

determined that their conductivity is strongly related to the relative and absolute 

hopping parameters in each of the three lattice directions. Tlie microtubule 

can indeed have semi-conducting properties if the protofilament-protofilament 

interactions are sufficiently strong due to the triangular nature of its lattice. 

Lastly. 1 have tried to unite the latest structural data on the atomic struc- 

ture of t ubulin wit h the microtu bule structure. t heir assembly propert ies and 

their functions. The conclusion is that the electrostatics play a large role in the 

behaviour of microtubules. 
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- Chapter 1 

Introduction 

Microiubuies are a component of most eukaryotic cells whicli have corne under 

close scrutinv in the last two decarles. Over this period of time. the focus has 

shifted froni a basic understanding of their structure. which remains somewhat 

contentious. to the  study of t heir assernbly and disassembly processes and more 

recently to their seconda. functions. The prirnary function of these biologi- 

cal polyniers has long been known to prwide support for the striictiire of the 

ce11 and to provide a railroad for motor proteins that crawl dong the surface of 

microtubules and distribute organelles and vacuoles wit hin the cell. They are 

also required for the separation of chromosomes during mitosis (cell division) 

when rnicrotiibules form the spindles that attach to pairs of replicated chromo- 

somes and carry them to opposite ends of the cell. 'vlicrotubiiles are also the 

major structural constituent of axons. cilis and flagella which are responsihle in  

specialized cells for signalling. ce11 mot ion and cellular locornot ion. 

The study of microtubules is an interesting problem to the physicist because 

of the physical properties of the microtubule. The microtubule is a dynamic 

polymer that undergoes growth and shrinkage nearly continually. In addition. 

in a process known as dynarnic instability. individual microtubules of a ceil may 

be in a growth phase coincident with other microtubules that are undergoing 

a period of shrinkage. The polar nature of the microtubule and its specialized 



organization within various ce11 types also make it interesting. Despite proper- 

ties such as the cylindrical geornetry and the twedimensional lattire of tubulin 

subunits that seem to simplify the microtubule riddle. the polyrner is bathed 

in a sea of ions. lipids. peptides. sugars and nater. This complex environment 

influences the physics in ways tvhich can at best be either estirnated or crudely 

approximated. 

In the last ten years. there has been great speculation about the possible 

role of microtubiiles in processes as varied as in formation processing. elect rical 

conduct ion. signal propagation and even consciousness. The work in this t hesis 

looks at the physical logistics of these processes in an examination of rhetlier 

they are feasible. It also makes predictions on the conductivity properties of 

rnicrot~ibules and outlines the requirenients on the tubulin protein for several 

physical processes to be possible. I t  does not propose that these processes ac- 

tually occur within the cell. However as experimental investigations into these 

matters continue. it will be very iriteresting to see whetlier signal transductiori 

and charge condiiction are possiblt.. 

This thesis will introduce the reader. whose backgroiind is assumed to be in 

physics. to some elementary ce11 biology as necessary conceptual background. 

The structure of microtubules and tlieir dynamics will t heri be reviewed before 

t heir electrical properties are examined. The interaction between the dipoles of 

neighbouring tubulin dirners will be considered to determine wliether information 

processing or storage is possible in microtubules. 1 shall be particularly interested 

in axonal microtubules which are in parallel alignment with uniforrn polarity and 

which are able to interact with the transient electric field of nerve impulses. The 

response of these axonal microtubules to such fields will be quantified by con- 

sidering the electric dipole of these molecules. The ability of microtubules to 

c a r y  a current will then be studied using a Hubbard mode1 of electron hop- 



ping. The microtu bule is amenable to such modelling since it is polymeric and 

we know that each dimer exists in at lest two conformational states when a 

part of the microtubule. When the tubulin dimer changes its conformational 

state. the charge configuration is altered and the associated dipole also changes. 

The change in molecular geometr-y necessarily changes the local environment of 

charges and consequerit ly its potential erierg. 

Very recently. an atomic picture of tubulin h a  been produced allowing for 

the first time a look at one conformation of this elosive protein. This thesis shall 

also examine this structure to  predict physical properties which could be only 

heretofore estimated from the secondary structure. Finally. this tliesis endeav- 

ours to  show how principles of physics can be sucressfully applied to biological 

materials and somenhat the converse. that orgaiiic materials rnay lead to new 

experimentai. t heoret ical and applied physics. 



Chapter 2 

Cellular Biology Background 

Argiiably. some of the most interesting biological work focuses on cellular and 

subcellular biology. Specifically. there is a strong desire to understand the niech- 

anisms underlying life-giving and life-sustaining processes. Whether it be energy 

production frorn food sources. DNA replication. protein folding. intracellular 

signalling. cellular locomotion. cellular division or a host of otlier essential funr- 

tions; the ce11 has the responsi bility of performing these tasks and CO-ordinatirig 

its efforts with those of other cells. 

The fluid contents of a cell are kriown as the cytoplasm. Contained within the 

cytoplasm are certain snialler cornpartments knom as organelles which are spe- 

cialized to perform their respective functions. For the purpose of this thesis. only 

two of the cellular constituents are relevant: the cytoskeleton and the cytoplasm. 

Each of their respective properties shall be elaborated upon in this chapter. As 

mentioned above. the cytoplasm is the liquid medium bound within a cell. while 

the cytoskeleton is the [attire of filaments formed throughoiit the cytoplasm. 

Figure 2.1 illustrates a generalized animal ce11 in cross-section. complete with 

common organelles such as the nucleus that contains the genetic material. the 

mitochondria that produce readily accessible energy for the cell. the ribosomes 

that build protein molecules and the elements of the cytoskeleton. It should 

be noted that for clarity. this diagram has been substantially simplified and a 



Figu 
cellu 
The 

re 2.1: A generalized animal ce11 during interphasc depicting the major 
lar organelles including the nucleus. centrosome and radiat ing microtubules. 
endoplasmic reticulum is dotted nitli ri bosornes. 

realistic depiction of the cytoskeleton woiild conipletely fil1 the cell. 

2.1 The Cytoplasm 

The cytoplasm is incredibly important because it provides the medium in which 

fundmental biophysical processes such as cellular respiration take place. Its prop- 

erties are somewhat difFerent than those of dilute aqueous solutions. The contents 

must be accurately known for in vitro stiidy of enzymatic reactions. protein syn- 

thesis and other cellular activities. Typical constituents of the cytoplasm are 

listed in Table 2.1 [l]. Most cells maintain a neutral pH and their dry matter is 
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Table 2.1: Major Cornponents of Cytoplasm in a Typical Slammalian Ce11 

1 Non-ionic constituents 1 Ions 
I i  + 

Concent ration 
140 niM 

1 tubulin 1 
I 

J m g h i ,  

I 

composed of at least 50% protein. The remaining dry materiai consists of niicleir 

protein 
actiri 

acids. trace ions. lipids and carbohydrates. Most of the trace ions in the table 

200 - 300 mg/mL 
2 - 8 mg/mL 

are positively charged. however the cytoplasm canriot have any overall charge. 

the difference is made up of the other constituents such as proteins. bicarbonate 

(HCOJ.  phosphate(^^:-) and other ions which are for the most part negatively 

charged. a few of which are significantly electronegative. .A few metallic ions are 

found wliich are required for incorporation irito metalbproteins but t hese ions 

such as iron (II) (Fe2+) are typically fouiid iri rianornolar concent rat ions. 

There is mounting evidence for the existence of two phases of the cyto- 

plasrn [2]. These are the so-called liquid and solid phases. sol and gel. respectively. 

In the solid phase. the major constituents of the ce11 are rendered immobile vhile 

in the liquid phase. the cytoplasm's viscosity does not differ significantly frorn 

water [2]. Diffusion within the cpopiasm is affected mainly by macrornolecular 

crowding. In the solid phase. diffusion is slowed by a factor of tliree relative 

to diffusive rnovement in water. Such properties of the cytoplasm seem to be 

regulated in some sense by the cytoskeleton. but the manner by which this regu- 

lation is accomplished is unclear. It is believed that it involves the tangling and 

detangling of a mesh of various protein filaments [3. 4;. The important point is 

that once the ce11 has acted to organize itself. the transition to a solid phase can 

allow it to spend relatively minimal energy to maintain its organization. 
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2.2 The Cytoskeleton 

The cytoskeleton is cornposed of three classes of filarneiitoiis protein: micro- 

filaments. intermediate filaments and microtubules [l]. There has been some 

suggestion that another srnaller class of cytoskeletal filaments exists but as yet 

there is rio experimental evidence to support this claini (21. Unlike the hardened 

skeleton t hat supports rnammals such as humaris. the cytoskeleton is a dynaniic 

structure that undergoes continuoris reorganizmoii. The cytoskeletal network of 

filaments lias the responsibility of defining the ceIl shape. protecting the ce11 froni 

changes in osmotic pressure. organizing its contents. providing cellular niotility 

and finally is responsibie for separating chromosomes during mi tosis. 

Ce11 stiape is regiilated by a complex balance of botli interna1 and external 

forces exerted bv the extracellular matrix. This balance has been descri bed by 

Ingber [5]  and is known as tensegrity. Contractile actin biindles act as niolecular 

cables. These cabies exert a tende  force on the çell membrarie and the interrial 

constitilents of the c d .  pulling them al1 towards the nucleus. 'tlicrotubiiles act 

as struts that resist the compressive force of the rables. In many cases. it is 

important to maintain the cell's shape to preseme its functionality. Chen et 

al. [G] have shown by experinient how cells switch betneen genet ic programs 

when forced to grow into sperific shapes. while King and Wii [7] have shown on 

theoretical grounds how the ce11 geometry rhanges the susceptibility of the ce11 

to electroniagnetic fields. 

The separation of chromosomes is accomplished by the cytoskeleton's largest 

constituents. the niicrotubules. During mitosis. microtubules connect to each of 

the chromosomes and align them along the cell's equatorial plate. A mysterious 

balance of forces prevents the microtubules from separating the chromosomes un- 

til ail the chromosomes have become aligned and division may proceed in unison. 

We discuss these aspects of cytoskeletal behaviour by considering microtubule 



sensitivity to electric fields and the role of microtubules in cellular signalling. 

2.2.1 Microfilaments 

Microfilaments have the sma~lest dianieter of al1 the cytoskeletal threads ancl 

arc the most conimon. They are cornposed of a protein known as actin ancl 

consequentiy are ofteri referrd tu as actiii filariieiits. Actiii is iiot oiily found 

within al1 eukaryotic species. but in many cells it is the most abundant protein [II .  
Filamentous aCtiii. or F-actin. is a polymer of t he  protein known as globular 

actin or G-actiri. These strands are capable of forming bath stable and labile 

components witliin cells. The polymeriïation of F-actin from G-actin is a largely 

rnonotonic process that is dependent on ATP. The F-actin assembles according to 

a standard nucleatiori. elongitioii medianism. Once assembled. microfilaments 

have a dianieter of about 8 nm (Figure 2.2). Slicrofilaments are found liiiked 

Figure 2.2: The bstranded helix of an actin-filament . Eacli of the F-art in strands 
has a polarity indicated by the arrows (eacli sphere represents a monomer of G- 
act in). 

together by actin-associated proteins and congregate into one of three major 

forms (Figure 2.3). The polymerizatiori dynamics and filament organization of 

actin has been modelled by Edelstein-iieshet et al. [8. 91. In the configuration of 

parallel strands. microfilaments often form the core of microvilli. while in an anti- 

parallel arrangement. actin niay act in conjunction with myosin to bring about 

muscle contraction in the presence of ATP. bIicrofilaments are often found wit h 

the lattice configuration near the leading edge of growing or motile cells where 



Figure 2.3: The t hree main arrangenients of microfilament aggregation whicli 
forni with the aid of actin-crosslinking proteins: (a) parallel biindles. (b) con- 
tractile bundles and (c) gel or lattice like arrangement. 

th- provide greater stability to the newly formed region. Xew actin filaments 

are nucleated at the leading edge of the cell's growth and trailing microfilaments 

are disassenibled [1 . 1 O ] .  

2.2.2 Intermediate Filaments 

Intermediate filaments have a diameter of about 10 nm and are formed by the 

polynerization of elongated fibrous protein rnoleculrs such as vimentin. keratiris. 

desmins and the nuclear lamins. These molecules are quite unlike the globu- 

lar molecules. tubulin and G-actin. t hat form microtubules and microfilaments, 

respectively. These protein molecules form dimers through an anti-parailel as- 

sociation of two molecules which lias a coiled-coi1 configuration. Consequently. 

intermediate filaments are non-polar structures. Two dimers associate to form 

a symmetrical tetramer as depicted in Figure 2.4. The overlap between dimers 

allows for the filaments to stretch and. as a result, intermediate filaments are able 

to withstand large stresses without breaking [Il. The main role of intermediate 

filaments seems to be relateci t o  their structural strength. An extensive network 

of intermediate filaments surrounds the nucleus forming nhat is known as the 
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Figure 2.4: Sclieniatic of an intermediate filament. The filamentoils protein 
tetramer is non-polar and coniposed of two coiled-coi1 dimers. 

nuclear envelope. The formation and disassenibly of the nuclear lamina is regii- 

lateci by pliospliorylation. This allows for the elimination of the nuclear envelope 

prior to rnitosis. The filaments also extend out into the ce11 periphery where 

they act to maintain ce11 integrity and may connect with the ce11 rneinbrane (11. 

Specific cells. sucli as neuroris. have tlieir own distinctive interniediate filaments. 

kriown as neurofilarnerits. 

2.2.3 Microt ubules 

hlicrotubules (MTs) are the filaments of the cytoskeleton wit h the largest diani- 

eter. 25 nm. They are found in nearly al1 eukaryotic cells and are polymers of 

tubulin protein. MTs serve as tracks on which rnotor proteins rnay car. ma- 

terials about the ce11 and serve as scaffolding to maintain the ce11 shape since 

they are among the most rigid structures within a typical cell. They also form 

the core of cilia and flagella wliich beat in a CO-ordinated manner to either move 

objects along the ce11 membrane or to propel the ceIl through its environment. 

Within t h e  ce11 body. the rnajority of the kITs emanate from a centriole. The 

negative ends of MTs are anchored at these microtubule organizing centres. The 

MTs in situ are interconnected and intraconnected by microtubule associated 



proteins ('rI.4Ps). MAPs have a stabilizing effect on the dynamics of MTs. The 

versatility of MT function is exanlined in this thesis from a physical viewpoint. 

2.3 Structure of Microtubules 

Lledbetter and Porter [II] were the first to describe these tubules found within 

the cytoplasrn and dubbed them both cytotubules and microtubules. The name 

microtubules has stuck and the general structure of the MT has since been well- 

establislied by light microscopy. inimunofluoresence and cryoelertron microscopy 

(10. 121. >ITs are polymers fornied from two largely honiologous globular pro- 

teins. a-tubulin and &tubulin. These two proteins are very closely structurally 

related and they bind together to form a lieterodimer known as û/3-tubulin. 

This dimer is the basic subunit which polymerizes to form the MT. The MT is 

a hollow tube with an outer dianieter of 25 nm and an inner diameter of 15 nm 

(Figure 2.3). The tube is compost4 of strongly bound linear polymers. known as 

protofilaments. that are connected via ~ e a k e r  lateral bonds to forni a slieet that 

is wrapped up to form a tube. WC mode1 the tubulin molecules as cylinders 5 

nm in diarneter and 8 nm in height. For simplirity. the dinier will be graphirally 

represented by two equally sized spheres representing the a and jhonomers. 

respectively (Figure 2.6). The electron crystallogaphy of Yogales et al. 1131 has 

indeed shom that the a and f i  monomers are nearly identical. However. this 

small difference on the rnonomer level allows the possibility of several lattice 

types. In particular. the so called MT A and B lattices. hloving around tlie 

MT in a left-handed sense. protofilarnents of the A lattice have a vertical shift 

of 4.92 nm upwards relative to their neighbours. In the B lattice. this offset is 

only 0.92 nm because the a and $ monomers have switched roles in alternating 

protofilaments. This change results in the developrnent of a structural disconti- 

nuity in the B lattice known as the seam. The lattice types and defects associated 
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Figure 2.5: A section of a typical microtubule dernonstrating 
the hollon- interior which is filled with cytoplasm. the helical 
nature of its construction. Each vertical column is known as 
a protofilament and the typical MT has 13 protofilaments. 
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with the MT are discussed below. 

2.3.1 Microtubule Lattices and Defects 

The MT lattice has  been vigourousiy studied over the past twenty years. In 

that time. two different lattices have been observed which have becorne known 

as the X lattice and the B tattice [12. 141. The distinction between thesc lattices 

can be determined with reference to Figure 2.6. Focus on the gently rising helix 

which climbs the lattice in a left-handed fashion. In an A-lattice. one alternates 

between a and $ subiinits along this helix while in a B-lattice MT. the siibunits 

are the same dong this helix. In addition to lattice variation. it is also known 

from experimental observation that the number of protofilarnents is variable from 

one LIT to aiiother. Although 13 protofilaments is by far thc most comnion in 

vivo. Chrétien et al. [El have observed that the protofilament number need not 

be conserved along the length of an individual MT. This leads to the ernergence 

of a structural defcct. 

MTs wit h an A lattice and an odd number of protofilaments are distinguished 

from al1 other lattices because they are the only ones tvithout a structural discon- 

tinuity known a s  a seam. In al1 other lattices. a seam exists mhere the interactions 

are mixed. That is to say that tlieïe are bot h A and B type lattice interactions 

in a single MT. The convention for describing MTs throughout will be of the 

number of protofilaments followed by the lattice type such as 13.4 or I4B. In 

Figure 2.6. the 13.4 and 13B lattices types are compared. On the left side of 

the figure. the MT lattice is shown unwrapped for clarity so that the difference 

between an A type and B type Iattices may be understood. At the seam of the 

B lattice. ahich is indicated. the geometry is the same as that for the .A lattice. 

These lattice variations pose a modelling problem since MTs other than the 

13.4 variety iack helical spmmetry and possess a seam. If the screw angle of 



alpha monomer 
beta monomer 

Figure 2.6: The 13.1 and 13B MT lattices: (a) in the A lattice. perfect helical 
spirals are formed. (b) in the B lattice. there is a structural discontinuity known 
as the seam. 
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Table 2.2: Accomodation of N protofilament JITs by the Wade and Chrétien 
[12. 16) mode1 (sken- angles) or by anornalous stretches between protofilaments 

1 Protofilament 1 Skek 
Nurnber 

9 

the helix is maintained. the addition of a protofilament results in a mismatch 

Vertical 
Stretch (nm) 

-0 .O3 
-0.12 
0.1 7 
O .O8 
O .O0 
-0.07 
-0.12 
O .O8 
0.02 

Angle 
0.38 O 

at the seam where neither pure .A nor B type interactions result. To preserve 

the symmetry of the lattice. the MT stnicture rnight adapt in two ways which 

have been examined by \Vade and Chrétien 112. 161. Their lattice accomodation 

tlieory aiiows for the protofilaments to becorne skewed relative to ttic SIT axis. 

The degree of rotation. 6. away from parallel to the protofilament axis may be 

Single 
Stretch (nm) 

0.31 
1.23 

-1.83 
-0.92 
0.00 
0.92 
1.85 

-1.23 
-0.31 

found by a simple geornetrical analysis. 

3 S a. 
tan 0 = (i3 - -)(+ 

1V bx 

wtiere S is the start number of helices. Ri is the number of protofilaments. a is 

the monomer spacing (4.00 nm)  and 6x (5.15 nm) is the width of the tubulin 

molecule. The corresponding rotation is minimized for a MT of between 11 and 

15 protofilaments when the start number. S=3. For a MT of 9 or 10 protofila- 

ments. S=2 and for a MT of 16 or 17 protofilaments. S=4 The skew angles are 

easily computed and are listed in Table 2.2. These tiny skew angles allow the 

lattice to be strained minirnally. The alternatives to allowing protofilaments 

to have small skew angles. relative to the vertical. is to deal with the mismatch of 
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0.92 nrn (=3 helices x 4 nrn / 13 protofilaments) for each unit deviation from 13 

of the protofilament number. in another manner. Either the mismatch is spread 

evenly oyer al1 of the protofilaments. leading to an anomalous vertical stretch 

for such MTs; or else the entire misniatch is accomodated at the seam [li]. The 

values of these stretches are tabulated in Table 2.2 for MTs of between 9 and 

17 protofilaments. The former possibility would presumably place a great deal 

of strain on the lattice. The lateral bonds between protofilaments would surelv 

be weakened relative to the bond strength in the normal 13 protofilament W. 

The latter possibility however. seems unattractive in our regard. If a seam r i t h  

a longitudinal shift of several different sizes caii be accomodated at one location 

of the MT. it would seem to be only consistent to allow a random sieed lon- 

gitudinal shift betweeri al1 protofilaments. Such a possibility has been clainiecl 

by Sosa and ivlulligan [18] whose back projection froni S-ray crystallography of 

ncd-decorated microtiibules showed evidence of more than one seam in many 

SITs. However. if the many differently sized shifts are possible. the bonding 

between protofilarnents at the seam would prestimably be very weak and one 

would have to believe that the contacts are neither covalent nor hydrogen bonds 

but simply hydrophobic bonds. The picture of binding between protofilaments is 

one in which they could alrnost slide past each other. Such behaviour. although 

predicted by Semënov [19]. seems improbable and has never been observed. The 

idea that protofilaments have such flexible connections would explain ho%* they 

can form a i th  an anti-parallel alignment in the presence of zinc ion (Zn2+). The 

zinc ion must simply pick out one orientation for hydrophobic bonding rhich 

is now favoured. ariti-parallel versus parallel so long as the hydrophobic regions 

remain buried. 

This mode1 of MT assembly where the protofilament binding consists largely 

hydrophobic bonds is useful to explain MTs that appear to assemble as a sheet 



before -2ipping' up along the seam and behind the assembly edge [20]. If the 

bonding were of a stronger and more specific type. it is difficult to imagine how 

this process could occur. However. the abundance of c~stallographic results 

supports helical symmetry for the MT structure and stands against the possi- 

bility of completely arbitra-. protofilarnent shifts. Still. the nearly identical CI 

and $ subunits rnake it difficult to reject structures sudi as the B lattice wllicli 

maintains helical symmetry on the monomer level. but which fails to have true 

helical syrnmetry on the dirner level. Rather than having to propose cornplex 

changes to the MT structure. a small skew angle of less than 2.0' for micro- 

tubules nith between 9 and 17 protofilarnents or a consistent longitudinal offsct 

between protofilarnents is much more pleasing since very little strain is placed on 

the lattice. The evidence for a protofilament skew angle cornes lrom the moiré 

patterns of Wade and Chrétien [12. 161. These images gatliered by cryo-electron 

rnicroscropy are able to examine the periodiç twist in blTs which do not h a ~ e  

13 protofilaments since the MT acts like a classical many-slit apparatus when 

imaged. As MTs with 13 protofilarnents have protofilaments parallei to the avis 

of the MT. the pattern of light and dark bands remains constant dong the length 

of the MT; but for those MTs with alternative numbers of protofilaments. the 

small skew angle gives rise to a periodicity in the light and shaded regions along 

the MT. 

Our theoretical modelling considers MTs of various lattice types but does not 

allow for variation of the lattice type or protofilarnent number along the length 

of an individual MT. However. the models which are investigated do attempt to 

link dynamic instability to MT function. The idea of connecting the assembly 

process with the self-organization process of the dipole lattice is to explore ho%- 

such a connection may explain the puzzling ensemble dynamics of microtubules 

grown in vitro. This is not so interesting for the information processing mode[ 



since we believe that only stable microtubules would be important in this regard. 

2.4 Microtubule Assembly 

corn pli 

formai 

2.4.1 

As ai t  h virt ually al1 aspects of microt ubules. t here is some cont roversy over t heir 

dynarnics. Let us begin with the facts as determined by experiment. LITS are 

polar polynien formed by the association of tubulin dimers. When an individual 

MT is obsewed. i t  undergoes periods of alrnost steady growth interrupted by 

brief periods of very rapid shortening as illustrated in Figure 2.7. The transition 

from a growth period to a shortening period is knom as a catastrophe event 

while the reverse is known as a rescue. The assembly dynamics at each end of 

the MT differ. The secalled plus end is between three and five timcs as dynaniir 

as the negative end. That is to Say that both the growtli and shortening of 

tiie positive end of the MT occur at rates at least three tinies those of the 

negative end but botii ends are dynamic in free MTs. Beyorid the individuai 

MT assembly dynarnics are the ensemble dynamics and the property of their 

assembly known as dynamic instubility [21. 22. 231. 1Vha.t is intriguing is how 

the stocliastic individuai beliaviour may result in srnooth collecti~e oscillations 

observed to take place at high tubulin concentrations [24. 251. The answer is 

given simply by the application of statistical mechanics to ensemble averaging. -1 

ete explanation of the above requires an application of the master equation 

ism [26. 271 or alternatively. the use of chernical kinetics [28]. 

Individual Microtubule Assembly 

-4s mentioned above. the assembly dynamics for an individual MT are stochas- 

tic. The rate of shortening is about ten times the rate of growth [29. 301 and a 

stochastic mode1 may be developed to study individual MT growth. The prob- 

ability of a single MT nucleating. growing. shortening and so on. depends on 
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the local concentration of tubulin with bound GTP. tubulin with bound GDP 

and other molecules relevant to the assembly process which are found within 

the cytoplasm. Many t heoret ical models have successfully reproduced the single 

MT growth behaviour such as that illustrated in Figure 2.7. The challenge is 

1 . -  

1 10 20 30 40 

Tirne (s) 

Figure 2.7: Tlie growth of a siiigle niicrotubule is erratic. Slow. steady growtii 
is interrupted by large catastrophe events at about 8 s and 46 s while a rescue 
event occurs betweeti two catastrophe events at about 26 S. 

to use the same model to explain ensemble dynamics and dynamic instability; 

and in addition. to explain changes in the dynamirs when reaction conditions 

are altered. Suppose the length of our MT is given by the value of the variable. 

x. at an instant of time. t. Kow. if we discretire the time variable. we want to 

mite a recursion formula for the lengt h of the MT. In the simplest model. t here 

are only two possibilities. the addition of a subunit or the complete collapse of 

the structure. Addition of a subunit may be modelled as foilows: 



nhere a. is the subunit length. Complete collapse of the rnicrotubule is sirnply 

rnodelled using: 

X!+ 1 = O. 

Non- suppose that the probability of tlie addition of a tubulin siibunit is p. tlien 

where 

alid s is a ratidom niirnber betweeti O and 2 .  Even a criicic mode1 such as that 

just described may successfully captiirc the essential dynaniics of MT growtli 

when conipared by Hurst analpsis or a recursive map technique [31]. Howevrr. 

it lacks any predictive power given that individual collapse events are random. 

However. the ability t o  make predictions retiirns whwi tdlertive dynamirs are 

st iidied. 

2.4.2 Dynamic Instability, Ensemble Dynamics 

When an aggregat ion of MTs is st udiecl. sonie collective propert ies derelop. 

The most obvious behaviour is tlie phase transition beliaviour of the system iii 

that certain conditions lead to overall disassernbly and 1a.rgely a pool of tiibiilin 

dirners. nhile other conditions promote self-assembly of tubulin in MTs. Phases 

of MT polymerization are determined largelp by tlie temperature and conceri- 

tration of tubulin. For a given temperature. some critical concentration of tubu- 

lin is required in order t o  keep XITs h m  disassembling. Fpgenson et al. 134 

have discussed this phase transition and Sept [31] has further classified the non- 

disassernbly phase into one where MTs assemble but are not nucleated and one 

where MTs are both nucleated and assembled. For a collection of MTs in an 

assembly phase. dynamic instability is the term given to the observation that 
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41Ts are growing in the irnrnediate vicinity of other 41Ts mhich are shorteniiig. 

Dynamic instability has been obsewed in vivo aiid in uitro and highliglits both 

the non-equilibriiim nature of the probleni and the stochastic nature of iridivid- 

ual MT growth. Despite these observations. ensembles of LITS show collective 

oscillations given suitable conditions. Specifically. when the concentration of as- 

sembleci tiibuliii is nieasured. it is obser~ed to undergo sniooth oscillations nhich 

are damped out as the energy source of GTP. is depleted. Sept et al. 1281 have 

modelled the assenibly tlynarnics froni a chemical reaction- kinetics staiidpoiii t 

and has  foiincl good agreement wit li the experimental data. 

The priiicipal eiements in the Sept et al. moctei c m  be sumniarized by tlic 

equations wliich follon. For simplicity. the XfT is considered as a linear polynier 

rather than an object of 13 protofilariients. WC shall denote a 51T of lcngtli n 

subunits by MT,,. Note tliat in solution. the free tubulin siibunits niay be boutid 

to either GTP or GDP at their exchangeable nucleotide site and shaii be denoted 

Tmp anci TCDP. respectively. only tubulin bound to GTP is able to polynierizc. 

The simple reaction set ronsists of addition. niirleation and catastropliic collapsr: 

MT,, + Tmp -% T +  (addition) (2.6) 

nlTCTp kit T i .  (iiuckation) (2.7) 

and MT,, -% n T G ' ~ ~ .  (collapse) (2.8) 

For simplicity. we have again assumed that al1 collapses are complete and to 

keep the mode1 of MT assembly simple. one normally selects a specific number 

of diniers. n'. that will be required for nucleation. The exact value of t his choice 

does not seem to have a large impact on the dynarnics as long as it is relatively 

small. The first of the preceeding equations is reversible and a rate constant for 

the back reaction is considered in general. This is not required for this discussion. 

These equations can also be supplemented by the reactivation of tubulin. to make 



it assernbly conipetent. which will occur shen the coiicentration of GTP is high: 

The free energy change associated with tliis reaction is less than the free en- 

ergy change of GTP hydrolysis in solution and the difference is attributed to a 

structiiral change in the tubulin dimer. it is this conforrnational change which 

presumably makes assern bly possible. The rate constants of t hese react ions. k,. 

should also be in agreement a i t h  tlie probabilities assigned to corresponding 

reactions in the individual SfT niodel. Furtherniore. teniperatiire dependence 

c m  be built into the rate constants iising ernpirical data on tlie free energy of 

reactants and prodiicts. Rrhen at least one auto-catalytir reactioii is addeci to 

the system. to pro~ide a non-lincar element . the dynaniics change significaiit ly. 

Consider an induced catastrophe eveiit. 

iiicorporated into t lie iriociel. t liis react ioii lias beeii able to reproducc oscilla- 

tions obsened in vitro caiised by either ternperatiire jiiirips or tlie injection of 

GTP into the systeni. It also identifies domains where tubulin is incorporated 

into UTs steadily and reginies where disassernbly is favoured. In addition. the 

model can reproduce the spatial pattern of MT assembly nliich are observed 

within cells simply by including a diffusive term in the eqiiations of the assernbly 

dynamics. This allows the mode1 to be compared to the experiments performed 

independently by the Tabony [33] and Mandelkow [25] grotips. Agreement has 

been found between t his model and those enipirical results. Generally. the sta- 

tistical dynamics of MT assemblg are now believed to be well understood except 

for the physical mechanism that triggers the catastrophes and the origin of the 

rescue events. 



2.5 Neuronal Microtubules 

The MTs of nerve cells (neurons) have a special arrangement. The arrangement 

is actually dependent on the location of the MT within the neuron. Xene  cells 

typically consist of an array of dendrites. a ceIl body mhich hoiises the nucleus and 

ot her organelles. and an axon whicli is a projection. often branclied. t ha t  makes 

connections with other nerve cells or muscle cells. The dendrites are responsible 

Figure 2.8: .A neural cell is loaded with hlTs. The orientation of the XITs is 
indiratcd by arrows in t hc figiirc. The actual ceIl body is rniicli srnallcr relatiw 
to the ce11 extremities than depicted. 

for receiving input froni other neurons and the MTs foiind within tliem are not 

of uniform polarity. Their positive ends may lie directiy away from or directly 

towards the ce11 body. Within the axon. that provides output to other neurons. 

the MTs are arranged in parallel bundles. uniformly directcd with the plus ends 

pointing away from the ce11 body. The 41Ts within the axon are densely packed 

and have no rnitotic function as nerve cells do not divide. Hence the abundance 

of these structures within an axon rnust be for structural support and possibly 

ceil functions other than ce11 division such as signalling or rnaterial transport. 

MTs nin along the iength of the axon right up to neural synaptic region. The 

synapse itself is the gap between a neuron and the second cell. either another 



neuron or a muscle. that is signalled by the neuron in question. This signalling is 

accomplis hed t hrough the release of a chemical. known as neurot ransmitter. t hat 

diffuses across the narrow synaptic channel. What is interesting is the interplay 

between MTs and neurotransmitter release. While the action potential and the 

t riggering of neurot ransmitter release is largely a membrane event . calcium is 

known to be required tu activate neurot ransnii t ter release aiid siniilarly. the 

depolymerization of MTs has been shown to impair neurotransmission [34]. SITs 

were not originally believed to extend right up to the synapse but this was 

later shom to be an experiment al art ifart since sanie depolymerizat ion of YTs 

normally occurred prior to imaging of an axon. The motor protein. dynein. has 

been shown to connect 41Ts directly to the synaptic membrane and provides an 

avenue for niechanical signalling [35] of neurotransnii tter relrase by LITS. 

2.6 Chemistry of Tubulin 

Tubulin is quite an interesting proteiii. The tubulin ttiat polynierizes to forni 

b1Ts is actually a heterodimer of ci-tubulin and d-tubulin. These two proteins are 

higiily homologous and have 3D stnictures whiçh are nearly identical. .4lthoiigh 

the sirnilarity of u-tubiilin and &tubulin had long been suspected. the fact that 

tubulin has resisted crystallization for about 20 years prevented confirmation 

of this hypothesis until very recently. Nogales et al. [13] were able to perform 

cryoelectron crystallography on slieets of tubulin fornied in the presence of zinc 

ion. A figure produced from the Nogales data. obtained from the protein data 

bank (PDB entry: ltub). using MOLSCRIPT [36] makes clear the similarities 

between the two proteins. Each is composed of a peptide sequence more than 

400 members long which is highly conserwd between species. The amino acid 

sequences for these proteins may be compared given the data in Table 2.6 which 

lists the conventional one and three letter codes for the 20 naturally-occuring 
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Figure 2.9: -4 diagram of the tubulin molecule produced frorn 
the Nogales et al. electron crystallography data [13] shows the 
similarity between the a-subunit (upper half) and $-subunit 
(lower half). The stick outlines sear the base of each subunit 
indicate the location of GTP when bound. 



arnino acids. Codes should be read from left to right and spaces are inserted 

each 10 residues for clarity. The sequences of a few representatives saniples of 

tubulin have been retrieved from the Swiss-Prot protein sequence database [37] 

and are showri in Table 2.3. 

Based on the charge of the amino acid. the amino acids m. be classifieci 

into 3 groups: those witli a positive cliarge. tliose with a negative cliarge and the 

neutral residues. The size of the residue and its ability to react with other amino 

acids will affect protein foiding and consequently function. The protein folding is 

known as tertiary structure. Public inspection of tubulin's tertiary structure has 

only been available siiice October of 1998. despite haring sequences for severai 

a- and ,& tubulin isotypes froni several species. 

Mutations involre changes to the sequence of amino acid residues. This niay 

occur by substitution. addition or deletion of one or niore of the residues. If the 

change is for a residue with similar steric or electrostatic properr irs the mutated 

tubulin protein will likely fold properly and retain its fuiiction. However. a change 

that substitutes a residiie whose properties differ sitbstantiaily wiil likely rcsiilt 

in a non-functional protein. Nevertheless. several different versions of the tiibiilin 

protein exist today and are known as isotypes when they exist within the same 

species. Both a-tubulin and $tubulin appear in several isotypes. The isotypes 

are versions of these proteiiis which differ to a srnalier degree than between the a 

and /3 variants. The different isotypes are expressed to varying degrees in specific 

ceils types. For example. in humans. the isotype is found predomiantly within 

neurons. Due to this localization of isotypes. there is suspicion that tubulin has 

adapted for specific functional reasons. There is also a third isoform farnily 

kaown as ?-tubulin. The y species is found within the MT organizing centers 

and is important in the nucleation of new microtubules. 

In addition to these differences in the structure of the tubulin monomers. 



Human al-tubulin amino-acid sequence (451 amino acids. 50157' Da) 

MRECISIHVG QAGVQIGNAC WELYCLEHGI QPDGQMPSDK TIGGGDDSFN TFFSETGAGK 
HVPFUVFVDL EPTVIDEVRT GTYRQLFHPE QLITGKEDAA NNYARGHYTI GKEIIDLVLD 
RIRKLADQCT RLQCFLVFHS FGGGTGSGFT SLLMERLSVD YGKKSKLEFS IYPAPQVSTA 
VVEPYNSILT THTTLEHSDC AFMVDNEAIY DICRRNLDIE RPTYTNLNRL IGQIVSSITA 
SWLFDGALNV DLTEFQTNLV PYPRIHFPLA TYAPVISAEK AYHEQLSVAE ITNACFEPAN 
QMVKCDPGHG KYMACCLLYR GDVVPKDVNA AIATIKTKRT IQFVDWCPTG FKVCINYQPP 
TWPGGDLAK VQRAVCMLSN TTAIAEAWAR LDHKFDLMYA KRAFVHWYVG EGMEEGEFSE 
AREDMAALEK DYEEVGVHSV EGEGEEEGEE Y 

Human &tubulin amino-acid sequence (444 amino acids. 49739 Da) 

MREIVHIQAG QCGNQ IGAKF WEVISDEHGI DPTGTYHGDS DLQLDRISW YNEATGGKW 
PRAILVDLEP GTMDSVRSGP FGQIFRPDNF VFGQSGAGNN WAKGHYTEGA ELVDSVLDW 
RKEAESCDCL QGFQLTHSLG GGTGSGMGTL LISKIREEYP DRIMNTFSW PSPKVSDTW 
EPYNATLSVH QLVENTDETY CIDNEALYDI CFRTLUTTP TYGDLNHLVS GTMECVTïCL 
RFPGQLNADL RKLAVNMVPF PRLHFFMPGF APLTSRGSQQ YRALTVPDLT QQVFDAKNMM 
AACDPRHGRY LTVAAVFRGR MSMKEVDEQM LNVQNKNSSY FVEWIPNNVK TAVCDIPPRG 
LKMAVTFIGN STAIQELFKR ISEQFTAMFR RKAFLHWYTG EGMDEMEFTE AESNMNDLVS 
EYQQYQDATA EEEEDFGEEA EEEA 

Human &-tu bulin ami ri-ad sequence (-1.15 amino acids. 49831 Da) 

MREIVHLQAC QCGNQIGAKF WEVISDEHGI DPTGTYHGDS DLQLERINVY YNEATGGKW 
PRAVLVDLEP GTMDSVRSGP FGQIFRPDNF VFGQSGAGNN WAKGHYTEGA ELVDSVLDW 
RKEAESCDCL QGFQLTHSLG GGTGSGMGTL LISKIREEYP DRIMNTFSW PSPKVSDTW 
EPYNATLSVH QLVENTDETY CIDNEALYDI CFRTLKLTTP TYCDLNHLVS ATMSGVïTCL 
RFPGQLNADL RRLAVNMVPF PRLHFFMPGF APLTSRGSQQ YRALTVPELT QQMFDAKNMM 
AACDPRHGRY LTVAAVFRGR MSMKEVDEQM LNVQNKNSSY FVEWIPNNVK TAVCDIPPRG 
LKMSATFIGN STAIQELFKR ISEQFTAMFR RKAFLHWTG EGMDEMEFTE AESNMNDLVS 
EYQQYQDATA EEEGEFEEEA EEEVA 

Table 2.3: The amino acid sequences of human û l - .  pl- and A-tubulin show a 
high degree of homology. The sequence is given along with the total number of 
amino acids and the molecular weight of the molecule. 



1 1 Letter 1 3 Letter 1 Amino Acid 1 Polar 1 Charge 

I I 1 I 

1 F 1 Phe 1 Phenylalanine 1 

C 
D 
E 

C ys 
Asp 
Glu 

G 
W 

1 1 1 1 

Table 2.4: The twenty naturally occuring amino-acids are listed along with their 
one and three letter codes as well as wtiether they have a polar character and 
whether they are charged. 'Histidine has a pKa of 6.5 and consequently will be 
protonated and positively charged should the pH of the cytoplasm dip below this 
value. 

Cysteine 
Aspart ic -4cid 
Glutamic Acid 

~ l ~ c i n e  GIy 
His 

I 

yes 
i -e 
1 -e 

Histidine 
Tle Isoleucine 

K 
L 
kl 
N 
P 
Q 
R 

+e* 

Lysine 
Leuci ne 

Met hionine 
Asparagine 

Proline 
Glutamine 
Arginine 

Lys 
L+eu 
Met 
Asn 
Pro 
Gln 
.kg 

yes 
yes 

yes 

yes 

yes 

S 
T 
V 
CC' 
Y 

+e 

+e 
Ser i Serin c 
Thr 
Val 
Trp 
Tvr 

Threonine 
Valine 

Tryptoplian 
Tyrosine 



they niay undergo structural changes after being prodiwed in the cell. These 

changes are known as post-t ranslational niodificat ions. These clisnges corn bined 

with various microtubule associated proteins (SfAPs) that may bind to tubulin. 

change the functional properties of the assembled tilbiilin polymer. 

2.6.1 Variation of Isotypes 

In  humans. six a isotypes and seven isotypes of tubulin are found. Altliougli 

t lie sequeiice of anlino-acids is tiigtiiy ~ 0 i i s e ~ e d  overail. certain regioris of n ,- 
tubulin show divergence from oz-tubulin and so on. Recerit stuciies have sliown 

that the differences in a-tiibiilin are more subtle than tliose in ji-tubulin [38]. 

Table 2.5 gires a cornparison between the main ji-tubiilin isotypes in cows. Thc 

Table 2.5: Localization and Honiology of Bovine ji-Tubiilin 

1 1 brain 1 95.0 1 58 1 

Isotype 
1 ' 1  

location of cells expressing that particular variant of tubulin are given dong with 

the honiologu in percent with 13, whicti is derived from a coniparison of prirnary 

sequences. Finall. the abiindance of each tubulin isotype in the bo~ine brain is 

given . 

There are some differences between MTs assembled frorri the varioiis ii- 

tubulins in terms of their assembly properties. cross-linking behaviour and drug 

interactions. Altliough MTs incorporate without difficiilty more than one is+ 

type of tubulin. we can consider MTs with primariip a single ,d isotype in order 

to distinguish their respective properties. MTs composed of a and iZj assemble 

more easily in the presence of the microtubule associated proteins. MAP r and 

Lacal inat ion 
evemwhere. tllvrnus 

' 1  
3 

Hornology 
100.0 

brain. testis. tuniours 
brain. retina. trachea 

Abundance in Brai11 (%) 
3 

9i .4 
9'1.0 

- 

25 
I I  



MAP2: and these two MAPs have the same localization as the d2 and ,& isotypes 

in vivo. VTs polymerized froni J2 arid ,d4 tubulin may be connected by crosslink- 

ing proteins. bot p3 MTs may not. This may be a resiilt of the conformations of 

the isotypes and the cross-linker length. 41Ts formed from /13 tubuliri are the pri- 

rnary llTs found in tumours but it is also the isotype nliicli cannot be bound by 

colchicine. an anti-cancer drug. Tiierefore. one of the mairi differences between 

the p-tubulin isotypes is t hoiight to be the available microtubule-associated pro- 

tein binding sites on tlic outsidc of the protein's surface. Additional differeiices 

betnven the tubulin isotypes are found when 'tubulin decay' is stiidied. Specifi- 

cally sulf-hydryl groups become exposed over tinie and the i& isoform of tubuliii 

seems to  decay more qiiickly than /A. Finally. there is the issii:. of localizatioii 

wit hin the cell. The PI and /id isotypes are not found in ce11 niiclei biit are present 

along witli 1 3 ~  in the mitotic spindle. 

Wilson and Borisy point oiit that tlie fiinction of the /il isotype of tiibolin 

in axonemes is suggestive that the interaction of tubulin witli extrinsir proteins 

rnay direct the architectiire and organization of LITS [39]. 

2.6.2 Post-translational Modification 

Post-translational modifications are those changes to the tubulin molerule that 

occur after tlie protein has already beeii produceci. These changes siich as dety- 

rosination. acetylation. 7-gliitamylation and phosphorylation are limited to the 

exposed portions of the protein molecule but rnay still affect some of the prop- 

erties of the protein. Detyrosination of a-tubulin is an enzymatic process that 

remares the final arnino-acid residue of the carboxy-terminal [do]. Behind this 

tyrosine residue lie several charged glutamic acid residues. t hus the removal of 

the tyrosine makes the extendeci carboxy-terminai tail much more electroneg- 

ative. Acetylation may occur at lys ine4  of a-tubulin and the addition of an 



acetyl group to lysine neutralizes its positive charge. Similarly. yglutarnylation 

can result in  the addition of up to six glutamic acid residues to the already higly 

negatively charged carboxyl tail of tubulin [JO]. Consequently. al1 of these post- 

translational modifications change the elect rostatic properties of tubulin and 

hence its interaction wit h ot her molecules of tubulin. Phosphorylation is con- 

version of an alcohol group (OH-) to a phosphate group (PO:-). In this case. 

the addition is quite bulky and is often used to regdate enzyma-tic processes. 

The steric hindrance resiilting from these modifications alters the binding affini- 

ties betweeri the tubulin rnolecitle and certain substrates such as GTP. MAPs 

and drugs sucli as colchicine. It is also believed that 41T stability is affected by 

post-translationai modification as well as membrane affinity of the SITs. 

2.6.3 Tubulin Conformations 

Much is to be made of tubulin's various conformational states in this tliesis. 

There exists at present several diflerent studies which confirni the existence of 

difTerent conformational states of tiibiilin: however there is little quantitative in- 

formation on the structural changes. The first indication that there aas more 

than a single conformational state of tubulin canir simpiy from obseming the 

assembiy of 'ulTs as shown in Figure 2.10. Tiibulin bound to GTP. or assembly- 

ready tubuiin. binds together and forms straight protofiiaments. Howewr. poly- 

rnerized GDP-bound tubulin forms curved protofilaments that sometirnes close 

up on themselves to produce oligomer rings. Anot her manifestation ol t lie dif- 

ferent conformations came when Hyman et al. [-Il] measured the energ?; released 

from a slowly hydrolyzable analogue of GTP known as GkIPCPP. The energy 

released when the analogue was bound to tubulin was reduced compared to the 

quanti. of energs- released by the free rnolecule. The speculation was that the 

difference must go into changing the conformation of t h e  tubulin dimer. In ad- 
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assembly confomtion 

global confomtional change 
* 

disassrmbly confomtion 
"Rarn's hams" 

Figiire 2.10: The global conformational change tliat occiirs betaeeri assernhly 
and disassernbly phases is illustratetl. The once straight protofilarnents become 
cumed after the individual tubiilin subunits iindergo a striicural cliange. 

dition. wlien GXlPCPP nas boiind to tiibiilin in a hIT. the enere  release was 

further diniinisiied. Again the assiimption was simplv that the energy difference 

in stored in the MT lattire and niay be released iipoti disasseiiibly or catastroplie 

events. More recently. Hyman et al. [42] reported on the  observation of a striic- 

tural change accompanying GTP hydrolysis. The change ahich aas discovered 

was a lengtti change in  the monomer spacing from 4.05 nrn to 4.20 nm. Thus 

energy niay be stored locally as lattice deformation. This 4% change in tubulin's 

length results in a new moiré pattern u71ien the MTs are imaged by electron 

cryomicroscopy and different positions of equivalent peaks between the X-ray 

crystallographic diffraction patterns of GDP-MTs and GMPCPP-MTs. Finally 

in 1997. Tran et al. [30] commented on the dpnarnic instability of MTs 114th re- 

spect to severed MTs. The discovery was of three conformational states. There 

is some meta-stable intermediary state between growing and shrinking conforma- 

tions. Tran et al. seems to believe that these may be tubulin with GTP bound. 



with GDP.Pi bound and finally with GDP bound at the exchangeable site. 

is siniilar to the hypothesis of Semënov is Iiis review of MT researcli [19 

33 

This 

1- In 

any case. it seems that in addition to the multitude of a and j j  isotypes and 

the numerous post-translational niodifications. that tubulin may also exist in 

several conformations. This thesis is an attempt to demonstrate sonie of the 

ramifications wliiçli could Follow Froiii tliis property of tubuliii. 

2.7 Microtubule Associated Proteins 

Within the cells. LITS are not found on tlieir own. Many otlier proteins are fouricl 

which CO-assemble nitli tubulin. .As a group. they arc known as microtubule 

associatcd proteins (MAPs). Like tubulin itself. these proteins conic in a fevv 

different variants. hence MAP2.4. MAP2C and so on. The niost iniportant of 

the 1LlAPs are: '111APl. hIAP2. '1LIAP.I and Mi\P r. 11IAPs have beeti observeci to 

display nunierous periodic patterns of attaclirnent such as in Figiirc 2.11. Sonie 

'rI.4Ps siicli as T bind to more than a single tubulin dimer and form a "clamp" on 

the MT. The reason for the various h1AP attachrnents is unclear but the efTects 

have been experinientally studied. 

Each of the M4Ps seerns to semc a similar role but is localized in a different 

cell. MAP1 has two main forrns known as 1LIAP1.4 and MAPlB, MAP1 B is 

predominantly an axonal protein and is found consistently in  extending neurites. 

it is believed to promote the outgrowtli of neiirites by stimiilating MT assenibly. 

MAPIA on the other hand seerns to stabilize the existing MTs of axons and 

dendrites. The expression of 41.4P1-A is complementary to the expression of 

MAPlB such that once suffirient assembly has occurred. kl.4P1.4 rnay act to 

stabilize the MTs. Hirokawa's work [-Il] has shown that MAPI forms cross- 

bridges between adjacent MTs. between bITs and membrane organelles and on 

rare occasions. between hITs and neurofilaments. A possible use of the cross- 



Figure 2.11: Patterns of 41AP attachment are illustrated as described by 
Dustin [43]. On the left a 1:11 SIAP:tubulin ratio pattern is displayed. a 1 2 2  
ratio is shown on the rigtit. 



MAP 

Figure 2.12: Attachment of r MAP is to several tubiilin subiinits. The niimber 
of binding motifs is variable and is four in this image. where each is boiind to a 
monomer of tubulin. 

linking may be to regulate MT spacing within the rell. a feature noted since MTs 

were fîrst identified [II]. 

The action of hIAP2 is to stimulate MT polymerization and it arts by re- 

ducing the critical concentration of tubulin required. It is expressed exclusively 

in neuronal cells and its high rnolecular weight form is found only in dendrites. 

Tau is also localized to neurons. but is almost exclusively found witliin axons. 

Interest in this protein has been spurred by the discovery of its association with 

Alzheimer's disease. Tau protein like MAPl forms arms extending from the kIT 

when visualized using Hirokawa's technique. MAP2 and MAP T are better p r e  

moters of MT assernbly in vitro than hIAP1. Both proteins are able to cause 

MT reorganizat ion into bundles whereas MAPl simplv binds MTs toget her. 

Finally. LIAPP seerns to make MTs more rigid and promote assembly so the 



effect is that LITS artb longer. Tau on the other hand reduces dynamic insta- 

bilitg by reducing the number of growth-to-shrinkage transitions. increasing the 

polymerization rate and reducing the depolyrnerization rate. MAP1 is found 

CO-assembled with nearly al1 microtubules. It cornpetes with MAP r and pro- 

motes assembly. M-ZPJ also seems to be important in regilating the dynarnics 

of MT assernbly at the transition from interphase to mitosis. Since bITs are 

never found in vivo without at least some XlAPs in their vicinitg. the effects of 

MAPs or1 MT function must be considered. Although not usiially considered in 

the same context. motor proteins such as kiiiesin and dynein are another sort 

of niicrotubule-associated protein. Their interaction nit li tubulin seems to be 

in a mechanical way only as they walk dong the MT lattice transporting goods 

towards or away from the nucleus. They are also believed to play a role i n  force 

generation when cliromosomes are separated by the MT spindles. 

The thesis will consider MAPs and their association with klTs. The associa- 

tion between 'vlAPs and tubulin may be instrumental in t lie ordering of dipoles 

and signal propagation. In  the final chapter. we shall also consider the electro- 

static potential about \ITs in order to demonstrate how charge distributions oii 

MAPs and niotor proteins play a role in the binding between these molecules. 

2.8 Drug Action on Microtubules 

kITs are labile structures and this property is essential for their function in the 

process of mitosis. During the process of ce11 division. the mitotic spindle fornls 

by the polymerization of hITs. During late anaphase the chromosomes separate 

as the spindle composed of MTs pulls them to each end. while the spindle itself 

shortens, -4s a result. the labile characteristic of MTs is essential since tubulin 

must first be free to bind onto a MT and later able to break free from a MT. 

Colchicine is an antimitotic drug used in the treatment of cancer. it works 



binding to the free tiibulin [Xi]. Once bound. the tubulin is not able to add on to 

the end of blTs. and the spindle quickly shortens. The drug preferentially targets 

cancer cells since t hey are abnormaily dividing. T here are several ant imitot ic 

drugs which function in a similar rnanner to colchicine, such as vinblastine. 

Another drug which affects MTs is known as tauol. This drug renders SITs 

less iabile. promotes the assernbly of free tubulin into MTs arid also stops ce11 

division but this time because the MTs are too stable. Tubulin subunits are 

bound strongly together and disassembly becornes improbable. Consequently. 

chromosomes cannot be separated by the Corce-generating MTs during anaphase 

of mitosis and ce11 division is prevented. Tliiis. tavol is used in cancer treatnient. 

If MTs are showii to be important in some of the respects which are speculated 

over in this thesis. tliey are certain to become the target of many niore drugs 

or therapies. Like the MAPs discussed in the previous section. we stiall consider 

binding between the moleciiles and propose how electrostatics determine the drug 

funct ion. 

2.9 Elastic Propert ies of Microt ubules 

Physical properties of the cytoplasm were discussed earlier in this chapter and it 

only makes sense to discuss similar properties of the cytoskeleton and its conipo- 

nents. This brief section has been postponed until close to the end of the chapter 

so that rsference can be made to several processes rhicli otherwise would have al1 

been introduced at the same time. Gittes et al. [46] have measured MT flexural 

rigidity by thermal fluctuations in the MT shape and found interestiiigly that it 

is increased when MTs are treated with MAP r. the MTs are most stabiiized 

by preventing GTP hydrolysis. Thus in addition to the already discussed fact 

that hydrolysis of GTP can result in destabilizing the MT with respect to catas- 

trophic disassernbly. it also makes the polymer more flexible. It is interesting to 
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note t bat the application of taxol. that redaces MT assembly dynarnics. actually 

reduces the mechanical rigidity of MTs [KI. 
The rneasured flexural rigidity for MTs corresponds to a Young's modulus 

of 1.4 GPa in normal MTs and can be raised by more than a factor of two to 

3.4 GPa when hydrolysis is prevented [48]. In an independent study. a Young's 

rnodulus of 4.6 GPa was derived Ironi the buckliiig of iiiicrotubules that required 

the application of a 10 pN force [J9]. The Young's rnodulus of F-actin has 

also heen ineasured and is of the same order of magnitude though conflirting 

measurements make actin botli more and less rigid than SlTs [5O.  511. This 

number is sufficiently large to imply that the cell must rely on dcpolymerization 

ratlier than deformation to effect a shape change. 

This nieasiired value of Young's modulus indicates that bending of a protofil- 

ament into an arc s i th  radius of curvature of 20 nm. as observed by Slandelkow 

et al. 1291. woiild require about 0.14 eV/dimer (3.2 kcal/niol) which is slightly 

less than the e n e r g  of GTP hydrolysis. 0.22 eV (5.1 kcal/mol). This is believed 

to erplain the differenre observeci in the free energ' releaw when free floating 

GTP is hydrolyzed compared to the hydrolysis of GTP bound to a MT. 

2.10 Force Generation by Motor Proteins 

One final open topic in the study of MTs and their associated proteins is the 

issue of force generation by motor proteins such as kinesin and dynein. There are 

two separate questions to be addressed: the first being how is the Force generated 

for the movement of a motor protein and its cargo along the surface of the MT 

lattice; the second challenge is to explain how rnicrotiibules shorten and pull 

chromosomes to either end of the ce11 during mitosis. 

Two of the principal motor proteins that attach to MTs are kinesin and 

dynein. N'hile kinesin moves towards the  plus end of a MT. dynein is negative 



end directed. Earh of these proteins consists of a globular head region and an 

extended coiled-coi1 tail section as shown in Figure 2.13. The study of motor 

motor m rote in 

Microtubule 

Figure 2.13: A motor protein is shown *walkingB along a MT protofilament. 

proteins including myosin. whiçh has a similar structure. has shown that whilc 

the long tail is able to increase the force generated by the rnolecular motor. the 

essential components for force generation are located within the globular head. 

Models of motor protein movernent can essentially be divided into two different 

mechanisms. those with diffusion and those with a power stroke [52]. The efficient 

propagation of these proteins. often with pairs such as kinesin and dynein moving 

in opposite directions sirnultaneoi~sly and seemingly avoiding collisions led to the 

proposal that thep may be directed by electrostatic interactiotis with the MT [53] 

and it is interesting to note that the binding of kinesin to blTs has since been 

shown to be prirnarily electrostatic (5.11. 

The motion of the motor protein in either model is accomplished through the 

hydrolysis of ATP. The diffusion models require an oscillating potential that is 

presumably driven by a conformation change of the motor-XIT bond. .\ctivation 

of the complex by ATP leads to a potential that is relatively flat. Diffusion 



occurs in this state and once the potential reverts to its asymmetric form. the 

geometry of the potential is such that forward propagation of the tnotor protein 

is favoured. -4 reriew of such schemes may be found tlianks to Jülicher et al. [Xi]. 

In the power stroke models by contrast. it is the motor protein whose structure 

changes. Sornetimes such models are envisioned as models of proteins walking 

since one imagines the protein to stretch and biiid at a secorid location before 

relaving to its original conformation when the *back leg' releases its grip on the 

MT to start the process anew once additional ATP has arriveci. Both models 

share sirnilar features however this is often the preferred model for the description 

of the particular featiires of niotor proteins. The motor protein lias two or niore 

distinct States wbere at least one conformational change accurs and is driven by 

ATP hydrolysis as has been experimentally dernonstrated for myosin by Spudich 

et al. [56]. Phosphorylation of the motor protein such as in the case of myosin 

rnay lead to subsequent conformational changes. Thus the protein may be viewed 

as walking along the MT powered by ATP. It is interesting to note that the use 

of GTP to control MT dynamics and ATP to control motor protein motion along 

MTs. allows a ce11 to have control over both the cars (motor proteins) and the 

track (bITs) individually. 

So. can this model of niotor protein movement be successfully applied to the 

probiem of chromosome separation? The prevailing mode1 of how the MTs that 

form the mitotic spindle separate chromosomes is that rnotor proteins attach 

to the chromosomes and the distal ends of spindle BITS. The force generation 

is thereby developed locally by the motor proteins and cannot depend on the 

length of the MT. However. the force attracting the chromosome to the pole 

has been shown to increase as the spindle shortens [57]. Only a repulsive force 

from the pole or generated &y the tubulin subunits of the microtubule would 

solve this difficiilty. However. if it is the motor proteins are responsible for the 



force generation. it must be explained how it is that the chromosome movement 

does not require ATP [58]. Therefore if the motor proteins are important for 

more than simply binding the chromosome. this has not been shown to date and 

the relationship between force and the length of the spindle MTs must still be 

expiained. 
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Chapter 3 

The Biology-P hysics Interface 

Tlie marriage of b i o l o ~  and physics may seeni a strange one at first but in  

fart there has been a long-standing desire to understand physiological processes 

on a more fundamental levei. even a molecular level. The development of the 

fields known as biochemistry and moleciilar biophysics has followed with the 

ambitious hopes of making progress in this regard. Ciisatisfied R-ith sirnply 

measilring the binding affinity of. for instance. an enzyiiie to its substrate. the 

investigation becomes one of explaining the binding affinity by dctermining the 

structure of the constituents and identifying the relevant binding site. In tliis 

example. one miglit then hope to synthesize a substrate whicli might be more 

strongly or weakly bound by the enzyme. Consider the following biologically 

important events which could be modelled: biochemical reactions. protein folding 

and assembly. immune response. transport phenomena. and biological signalling. 

to name a lew. An irnproveci understanding of any or al1 of these as they pertain 

to a specific biological quandary can have great pharmaceutical relevance if it 

Ieads to the developrnent of a better drug. 

In essence. the difference between living organisms and inanimate matter is 

the ability of living organisms to reproduce. to adapt and to control the afore- 

mentioned biological events with extremely fine precision. Any cells unable to 

CO-ordinate these activities will not survive. Many of the molecules found in 
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living organisms are both large and complex. Proteins are the most varied and 

have the rnost diverse range of function. Their rnolecular masses range from the 

tens of thousands up to the millions. Conversely. the chemical subunits which 

make up biological molecules are not nearly so varied; essentially 20 amino acids 

are the building blocks of al1 proteins. Diversity is a simple result of the niulti- 

tude of combinations. The fuiict ion ing of biological systeri~s must also be derived 

from this coniplexity; with specific organization of complex niolecular systenis 

providing specific functions whiie they continue to be governed by fundamental 

physical laws. The principle of complexity 'Degetting function is a laniiliar one 

to physicists and has often been referred to as an emergent plienornenori. It is 

characteristic of atomic spsterns to display new properties as they becorne more 

coniplex [l]. Concepts such as temperature. entropy. sound waves and other 

collective excitations apply to a system of atoms but riot to individuai atonis. 

H'hile biochernistry studies rnainly atoms in direct contact with each other. 

many biological plienomena arise froni subtler. weaker. short- and long-range 

forces. The solvat ion and desolvat ion problem. for enample. has yet to he treateci 

theoretically due to computational limits althougli it is essential to the under- 

standing of ligand binding in any physiological and hence wet environment. 

Biofunction is the resiilt of specific chemical reactions and reaction cascades. 

Some molecules derive their function solely froni quantum mechanical interac- 

tions ahile in other molecules. classical interactions with surrounding moleciiles 

and external fields. such as  electromagnetic fields. are responsible for proper 

function. The main task facing t heoretical biophysics today is the investigation 

of the physical characteristics of biological molecules and very simple biological 

systems such as enzymes. structural proteins and cellular membranes. In t his 

study. one must remember to account for the openness of biological systerns to 

the environment. They routinely exchange energy and matter with their environ- 



ment and. in addition. many components of biological systems such as proteins 

are t hernselves undergoing cont inual renewal. Li fe is only possi ble because the 

tirnescale of protein stability is much longer than the timescale of their respective 

biological funct ions [l]. 

Biophysicists seek to understand biophysical processes by accounting for in- 

traniolecular and iritermolecular interactions. and t heir resui ting electroriic aiid 

structural conformational changes; and by studying the transfer of electrons. pro- 

tons. metallic ions and enrrgy nithiii biological systems. In condensed rnatter 

physics. such problems are solved Sy the methods of quantum mechanics. statiu- 

tical physics and bot h equili britirn and non-equili briiirn t hermodynaniics. How- 

ever. since isoiated biophysical sgstenis are not found in nature. the description 

is compiicateci by the openness of living systems and their far-from-eqiiilibriuni 

nature. In this thesis. 1 am concerned with the properties of a particular protein. 

tiibulin. and its polyrnerized form the MT. 1 am specifically concerned with its 

ferroelectric properties. its possible role in biological signalling and its conduc- 

tioii properties. An ovemien of the developnient of biophysics in thest. regards 

follows. The cell reqiiires organization to operate effectively and I shall demon- 

strate how some of the c>.toskeletal organization may be supported by physical 

interactions. 

3.1 Energy Requirements 

Energy production and energy transport are fundamental problenis in biology 

since a majority of biophysical processes are endothermic and require energy 

input to be sustained. Energy must also be spent by the ce11 to maintain its 

composition and to combat the effects of entropy. It is of necessity that biological 

processes are coupled to  exothermic processes such as ATP or GTP hydrolysis. 

hydrolysis 
-4TP -+ ADP + Pi + Energy (0.49 eV) 



tipdrolys~s 
GTP -t GDP + Pi + Energy (0.22 eV) (3.2) 

where Pi represents an inorganic phosphate group which is severed from the nu- 

cleotide triphosphate complex (XTP) leaving the nucleotide diphosphate (NDP) '. 
The generation of .4TP for cet1 use will not be exarnined in detail here but suf- 

fice it to Say that: ( i)  mitochondria are organelles of the cell which break down 

sugars in the presence of oxygen to water and carbon dioxide with a net gain of 

ATP; and ( i i )  the process of ATP generation occurs through the use of several 

enzymes where notably cvtochronie oxidase plays a crucial role in electron trans- 

port [2. 3. JI. Of course. energy production and transport are not the ahole story. 

but the conversion of energv from one form to another must be explained. Witli 

this vier .  energy production can also be vieaed simply as conversion from the 

ran material. food sugars. into the refined product. ATP. A few biological pro- 

cesses and their corresponding energy conversions are summarined in Table 3.1. 

Several features are common arnong t hese energy conversion processes and slioiild 

Table 3.1: Biological Processes and .Associateci Energy Conversions 

Biological Process 
vision 

nerve impulse 
muscle contraction 

photosynt hesis 
cellular respiration 

bioluminesence 

Energv Conversion 
light + electrical 

chernical + electrical 
chemical + mechanical 

light + chernical 
cliemical (stored) -t chernical 

chemical + light 

be noted as they shall prove to be important when conduction in biomaterials is 

considered. They each occur along highly organized membrane-like structures. 

involve protein rnacromolecules in the form of enzymes and they al1 utilize the  

release of energy from the hydroiysis of the cell's refined product. ATP. The pur- 

'W  represents the nucleotide which may be either adenosine (A)  or guanosine (G). 
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pose of the organization seems at least in the case of photosynthesis and cellular 

respiration to effectively pass electrons between chemical species. This redox 

(reduction-oxidation) scheme demonstrates that biological systems indeed make 

use of electron transport and this adds some motivation to search for additional 

examples of electronic conduction within the cell. 

Ali energy conversion processes make use of gradients. Tliese may be chenii- 

cal gradients such as the concentration of ions and other molecules. ternperatiire 

gradients and eveti gravitational and electromagnetic potential gradients. Ch~rn- 

ical gradients are the most important because tliey are the ones which can be 

manipulated by the crlls. Since diffusion tends to erode these gradients rather 

quickly. it is essential that membranes are established to preserve concentration 

diflerences. Through the construction of ion channels and gates. the ce11 is able 

to extract useful work by coupling endotherniic processes to the movement of 

an ion passively down a cheniical gradient in rniich the saine way a turbine may 

be powered by a saterfall behind a dam. The cell's abilitg to mairitain a non- 

equilibritim .stem provides an attractive problem ttiat is ameriahle to stiidy by 

the physicist . 

3.2 Biological Signalling 

Signalling by varied rneans is required to regulate the corn plex behaviour of living 

systems [rom the simplest bacterium to yeast cells and larger eukaryotes such 

as humans. The direrence between monocellular and multicellular organisms is 

that communication must necessarily be possible between its different cells. For 

any particular cell of the organism. this means that in addition to intracellular 

signalling. it must be prepared to both transmit and receive extracellular signals. 

The signalling mechanisms discovered so far exhibit the complexity of organic 

chemistry. In order to interpret signals From other cells. a ce11 requires special 



membrane receptors which can detect the presence of a signailing molecules in the 

extracellular fluid. Albrecht-Bühler has proposed in his 'intelligent cell* model 

that cells are able to sense light through the use of centrioles [SI. Since the 

centrioles are always iound with a perpendicular orientation. this would allow 

the cell to discern directional information about a signal through latitude and 

longitude nieasurerrieiits. Tliat this would provide an invaluable signal receptor is 

clear. but the mechanisrn tliroiigh which other cells might transmit such signals is 

unclear and will not be disciissed flirt ber here other tliaii to say that the proposa1 

is that mitochondria may generate light signals at infrareci frequencies. Excluding 

this hypot hesis. t hr cell has sererol met hods of conimunication t hrough the use 

of its varied signalling molecules. The molecules are first packageci and theii 

expelled froni the cell. In the simplest type of messaging. the cheniical signals are 

dumped outside the ce11 and carried diffusively. This met hod of communication 

is effective for only the signalling of nearby cells. Such local signalling is known 

as paracrine signalling. Synpatic signalling is a refined version of the paracrine 

model whrre the signal moleciile a neiirotransmit ter. is released at a specifically 

designed interface providing intimate contact between the source and target cells. 

This allows qui& and direct signalling but still relies on diffusion to carry the 

signal molecules across the narrow junction. The last type of signalling. knovrn 

as endocrine signalling. may be used wlien t lie target cells of the signal are ei ther 

more distant or more widespread. These molecular signals known as hormones 

are secreted by the ce11 into the circulatory system. Thiis although diffusion is 

used yet again. the Stream of blood or Sap may carry the signal a long distance. 

Due to the dilution effect of the circulatory fluid. hormones must be effective 

even at low concentrations such as IO-' mol L-' [6]. 

The mechanism behind the workings of these extracellular messengers is of 

the familiar antigen-antibody type [7]. That is to say that there are specific 
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integral membrane proteins to which a signalling molecule may bind on the 

target cell's exterior. The general behaviour of these signalling systems is that 

binding of the signal moleeule to the receptor induces a conformational change 

at the opposite end of the protein receptor which lies within the cell's interior. 

The conformational change may have a direct or indirect response. In  the case of 

a direct response. the çytoplasniic dorilairi of the proteiii becoiiies enzyniatic and 

catalyzes a specific chemical reaction until the signal molecule at the extracellular 

end breaks down or becornes unbound. Tri the indirect case, the conformational 

change may release another signalling molecule on the cell's interior known as 

a G-protein. This G-protein may then bind to one or more other enzyines. 

either serving to activate or deadinte them. The indirect signal allows for 

the coordination of complementary reaction pathways and is one way in which 

the cell regulates its processes. Breaking the signalling scheme into many parts 

also allows for magnification of the signal a t  each step and makes it possible to 

ultirnately have a large response to a small nuinber of signal molecules. The 

final sort of response t hat is possible by ligand binding is the opening of ion 

channels. In this case. the conformational change of the receptor is such that a 

hydrophilic channel is opened throiigh the ce11 membrane and allows passage of a 

specific charged species such as calcium ion (Ca2+). The calcium ion is usefd in 

particular because it exists outside of the ce11 in concentrations 10' tirnes higlier 

than the intracelliilar concentration. As a result. it diffuses into a ce11 easily 

and is used as a secondary signal. The rnechanism for the operation of these 

signais has only been sketched briefly because they are well understood and are 

described in more detail in textbooks such as Alberts et al. [6]. 

The most interesting biophysics happens within the ce11 where the methods of 

signal transduction are yet to be fully elucidated. Intracellular signalling includes 

mechanisms such as the action potential which is electrical in nature and driven 
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by chemical potentials [8]. Sensitivity of individual cells to concentration and 

potential gradients is necessary if the ce11 is to respond to gravitational or electric 

fields. lntracellular signalling coordinates the orchestra of cellular processes to 

ensure that the entire ce11 works in harmony. In mitosis. chromosome segegation 

to each pole of the mother cell is mediated by MTs. However. the simultane- 

ity of the separation must be explairiecl arid requires sonie kiiid of signal to be 

mediated by the LITS. Treadmilling by free MTs under conditions of dynarnic 

instability should also be explaineci silice the opposite ends of the MT have siirh 

coordinated behwiour. Recently. Llaniotis et al. (91 demonstrated how piilling 

on actin filaments o u l d  induce changes witfiin the nucleus. This illustrated tliat 

the ce11 was also sensitive to mechanical stimulation [IO]. One hypotliesis for the 

control which the ce11 has over these processes is an electromagnetic regulation. 

This forni of signalling has the advantage that it is exceedingly rapid relative 

to extracelliilar signaliing. The cytoskeleton seems to piay a key role in each of 

these mysterious examples of cellular signalling. 

Consider the action potential. this electrical signal passes along the neural 

membrane driven by a cascade of sodium ions flowing into the ce11 and is saitched 

off by a delayed flow of potassium ions out of the cell. While the action potential 

moves. there is no attenuation of the signal. Only toxins. which can disable 

the function of voltage-gated ion channels. are able to stop the progress of the 

action potential. Thus the behaviour of the system appears soliton-like. The 

cytoskeleton adopts a configuration in neurons where the orientation of MTs is 

parallel with uniform direction within the axon. along which the ce11 transmits 

signals to other cells. but the 51Ts adopt an aligned configuration aith a non- 

uniform direction in the dendrites where signals are received from otlier cells. 

Since there are molecular rnotors such as kinesin and dynein which move in 

opposite direct ions along MTs. one would suspect t hat t here is another reason 



for the specific structure that is seen rather than simply the ability to transport 

goods using the MTs. Otherwise. the should be free to have arbitrant 

orientation, 

hlTs are known to respond to both electric fields [Il. 12. 131 and to niagnetic 

fields [II. 141 and align thernselves such that they are parallel to the field lines. 

The specific aligrirrieiit iri these two neuronal regions corild be to  rnake SITs 

insensitive to electric fields within dendrites but reinforce the susceptibility to 

electric fields within the axoii. It has also been shown tliat in long cylindrical 

cells such as the geometr-y of an auon. electrical fields are able to penetrate most 

easily [IJ]. Within a cylindrical structure such as the MT. the electric field along 

the axis remains almost constant rather than decaying tonards the center of the 

MT. 

The key question of intracellrilar biological signailing is vhether or not eler- 

tron transport plays a roleY The transfer of an electron betweeri proteins resiilts 

in a conformational change that lias a physiological effect [16]. In the case of iori 

channels. the donation or arceptance of electrons changes their interna1 electr- 

statics and affects their fiinction. This results in neuromodulat ion by changing 

in the response characteristics of the neuron and constitutes a reprogramming of 

neural networks. 

3.3 Biological Piezoelectricity 

Piezoelectricity is the electrical response of certain materials to strain and pyro- 

electricity is the electrical response of a material to a thermal gradient. Athen- 

stadt has previously investigated piezoelectric and pyroelectric properties of ser- 

eral living systems and found that many structural tissues possess a permanent 

electrical polarization [KI. The subunits that comprise these tissues al1 have a 

permanent electric dipole. In particular. Athenstadt established that MTs are py- 
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roelectric and hence possess elect ric dipoles. This is consistent n.it h the obsemed 

alignment of hlTs assembled in the presence of electromagnetic fields [Il.  121 

and ~ i t h  calculations presented later in this thesis that estimate tubulin's dipole 

moment given its structure in zinc ion-induced sheets. Tn the 25 yars which 

have passed since those stiidies. the piezoelectric property of many tissues has 

been confirmed [la. 191. Tissues sucii as collageri a d  boue develop surface volt- 

ages of 10-150 mV in response to strain. The pic~oelectric effect is exhibited 

because mechanical deformation or strain displaces some electrons towards the 

compressed surfaces. These surfaces become negat ively charged [20]. There is 

supposition that these potential differences nhich develop may be interpreted 

within the ce11 and in the case of bone. it has been demonstrated that bone 

growth is stimulated in this manner. 

In the case of MTs. the piezoelectric property could be important when me- 

chanical stress is indiiced wit hin the structure such as during chromosome separa- 

tion. Indeed Salmon conducted experiments nhidi demonstrated that changing 

the hydrostatic pressure witliin the ceII roitld indiice depolyrnerization of the 

spindle MTs [21. 221. Conversely when an external field such as that of an ac- 

tion potential acts. it would induce a stress on the MT. The resulting mechanical 

strain could be exactly the requirernent for the release of neurotransniitter at the 

neural synapse. Such links between the mechanical properties of the cell and sig- 

nalling are of special interest now that mechanical strain of tlie cytoskeleton has 

been shown to carry signals to tlie nucleus [9]. 

3.4 Biological Conduct ion 

Although conductivity of organic materials was reported as early as the turn of 

the century in solid anthracene [23]. Szent-Gyorgyi is generally given credit for 

giving birth to the belief that such electron transfer may be crucial to biological 
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processes 12.1. 251. He suggested in 1941 that the mobile T-elect rons of conjugated 

carbon double bonds rnay be transferred frorn molecule to molecule and that 

this may be fundamental to the workings of biological systerns. Five years later. 

he reported the discovery of photoconductive effects for protein films [26]. The 

conduction within organic solids was then desrribed by rneans of a. band mode1 as 

in traditional st.miconductors. Conductioii was viewed as an intrinsic property 

of the material where thermal excitation of electrons frorn a valence band to 

the conduction band leads to a dynamic equilibriiini of electron-hoie pairs and 

the result is the appearance of sorne number of avaiiable charge carriers. A 

typical organic niaterial has a band gap too large for charge carriers to be present 

(Figiire 3.1). Since the number of charge carriers is temperature dependent. 

the conductivity is also temperature dependent. The number density of charge 

carriers. n. 

is described by eqiiation (3.3) wlierc e is the band gap. k is Boltzmann's constant. 

T the temperature and np the density of carriers in the conduction band. The 

conduct ivity is t hen deterniined by siimming the contri but ions to condiictioii 

b holes and by electrons where p represents the carrier mobilities and e is the 

charge of an electron. 

0 = l e I ( n e ~ e  + n h ~ i , )  (3-4) 

In the rnid-1950's. the idea of serniconduction was ruled out by the masses due 

to the large activation energies in the range of several electron voits whicli wwe 

much higher than the energies observed in biological processes. typically less 

than 0.49 eV which is the free energy of ATP hydrolysis. Hoivever. several key 

points were overlooked at that time when organic semiconduction was dismissed. 

Firstly. measurements had been carried out only in dried systerns whereas liv- 

ing systems function only when wet. typically 80% water. Rosenberg has since 
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Figure 3.1: Valence and conduction band picture of two materials. On the 
left. the band gap is sufficiently small and the valence and conduction edges 
close to the Fermi level. so there d l  be some thermally excited electrons in the 
conduction band. and holes in the valence band. A niore typical organic material 
band picture is shown on the right. often the band gap is greater than 3.0 eV. 
The curve superirnposed on each band is simply a Fermi-Dirac distribution where 
the chernical potential is zero and the teniperature is 300 1.; 



shown that the presenre of water causes significant changes in the activation 

energy [27. 281 and hence may impro~e the conductivity of proteins by a factor 

of up to IO''! The treatment of solvation remains a major difficulty in current 

studies of protein interaction and is crucial to analysis of the problem but re- 

quires sophisticated molecular and Brownian dynarnics sirnulat ion to make niuch 

progress. Nevertlieless. the wet environnieri t cannot be ignored. 

Secondly. certain proteins exist with unusual structures which seem to bc 

specially designed for higti electron conductirities and low activation energies. 

Essentially. these structures can be viewed akin to donor and acceptor impurities. 

Straub measured ail activation energy of about 0.3 el' for cytoçhrome oxidase 

which is known to play a role in electron transport (291 and which is instrumental 

in the proton punip niechanisrn of energy production in mitochondria [30]. Most 

proteins have activation energies at least three times larger. Given the expo- 

nential dependence of the conductivity on the activation energ'r t his represents 

perliaps a factor of 106 improvement other things being equal. 

Finally. condiiction within individtial striictiires may be qiiite different than 

condiict ion across the interfaces between t hese structures. t his may be what is 

nieasured when an electrode is piaced across a compressed mas  of thousands of 

microsçopic particles. Hence the conductivity niay be higlier within individual 

particles ttian previously deduced from the conductivity of a m a s  of particles aiid 

makes current work to measure properties of individual structures all the more 

relevant. Given these weaknesses descri bed above in the case against organic 

conduction. and wit h a spirit of indifference toward the convent ional t hin ki ng. 

work continued in the field to investigate conduction by organic materials. Eley 

et al. investigated conduction in proteins and found a weak semiconduction in 

dark conditions [31. 32.331. The conduction was also found to increase exponen- 

tially with hydration but it was not possible to conclude as to the cause. Pethig 
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and Szent-Gyorgyi carried out transport experiments [34] and found that DY.\ 

and RNA had reproducible conduction of the form of equation (3.3) r i t h  an 

activation energy of about 1.1 eV but the value of 00 in similar experiments has 

varied from 10' to 10' R-Lcm-L. The fact that the familiar dependence of the 

conduction on temperature ivas measured meant that traditional explanations 

of conduction might be relevant. however the iriabili ty t o reproclute experirrieiits 

quantitatively underlined the difficulty of working with organic matter. This 

difficulty has been attributed to the high sensitivity of these svstenis to their en- 

vironments and has significantly Iiindered progress in the studv of their physical 

properties. 

i n  the nearly 60 years following Szent-Gyorgyi's prediction. kinetic evidence 

has been gatliered which supports semiconduction in living cells [35. 36). More 

recently. the interest has been in understanding the mechanisni of electron trans- 

fer in biological media. C'ntil the 1 s t  decade. the physics and clieniistry of the 

liquid state has largely been applied to biologi. This has not been sufficient 

to describe the complex physical processes observeci and attention needs to be 

given to the structures and particles which are present. Two approaches may be 

adopted in the stcidy of physical processes within organic extracts. The first is 

to test the solid-state physical properties of the extract such as its conductivity 

and piezoelectricity wi th the caveat t hat the discovery of novel properties does 

not imply that they play an important physiological role. The second option 

concerns the case where a biological process may be explained by the hypoth- 

esis of solid state processes in cells. The components of the biological systerri 

should then be isolated and their properties compared to the predictions of the 

corresponding condenseci rnatter model. It is largely this latter approach that 

has been adopted in this investigation. 

The phenomenon of electronic conduction is a well studied problem in con- 



densed matter physics. Tt is the phenornenon by which a current may be passed 

t hrough a material. The conductivity of a material is defined experimentally 

by the constant. o. which relates the current density. J. in the material to the 

electric field. E. wittiin the material by the following relationship: 

More generally. this parameter may actually be a tensor. a,~. so 

relating the anisotropic response of the system to the externrl electric field. A 

material witli an electrical conductivity in excess of 104 R%n-l is generaliy 

corisidered to be a conductor. Materials are clasified as insulators wheri their 

electrical conductivity is less than 10-1° R-'cm-l. f ithin the intermediate range 

frorri 10-~-10~ R - ' ~ n i - ~ .  materials are classified as serniconductors, The term. 

organic semiconductor. has been used to describe organic cornpounds that ex- 

hibit proprrties inconsistent with electrical insulators. These organic materials 

may be grouped into t hree categories: rnolecular crystals (characterized by wn 

der Waals bonds). charge transfer complexes (with covalent and coordinate bond- 

ing present) and polymers. Charge transfer complexes play an important role 

in biology as they are responsible for the generation of useable encra  through 

the processes of respiration and photosynthesis. However. not al1 biological elec- 

tronic condiiction can be described by charge transfer complexes. In some cases. 

electron donors and acceptors are isolated from each other. Conseqiiently. the 

carriers will reside in the vicinity of the same moiecule for a long time before 

jumping to a neighbouring molecule. This view gives rise to a hopping mode1 

since electron mobility is low and governed by an activation energ- Such an 

interpretation is particularly useful whenever the material exhibits a periodic 

lattice; or has a sufficiently weak carrier concentration that interactions between 
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carriers are negligible [ 3 i ] .  The MT is an example of such a system with period- 

icity and we are optimistic that the hopping mode1 we have selected shall give 

us an accurate picture of electrical conduction within this polymer. 

3.5 Protein Interaction wit h Environment 

It should be emphasized that a structured water niediurn surrounds al1 of tlie 

protein within a cell. This is the solvation problern mentioned earlier and is a 

result of the protein and its cliarged surface forming hydrogen bonds with the 

water. In addition. ions are found nithin the cytoplasni wliich may influence 

conduction properties by their interaction with the side chains of proteins or 

even their localization within charged pockets of the protein. Consequently. the 

study of dry proteins does not give an accurate portrayal of their properties. 

Some of these effects. of the environment surrounding tlie proteins. have been 

previously studied theoretically [38]. However. these studies do not predict the 

band gap to be sufficiently reduced to result in meaningful condiiction. 

The interaction of metal ions and protons with peptide groiips is of great im- 

portance in the biophysical cheniistry of proteins. Such interactions are involveci 

in conformational changes of macromolecular structure and are the basis of one 

class of gated ion-channels. They rnay also affect physical properties and the 

chernical reactivity of biomolecules in vivo. These interactions between metal 

ions may also have an important role in genetic expression. metaloenzyrne ac- 

tivity and rnetal-nucleic acid processes [39]. There are several possible modes 

of association which are depicted in Figure 3.2. The most likely as indicated 

by infrared spectroscopy and nuclear magnetic resonance studies is shaded in 

the figure. The most common of al1 such reactions is simply the association of 

a proton. This drastically changes the electrostatics of the problem so that a t  

low pH when carbonyl groups are protonated. the structure of the protein differs 
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Figure 3.2: Association of a metal ion or proton to a peptide. The charged ion 
or proton (AC) may fortn a bond with either the carbonyl oxygen. the carbonyl 
carbon or the nitrogen. 

soniewhat from its high pH form. Ratlier than changing the band gap. such 

interactions with metal ions may allow the proteiii to donate electrons to the 

rnetal ions thereby creating holes in tlic conduction band. Protons (Ut) seem to 

accept eiectrons much more readily than do lithium. sodium and larger metallic 

ions [39. JO]. This property led to some study of electronic coiiduction where 

protons art  like a ferry but c a r y  electrons in only one direction. 

There are only three significant types of charge carriers: electrons. heavy ions 

and protons. The electrons have a high mobility and there are many familiar 

materials capable of supporting their conduction sucli as nietals. Heavy ions can 

easily çarry a charge but are immobile within solids. Protons fil1 the intermedi- 

ate case. and while thep present many experimental difficulties. they may exist 

within both liquid and solid media. Although three orders of magnitude heavier 

than an electron. the bare proton or H+ ion is much smaller than any other ion 
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precisely because it does not car- any electrons. Within the ~~ytoplasm. the 

proton will typically combine nith water to form hydroniurn ion ( H 3 0 + )  which 

is significantly Larger but remains light compared to ions such as potassium. -4s 

a result. it has a higher mobility aiid the suspicion of hydroniurn's involvernent in 

conduction is that it may hop along the outside of a protein becoming localized 

at negatively çharged pockets of the proteiri. Protoiis miglit alw act as carriers 

L". . 

Figure 3.3: Proton ferries electron between donor and acceptor sites. The proton 
approaches the donor. accepts an electron and then may freely diffuse to the 
acceptor site where it then donates the electron. Once the donor and acceptor 
structures relax to t heir initiai states. the process begîns again. 

of negatively charged ions or electrons [JI]. Potential barriers are required at 

electron injection and ejection points to prevent short circuiting. The injected 

protons in this mechanism of conduction would corne from chemical reactions. 

redox reactions. or a proton reservoir at high chemical potential sucii as the 

interior of a mitochondrion [44.  



3.6 Symbiosis of Physics and Biology 

Finally before delving into the study of 'vlTs. consider the benefits which the 

fields of physics and biology may reap from each ot her. Biology gains an unprece- 

dented understanding of protein interactions and hence the ability. for example. 

to predict drup action. There could even exist the possibility of synthesizing pro- 

teins for specific enzymatic purposes or to provide faster turnover. Eventually. 

drugs could be tested by computer for side egects. by comparing the surface of 

the compound to naturally occuring agents circulating within the body. 

The possible assets which physicists and engineers niay gain from such stiidy 

could be substantial if they are able to harness the special abilities of biological 

systerns. Due to their microscopir size. biological systems are the target of 

experimental investigation for the purpose of reducing circuit dimensions furt her 

from the rnicroscale to the nanoscale [J3]. In particular. digital logic operations 

are desired and attempts are currently iinderway to build biological logic gates 

that can be controlled from outside of the system by an optical signal as proposed 

by Ashkenazi et al. [U]. They have designed a biochemical switch by connecting 

an electron donor group to an electron acceptor group. Enzymatic activity is 

switched on and off when the molecule switches between its two tautomeric 

states. The change of conformation occurs when an electron is transfered through 

conjugated carbon-carbon bonds over a 2 nm distance. 

Producing nan+electronic systems using biomolecules could offer the possi- 

bilty of mass production given t hat biological systems have the ability to self- 

assemble. Eventually. one might be able to construct a new nano-circuit and 

build it using the appropriately designed protein. In this respect. crude efforts 

are already underway and look promising. Kirsch et al. [15] are constructing 

wires with nanometer radii from MTs. They daim MTs are particularly well- 

suited for use as  biomolecular templates for nanowires. The MTs are grown under 
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typical cellular conditions and ttien plated with nickel. The resulting wires have 

a 40-50 nrn radius and show ohmic response when a current is passed dong their 

length with a resistance of 1 kR. These wires are sirnpler to produce than carbon 

nanotubes and have a conductivity of about 5 x 103 R-lcrn-l that is typical of a 

weak conductor. Such examples of logic gates and nanowires are simply selected 

as two of rnany efforts to gain a better understanding of organic structure whicli 

may have industrial significance. 
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Chapter 4 

Dipole Ordering 

4.1 Ising Mode1 

The ID Ising mode1 consists of a lattice of spin variables. each of which may take 

on one of two values. +1 or -1. These spin variables iiiteract with each other and 

with an extemal magnetic field. The Ising niodel is a useful starting point in 

our study of di pole ordering since we shall view the tubulin dimer as a two-state 

system. MT pratofilaments have been observed to be eitlier straight or curved 

and this is believed to be related to the conformation of the individual dirners. 

The change in the conformation of the dirner causes charge to be redistributed 

throughout the tubulin dirner and the two states are considered to be the resiilt 

of charge localization at one of two binding sites on tubuliri [I . 21. 

The simplest Ising system consists of' a string (one-dimensional lattice) of 

N sites in which only nearest neighbour interactions are considered. In such a 

systern. the Ising Hamiltonian may be written as follows: 

where J represents the strength of the spin-spin interaction between nearest 

neighbours and h represents the strength of the interaction between the external 

magnetic field and the spin variables. a k  [3]. A positive J represents a ferromag- 

netic interaction. that is an interaction which favours the pairing of neighbouring 



spins. A negative J favours anti-parallel orientation for neighbouring spins. The 

model was first studied in 1925 by Ising [-II who solved the statistical mechanics 

of this ID systern analytically in the presence of a magnetic field. 

While the 1D Ising mode1 with nearest neighbour terms does not possess a 

phase transition at a finite temperature. the 2D Ising mode1 does have a phase 

transition [S. 61 between a low-temperature o rd r rd  (ferroriiagiietic) pliase aiid 

a high-temperature disordered (paramagnetic) pliase. It exhibits many of the 

physical propertirs peciiliar to magnetic systenis. There are severai different 

cases to consider in a 2D lattice. For example. in a finite rectanguiar lattice 

there ri11 be two different interaction strengths to consider. Jh and J ,  for tlit. 

horizontal and vertical interactions. respectirely. In addition. there is both the 

relative magnitude of the two interactions and their signs to consider. For a 

regular rectangular lattice. t here is no frustration for free boundary conditions 

and conseqiiently a well defined ground state exists. The lone degeneracy con- 

sists of a rewrsal of spin for al1 lat tice sites. Ob~iously. this can be liftcd by 

the application of a magnetic field. If the bocindary conditions are cylindrical. 

toroidal or altogether specified in a more complicated manner. the grorind state 

rnay include frustration. This simply rneans that the overall global lowest energy 

configuration includes some local interactions which are not minimized. Since 

the location of frustration can be anywhere on the lattice. these ground states 

are highly degenerate. This will be only one of the complications we shall deal 

with later. We will also consider several blT lattices. al1 of which are triangular 

and have three interactions to consider. 

4.2 A Biological Ising System 

In the early 1980s. the hypothesis was put forward that MTs may act as biological 

cornputers [7]. At that time. a model was proposed for the storage and processing 
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of information by these biological polymers. The idea uras initia& spawned 

by mounting indirect evidence that indicated that the cytoskeleton and LITS 

in particular may act as a cellular nenrous system. Recentky. this idea of a 

cellular nervous system has been given much credibility given the meticulous work 

of Albrecht-Büliler. While Hameroff enrisaged the MTs as having inforniation 

processing capabiiity. .Ubreclit-Büliler postulates the centriole to be the cell's 

'brain' with SlTs performing signalling functions akin to the nerves and the 

actin filaments playing the role of a rudiments- musçrilatiire. In the Hameroff 

and Watt model of information storage and processing. eacli dimer of a k1T 

represents a classical two state systeni [8]. The two states are directly related to 

the observed change in tubulin's conformation and behave as binary code for a 

biological coni pciter. Since t heii. we have refined p hysically the above niodel [9]. 

Depending on whether the dirner is presently in the up or down state. the dimcr's 

dipole adopts a corresponding orientation. Each dimer may then interact with 

its nearest neighbours and the MT lattice is thus the special lattice on which 

interactions are studied. The electroconforrnationa1 energy of the MT is given 

by pdorming the sum over al1 dipole-dipole interactions. The analogous 2D 

Ising model has the following Hamiltonian: 

where the oij labels the spin variable at the site (i. j )  which may be up oij = +l or 

down Oij = -1. h represents an external field conjugate to the spin variable a and 

Jijal picks out the specific interaction for two nearest neighbour spin variables. 

The system under study differs slightly since the dipoles are not precisely opposite 

as are spins of an Ising system and the electric field and the dipoles are not 

exactly parallel. However. since t here are only two possible di pole orientations. 

the system's behaviour is expected to show similatities to Ising systems. 



4.2.1 The Dipole Interaction Mode1 

This model of ferroelectric effects in MTs was inspireci by the cellular automaton 

model of Hameroff et al. [2]. Within oiir model. there is no net charge on each 

dimer but there is instead a permanent and switchable dipole associated with 

each dimer. and consequently the overall structure may have an electric polar- 

ization. This change simplifies the study of the interaction of an electric field 

with the lattice. In cornparison with the king mode1 just rnentioned. the spins. 

a are replaceci by electric dipoles. p and the magnetic field. h. is replaced with 

the electric field. E. One orientation of the dipole points dong the protofilament 

axis. this is the up state (Figure 4.1) .  We have some freedom to choose the 

direction of the dipole in the down state since the electric dipole has not been 

measured in each of tubulin's conformational states.l C/é  have chosen the down 

axial 

..._.*....*. 

radial 
. - - * 
down 

Figure 4.1: This view of the outer surface of a MT identifies the directions of 
fields we consider. The axial or vertical direction in this diagram points away 
from the cell body. At the right. the up and down directions which were selected 
for tubulin's dipole moment are shown (# = 29'). 



state's orientation in a direction which is roughly opposite to the direction of the 

up state but which is 29" from the vertical and points out radially amay from the 

MT. This choice is based on the geonietry of MT ends that are splaying apart 

during disassembly. Under these conditions. tubulin adopts a different confor- 

mation wit h cumed protofilarnents [l O]. The resul ts of simulations presented 

here have been carried out with q~ = 29' down states. Socrit. degree of tiltirig is 

necessary if action potentials are to influence the dipole dynamics because the 

non-tilted dipole is entirrly axial and the electric field of the action potential is 

largely radial [9]. Consequently. there would be no interaction unless one of the 

states lias some radial cornponent since the interaction enerp between a dipole 

and an electric field. is simply 

where p is the dipole moment and E is the electric field. The interaction energy 

between two elernentary dipoles. pl and pz. is given by the following well-known 

formula [II]: 
1 P l .  PZ - 3 (PI n)(p2 Sn) rint = - 

4 ~ 5 ~  r3 

where ; is the relative perniittivity of the medium. E, is the permittivity of free 

space. n is the normal vector pointing from the position of the first dipole to 

the second dipole and r is the distance separating the dipoles. Eqciations (4.3) 

and (4.4) are summed over ail [attire sites and replace the Ising Hamiltonian of 

equation (4.2). The effect of the dipole interactions is that the lattice of dipoles 

will undergo a phase transition and self-organize belott* a critical temperatlire. 

into an energtically favoured configuration. At sufficiently high temperatures. 

the lattice has a random state - each individual dimer can be found in the up or 

down state in a rather arbitrary. uncorrelated fashion. At lower temperatures. 
-- - . 

l The dipole has since beendeterkined in one conformational state of tubulin and this is 
discussed in Chapter 7. 



the interaction energy dictates the di pole arrangement and the lat tice becomes 

ordered. Our task is to investigate this transition in order to determine the Iikely 

state of a hIT under physiological conditions. 

There are two parameters in the model that are unknonn and had to be 

estimated. One is the relative permittivity of tubulin in cytoplasrn. s. and the 

other is the magnitude of the dipole niorrient of tubufiri. p. The dielectric coii- 

stant of dry tubulin or of tubulin in solution has not been foiind in the literature 

although some expeririients give permittivities in excess of 100 for sonie other 

proteins in solution 1121. Our choice of these parameters allows us to compare 

results with previous rnodelling atternpts. Later on. we make use of new N-ray 

crystallography data on the structure of tubulin [13]. This allows 11s to perform 

a calculation of its dipole nionient but only provides its value in the 'straight' 

conformation. The value which is required by the model is of the change in p be- 

tween conformations. and t his is sim ply estimated and corn pared for consistency. 

Al1 of this dependence can be accounted for by a single paranieter. Q. where 

The dynamics of the model are unaffected by the choice of Q in the absence of a 

field. the value of Q simply scales the transition temperature. Larger values of Q 

increase interaction strengths and t hereby increase the transition teniperatiire. 

In the case of an electric field. the dipole-dipole tcrm scales as Q while the 

electric field-dipole interaction scales only as a. and hence changing the value 

of Q influences not only the transition temperature but also scales the relative 

- strength of the two interaction terms. We have chosen Q =12 x 1 0 ~ ~ ~  C2-m2 - 
10800 ( D e b ~ e ) ~ .  For a dipole corresponding to an electronic charge. with a charge 

separation of one dirner unit. 8 nm. E e 13 given this choice. This value for the 

tubulin dipole of 1.28 x C m  (384 Debye) has the same order of magnitude 

as some other globular proteins (121. This rnay be a conservative estimate as 



At henstadt has reported the dipole moment of anot her fibrous rnolecule. collagen. 

to be about 15 000 Debye. The important number is not the total dipole but 

the change in the dipole. consequently the smaller figure tliat we report seems 

reasonable. It is important to note tha t  t h e  precise value of the dipole moment 

depends on the pH of the surrounding mediuni. The following results are derived 

froni these estiniates oF the tubulin dinier's dipole nionient. We sliall cornnient 

on how any changes to these parameters affect the results of our simulations. 

A n  investigation of the systeiri's phase space determines the ground state of 

this classical system. Strictly speaking. this is the state of the system only at 

O K. as above absolute zero thernial fluctuations may allow the spsteni to be 

in an excited state wbere some dimers have a conformation inconsistent with 

the ground state. The task is to quantify the typical conformatioii of the sp- 

tem at finite teniperature. -4 simple method is to catalogue ail states by their 

respective energies and to take a statistical average using a Boltzmann distri- 

bution for the probabilities as a function of the state's energy. The difficulty 

with this approach is sirnply the large nurnber of states availahle in a MT. For a 

MT nitli 13 protofilaments and 1000 tubulin subunits in length. the number of 

states is 213000 * Obviously. such a problem is intractable and as a gross 

approximation. we reduce the problem to a mucli smaller lattice. for exarnple. 

13 protofilaments by 3 rows with the hope that most of the details are not de- 

stroyed by finite-size effects. A problem of 39 sites has 239 or about 10" different 

states. Thus one may attempt this problem but there are still some difficuities 

in adopting a statistical mechanical counting approach to attack the problern. 

The difficuity of the statistical mechanical approach has to do with measuring 

the polarization of a lattice which has a degenerate ground state. The plot in 

Figure 4.2 shows the problem which is faced. k low temperatures. there are 

two ground states which are degenerate. one with polarization +l. the other 
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Figure 4.2: Schematic diagram of the average energv of systeni configurations 
wit h a given polarizat ion. 

with polarization -1. Since the states are equally likely. at zero temperature. the 

statistical mechanical average weights -1 with a probability of 0.5 and weights 

+1 with the same the probability. The statistical mechanical polarization. P,, 

would tlierefore be zero. while the actual system would adopt eitlier +1 or -1 but 

be Far from the average. 

In this case. it is obvious that taking the absolute value of the polarization 

would be appropriate to pick up the actual polarization at low temperature. 

Unfortunately. this leads to difficulty for the high temperature behaviour. For 



sufficiently high temperatures. al1 states have an equal probability. 
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where here. N represents the number of lattice configuration states. However. 

since the absolute value of the polarization is necessarily non-negative for each 

configuration. the statistical average of the absolute value. ( P,, 1 gives a positive 

result rather than zero. The Monte Carlo simulation @es a typical value of 

the polarization rather than the average value of the polarization. Conseqiiently. 

the Monte Carlo method lends itself to a determination of the phase transition 

because it is a numerical representation of the phvsical system and will therefore 

select some typical configuration for a given temperature. Below the transition 

temperature. its order parameter. polarization. will beronie non-zero. In the 

case of correlation functions. they becorne non-zero at temperattires above the 

transition temperature of the lattice because strong local interactions can dictate 

local clustering beliaviour. Correlation functions of dipoles separated by larger 

distances however. will be sensitive to only ordering of the entire lattice. As 

an additional benefit. larger lattices can be sampled and al1 results presented 

for Monte Carlo lattices represent MTs of 13 protofilarnents. each protofilament 

consisting of 1000 subunits. 

4.2.2 Boundary Conditions: Lat tice Types 

Consider the interaction between dipoles of the MT lattice. From a purely struc- 

tural point of view. the Iattice type may seem insignificant. as one does not expect 

that it will change assembly dynamics or elastic properties much. However. froni 

the point of view of dipole interaction. the lattice type is crucial. In the B lat- 

tice. dimers are aligneci in nearly horizontal rows (Figure 4.3) and as a result. 



there is a strong interaction between neighbouring protofilaments which favours 

antiparallel dipole orientations. In the A lattice. the neighbouring protofilaments 

are shifted vertically such that identical orientation of the dipoles is favoured. In 

either case. there is a strong interaction along individual protofilaments which 

favours similarly oriented dipoles. This obsen.:ition shall be reflected when the 

Figure 4.3: Nearest neighbour interactions: Along the protofilament. alignment 
is preferred so that the negative tails are close to the positive heads. Between 
protofilaments. the preferred orientation is deterrnined by the vertical offset of 
the lattice. Left: Aligneci protofilanients are prekrred in the .A lattice. Right: 
In the B lattice. anti-aligned protofilaments are preferred. 

ground state behasiour of the -4 and B lattices are presented. 

In addition to these changes which concern the bulk of the lattice. the lat- 

tice structure affects the closure of the MT and hence the boundary conditions 

when protofilament 1 joins with protofilarnent 13 (or protofilament N in a gen- 

eralized MT). The monorner lattice of the MT is helical and arranged such that 

there is an upward offset between monorners of neighbouring protofilaments of 



0.92 nm (12 nm/13) when moving around tlie MT in a left-handed sense. Since 

the monomer spacing along a protofilament is 4 nm. this represents a rise of 

3 monomers for each loop of the helix. and hence the name Sstart to the line 

of monomers whicti executes this path. However. tliere are two types of lattire 

which have been described in the literature. known as the .A lattice and the B 

lattice [14. 151. If one follows the 3 start lielix. the nionornes alternate (a-$- 

a-$-...) in the A lattice but reniain the same in the B lattice (a-a-a-a- ...) or 

($-13-$-;3- ...). except at tlie seani. where there is an a 4  link. Thus the .A lattice 

has complete helical symmetry which the B lattice lacks. Since t the dirner is the 

fundarnental unit from which MTs are constructed. the dipole is associated with 

each dimer and the lattice change rneans tliat interactions are qiiite different be- 

tween the two geometries. The MT lattice has a relatively sniall width. typically 

13 subunits. Hence there are never more than 6 subunits of tubulin between 

any particular tubulin molecule and the seam. and as a result. the boundary 

conditions introdurecl at the seam play an important role in deterniiriing tlie 

eqiiilibriiim configiiration of the system. In the MT 13.4 lattice whirh has al- 

ternating a and $ subunits along the 3 start helix. there is no seam. In this 

perfectly helical system. the energv is niinimized when protofilaments have uni- 

form orientation. Hence there is a ferroelectric state ai th  al! spins pointed in 

the plus direction. In the MT 13B lattice. siibunits do not alternate along the 3 

start helix. There is also order at low temperatures. but the lowest energy state 

is not ferroelectric because while the interaction at the seam is of the .A type. 

the interaction away from the boundary nom- favours anti-alignment of protofil- 

ament dipoles. Consequently. the ground state is a sequence of antif'erroelectric 

protofilaments. 



4.2.3 Monte Carlo Simulation 

The lattice dyriamics in Our mode1 are simulated using a standard hlonte Carlo 

technique [16]. For each timestep. the energy of the present state and the oppu 

site state are calculated. .A change of state is a randorn event: the probability of 

its occurrence is determined by the temperature. The problems with the statis- 

tical mechanical approach were briefly outliiied earlier. however the hlonte Carlo 

approach has its own difficulties. In particular. it does a poor job of sanipling 

in the 'transition' region from order to disorder. We have tried to overcome 

t his difficiil ty by adopt ing several diflerent approaches in concert that rninimize 

the uncertainty near the transition temperat ure. ive increased lattice size where 

possible to reduce finite-size efkcts and by a simple numbers argument. to reduce 

the noise in the sample. In addition. simulations have gradually reduced the tem- 

perature atid used the last configuration of the previous teniperature as a seed 

for the following simulation. This method of simulation is compiitational an- 

nealing. Finally. a correiat ion funct ion has also been cûlculated between dimers 

separated by a large distance on the lattice. Long range order is the hallmark 

of a ferroelectric phase transition and this correlation function often seenis to 

have a better defined transition temperature than an examination of a plot of 

the polarization. 

A visual confirmation that the prograni is working properly is possible due to 

a visual display. With this display. it is observed that the BIT will often condense 

into different ground states at either end and consequently. if the temperature 

is reduced sufficiently rapidly. an artifact of the cooling will persist once at low 

temperature the lattice is frozen. These domain walls are localized regions of 

stored energy since molecules located dong the boundary find that the molecules 

of the two adjoining domains specify opposite conformations. Such frustration 

along the length of the MT will not be a particular focus since temperature 



fliictuations in a living systern are expected to be minimal and slow enough that 

flash-freezing will not be an issue as there is time for the ends of the MT to 

communicate. this in turn ensures that a global energy minimum shall be found. 

Since the global energy minimum is certain to  be found. an advantage of the 

Monte Carlo simulation. is that it is also possible to begin from one of the true 

ground States at absoiure zero and slowly iricreiise tlie teniperature. This has two 

benefits to working in the opposite direction. The first is that we do not have 

to worry about the probleni of quick freezing which was explaineci above. and 

this allom the simulation to be conducted more quickly. Results are periodically 

compared to the case where the systern is started at the warmest temperature 

and the thermal energ  slowly reduced to check that there are no hysteresis 

effects. 

4.3 Results 

We are plotting an order paranieter. P. representing scaled polarizatioii. nliich 

is defined over the N lattice sites by 

where the oij is +1 or -1 and describes the conformation of the dipole labelled 

( 2 .  j )  of the 2D cylindrical lattice. The other correlation functions which shall 

prove useful are X I .  defined by: 

and x ~ .  defined by: 

where L is balf the length of the hIT lattice under investigation. Along indi- 

vidual protofilaments. head-t+tail alignment of dipoles is preferred. so that the 



positive end of one dipole is next to the negative end of the adjoining dipole. 

Consequent lu. dipoles will seek paraliel alignment along a protofilarnent at low 

temperature when the AIT lies in its ground state. This proves to be true of bot h 

the -1 and B lattices so t hese correlation fiinctions just described are suitable for 

both lattice types. 

4.3.1 MT 13A Lattice 

Consider the two nearest neighboiir dimers. labelled *a' and 'b' that arr located 

on the protofilanient directly to the left of the central dimer in  Figure 4.3. Rel- 

ative to the interaction dong the protofilameiit. J .  there is an interaction of 

strength 0.355 along the direction 'a'. and an interaction of strength -0.225 

along the direction 'b'. Both of these are smaller than the interaction along the 

protofilament. so indeed parallel alignrnent along the protofilament is expected. 

Of the off-protofilament interactions. the larger interaction 'a' is ferroelectric so 

neighbouring protofilaments adopt a configuration of parallel dipoles. Conse- 

quently. the groiind state consists of al! dipoles in parallel alignnient a. shown 

in F i g e  4.4. Since the down state is tilted. with 4 = 29". the ground state 

is unique. Figure 4.5 shows the polarization of the NT 13.1 lattice which has 

a transition temperature of 2M K given our choice of lattice parameters. This 

value is about 20% lower than physiological temperature and we shall discuss 

how this transition temperature can be scaled in this chapter's summary. 1Cé 

will see that a small change in these estimated quantities can result in a predic- 

tion of a higher transition temperat ure which would implp an ordered MT 13.A 

lattice at physiological temperat cire. 310 K. 

4.3.2 MT 13B Lattice 

In the B lattice. the situation is somewhat changed. The interaction strength 

along the protofilament remains J .  honwer. there is an interaction of strength 
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F e  4 :  Left: Ground state of the MT 13A lattice. whirh is cornpietely fer- 
roelectric. Shadiiig of diiners indicates their orientation. Right: Ground state of 
the MT 13B lattice. whicli dernonstrates antiferroelectric order between neigli- 
bouring protofiiarnents. 
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Figure 4.5: Electric polarization and correlation functions of the MT 13Â lattice 
as a function of temperature. obtained from Monte Carlo modelling. 



-1.76 J along the direction T ' .  and an interaction of strength 0.395 along the 

direction 'd' as defined by Figure 4.3. The largest interaction dictates that 

there must be alternating dipole orientation along the correspondiiig direction 

Y'. Hence. given that dipoles must alternate along the helix defined by the -cg 

direction. the other two interactions are conflicting but the interaction along the 

protofilament is larger. -4s a result. dipoles are still iri parallel aligiitiieiit dong the 

protofiiament. The entire lattice now consists of protofilaments with alternating 

dipole orientations as depicted in Figure 4.4. The transition temperature of 635 1i 

for the LIT 138 lattice is higher than that of the MT 13.A lattice. This is not too 

surprising since the maximum interaction strength is larger in this lattice. The 

ordered 13B lattice has a polarization of - & (= s) since six protofilarnents 

have an up orientation and seven have a down orientation. 

MT 138 Lattice 
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Figure 4.6: Electric poiarization of the MT 13B lattice as a function of temper- 
ature. In the 13B lattice. one protofilament of 13 must be unpaired resulting in 
a finite polarization. 



4.3.3 Electric Fields 

An electric field can be applied to the dipoles and vil1 change the lattice statistics 

by biasing a parallel dipole orientation. This is in direct analogy to the magnetic 

field in an Ising systeni. Here we are considering only the application of an 

electric field to the MT 13A lattice since i t  is the lattice with a large polarization 

in its ground state and consequently. the lattice which is most sensitive to electric 

fields. External electric fields need to be considered because in the ayons and 

dendrites of newe cells. electrical signals pass dong the ce11 membrane subjecting 

the ceIl interior to strong transient electric fields. Particularly in the axon. where 

the orientation of tlie MT is fixed with respect to the field. the interaction is of 

great interest. Sluch more will be made of these fields in the following chapter 

when the dynamics of the interaction of action potentials and the 31T lattice 

are studied. For now. we siniply are interested in the static behaviour. The 

electric field introduces an anisotropy into the problem which will favour one 

conformation of tubulin compared to the other. That is. one conformation rvill 

have a dipole which is niore aligned with the field than the other and hence will 

have a somerhat lower interaction energu. The result is that the lattice orcler 

is somewhat different than in the case where no external field has been applied. 

For fields of strength 105 V/m. 106 V/m and 10' Vlm the results are plotted in  

Figure 4.7 and the effects of field strengths below 105 V/m appear to  be negligible 

in tlie physiological temperature range. The field is applied in a direction along 

the axon in the direction of the up state. ie. along the protofilament axis. Our 

investigations show t hat the MT is sensitive to electric fields of the order 1 o5 V/m; 

in  physiological terms. this may be more usefully understood as 100 mV/pm and 

is smaller than the tvpical electric field of 10: V/ni measured across cellular 

membranes. The important result is that the lattice remains ordered at a higher 

temperatures. Under the influence of electric fields of 105 V/m. 106 V/m and 
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Figure 4.7: Polarization of the LIT 13A lattice as a function of temperature as 
an electric field is applied in the direction of the up moment. 

10' V/m. the ordering phase transition temperature is raised froni 240 K to 

250 K. 370 1.1 and 1035 K. respectively. 

The MT 138 lattice is also sensitive to electric fields. however. since its ground 

state includes protofilaments oith opposite orientations. and a polarization of 

on1y - h. the impact of an electric field is reduced relative to the 13A lattice. 

A srnall electric field is sufficient to lift the degeneracy between ground states. 

For sufficiently large and unphysiological external fields. even the 13B latticr 

can be induced to be ferroelectric. These were among the tests carried out when 

the simulation program was tested. A more detailed account of the various 

simulations can be found in the doctoral thesis of TrpiSova [li] or in the more 

recent article of Trpisova and Brown [18]. In this thesis. the simiilation has been 

developed to studg signal propagation so only the most relevant cases have been 

presented. 



4.4 Lattice Defects 

4.4.1 Alternate Protofilarnent Numbers 

In addition to the effects of lattice type and applied fields upon the ordering of 

the lattice. there is also tlie question of how defects in the lattice have an impact 

upon dipole ordering. The two different types of lattice dckct which w~ have 

considered are deviations in the protofilament number and the decoratioii of the 

lattice by MAPs. Firstly. consider lattice defects where the protofilament nurnber 

is different than tlie usual 13. MTs with either 12 or 14 protofilaments are the 

next rnost conimon and in vitro tliere are often more 14  protofilament MTs than 

the biologically niore relevant 13 protofilament polymers. In the case of tliese 

.1U's, there is now a seam for bot h the -4 and B lattices. In the MT 14.4 latt ice, 

the interaction at the seam is now B lattice-like. that is. those two neighbouring 

protofilaments favoiir anti-parallel orientation. These two protofilaments adopt 

anti-parallel ferroelectric ordering and the reniaining protofilanients have sonie 

flexibilit. That is. a ferroelectric searn must exist on the !VIT due to the dipole 

frustration. It should be distinguished from the seam we have discussed up until 

this point. u-hich was structural. Since we have tilted dipoles. it turns out tliat 

this dipolar seam localizes at the structural seam as shown in Figure 4.8. This 

occiirs because a lattice of dipoles al1 with the down state has a higher energy than 

the uniform all-up state. In the non-tilted case. its location is immaterial since it 

does not have an energetic consequence. So. one drawback to the MT 14.4 lattice 

is the relative lack of order as dipole interactions alone do not produce MTs with 

identical ferroelectric configurations; and this may be the reason that an odd 

number of protofilaments is preferred biologically. Even in this case where the 

seams are coincident. the column of down spins tracks back and forth between 

the two protofilarnents bordering the physical seam. also seen in Figure 4.8. 

Similarly if we consider the MT 14% lattice. the bulk of the lattice imposes that 
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Figure 4.8: Lcft: Ground state of the MT 14.4 lattice where the dipole seam 1 S 

coincident with the structiirnl seam(at the edge in the diagram). Riglit: Low 
energy state of the MT l4B lattice where the dipolr seam anci structural seani 
do not coincide, 

neighbouring protofilaments sliould have alternating dipole orientations; but at 

the structural seam which closes the XIT cylinder. the preferreti interaction is 

of parallel dipole orientations. The ground state occurs wlien the frustration is 

localized at the structural seam but there are several low energy states siich as 

that pictured in Figure 4.8. This class of states has s dipole seam which can 

move without energetic costs around the lattice. The net polarization of the MT 

defined by equation (4.8) is zero in the ground state since the numbers of dirners 

in the up state and in the down state are equal and this is anotlier reason why the 

correlation functions were defined to determine transition temperatures. Since 

the dipole of the up state and down state are not exactly opposite. the ?vlT does 

retain a small electric polarization that. as speculated earlier. may be important 

for the directionality of motor protein motion and is certainly important for MT 



spatial orientation. 

4.4.2 The Impact of MAPs 

We have also studied the impact which MT associated proteins. known as hIAPs. 

have on dipole ordering in MTs. SfAPs attach themselves to YTs in periodic 

patterns [19]. Their function is to stabilize the assenibly properties of the MT. 

Our hypothesis is that this is accomplished by preventing the conformational 

change of the tiibulin dimer to which it is attached. The net effect of siich MAPs 

has been simulated given th is assumpt ion. and the result is qualitat ively sim ilar 

to the application of an electric field as can be seen in  Figure 4.9. This may 

be understood by viewing the fixed conformation dipoles as seeds of order. In 

the Iimit where one couid connect a MAP to each tubulin dimer in a MT. the 

lattice would be ordered at al1 temperatures and Iience lower concentrations of 

MAPs are expected to help order the lattice. The MAPs do not actually change 

any of the interactions between sites which are not attactied to hlAPs. Their 

efTect can be modelled in two different ways. firstly. the role of the MAP wa9 

considered as a structure rhich prevents the dirner to which it is attached from 

changing conformation. In the corresponding lattice of dipoles. certain spins were 

assigned the +1 state and not permitted to change. Secondly. we considered the 

possibility t hat MAP attachment neut rali~es the existing dipole. In this latter 

case. the corresponding lattice of dipoles was assigned zeroes at the locations 

where 4IXPs were attached. The results were perhaps somerhat predictable 

and results for the M4Ps s i th  +l States are shown in Figure 4.9. We found that 

the transition temperature was raised from 2-M K in the absence of MAPs to 

260 I i .  280 K and 1000 K when MAPs were attached in the ratios of 1148. 1:22 

and 1:ll. respectively. This is consistent with the interpretation of MAPs as local 

bias fields. When a MAP binds to  the MT. it induces a specific conformation 
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Figure 4.9: Long range correlation. y ~ .  of the MT 13.4 lattice as a function of the 
ratio of MAPs to tubulin dirners. Ratios taken froni Dustin and l:22 rneans one 
in each 22 tubulin dimers is attached to a MAP and held in the up conformation. 

of the associated tubulin dimers. When the O state for MAPs was employed. 

the transition to an ordered state required a lowcr temperature. This can br 

rationalized simply by considering that a gap has been left in the lattice and as 

a consequence. the average interaction strengths have been reduced t hroiighout 

the lattice. Tlius a lowr thermal energy can overcome the dipolar order. 

If the M.4Ps function as we have hypothesized. then weaker fields would 

suffice to order the lattice provided that the MAPs serve to hoid sites in the con- 

formation which they occupy in the ground state. This is the expected manner 

in which MAPs would bind because we know that MTs polymerized with klAPs 

are more stable than those polymerized in the absence of MAPs. The mainte- 

nance of an ordered resting state is crucial to the mode1 of signal propagation 

along MTs because there is othemise no way to identifv a signal from thermal 

noise. 



4.5 Summary of Dipole Ordering 

Whether the MT is ordered at physiological temperature depends critically upon 

the magnitudes of t he di pole moment. p. and the dielectric constant. 5.  since these 

parameters deterniine the transition temperat ure from disorder to order. In the 

M T  13A lattice. we have found a transition teniperature of about 240 1.i with Q 

= 16 x 1 0 ~ ~ ~  C'*ni! In the case where the down state is directly opposite to the 

up state (the non-tilted case where Q = OU) .  the corresponding transition teni- 

perature is slightly higher. This shows that the existence of a transition to order 

is quite robust but that the transition temperature is sensitive to the specifir 

choice of the dom dipole. Since a11 transition probabilities in the Monte Carlo 

simulation obey Boltzmann statistics. they are functions of EJPT = $'/clîT. 

This parameter may be used to compare the transition temperature. Tc in two 

systems. Denote with primes the parameters. p and E. in a second lattice systern. 

Now the Boltzmann probability weights are equated betweeti the two systems 

when. 

and finally the transition temperatures in  the two systems caii be compared: 

This equation demonstrates the scaling of the transition temperature. TL. in a 

MT which is not subject to electric fields. The values pl and s' are the values 

which we have estimated while p and 5 are the actual valiies of the dipole moment 

and permittivity of tubulin. The transition temperature scales directly with the 

square of p. and inversely with E. The scaling is more complicated in the presence 

of electric fields since phase transition behaviour is governed by two parameters 

in this case. the second describing the strength of the external electric field-dipole 

interaction versus the dipole-dipole interactions. The main result is that the MT 



13.4 lattice could easily exist in an ordered state at physiological temperatures 

without the application of external fields provided $15 > 20 x 1 0 - j ~  C'*ni2. 

Our original estimate of was about 16 x 10-'~ C?m2 which cornes within 

25% of what the mode1 requires for an ordered MT 13.4 lattice. This is alreaciy 

sufficient for the MT 13B lattice. that  has recently emerged as the most biologi- 

cally relevant lattice[20]. to be ferroelectrically ordered. .As we have sliowii. the 

application of an electric field along the length of the MT may serve to order 

the BIT at higher temperatures than without an external field and the effect of 

MAPs rnay also organize the MT lattice. Consequently. we may be able to relax 

the requirements on p and s which would be required for Our cellular aiitornatori 

mode1 to predict an ordered lattice MT 13.4 iirider physiological conditions. We 

hasten to reiterate that at tliis point. the restrictions are not particularly strin- 

gent and it seems likely that the !dT is ferroelectrically ordered at physiological 

temperature. In addition. thanks to the structure now available for tubulin [13]. 

we are n o s  certain that tubulin has a dipole moment in excess of our original es- 

timate and t hat ordering of the dipoles seems likely at physiologiral temperature 

in both the 13.4 and 13B lattices. 

4.6 Ordering of MT Bundles 

While we have spoken in this chapter of dipole ordering as  a result of local 

electromagnetic interactions. let's consider as well the effect which an electric 

field has on the entire structure. First. let's consider a uniform electric field such 

as that which exist between parailel plates. The interaction energy is the familiar 

CE = -p E which has been studied throughout the chapter. However. a LIT 

in the cytoplasm is not anchored in the same way as a tubuiin dirner is anchored 

within the lattice. Consequently. i t  may respond to the electric field by altering 

its orientation. Given the interaction above. there is a torque due to the electric 
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field. 

on the MT. This ni11 tend to align the MT'S dipofe with the electric field and this 

is exactly what has been observed in experiments involving blTs completed now 

by several groups [21. 22. 231. The frictional torque of the cytoplasm resists tliis 

reorientation. We cm approxirnate this torque as the frictional force on a body 

moving through a viscous fiuid multiplieci by the lengtli of the tubulin dirner. L. 

On dimensional grounds. this torque has the form 

where A is the area of the dirner or 5fT perpendicular to its rotational motion. 

r) is the viscosity of the cytoplasm and r is the velocity of the object. In this 

caçe a = LJL where J is the rotational velocity of the object responding to the 

torque exerted by the electric field. Suppose we choose A from the dimensions of 

the tubulin dimer. 4 nni x 8 nm. L sirniiarly is 4 nm and g is sirnply selected as 

the viscosity of water at pliysiological ternperatiirc. vWpa,,,,, = 0.6915 x Pass 

Equating these torques. we find that tubiiiin will respond to electric fields by 

rotating until aligned with the field at an angular speed of 5000 r d / s  for a modest 

electric field. of 10 \,-/cm. However. for a single dimer. the electrornagnetic 

torque is swarnped by thermal effects and no such rapid reorientation is obsenred. 

Howewr. once assembled into a MT. of perhaps 1000 subunits/protofilarnent . 
the electric torque becornes larger since TE increases linearly r i th  the nurnber of 

dimers N. The frictional torque. r,. also increases but as N5/*. SO we find that 

the characteristic re-orientation time. t. obeys the following proportionality: 

The rotational speed for a MT of length IO00 subunits is on the order of 0.01 

rad/s. Consequently. an electric field of 10 V/cm would be expected to cause MTs 



to align themselves in roughly */;J = 3 minutes which is in good agreement witli 

the published results that report alignment over a period of about 10 minutes 1211. 

Given the ability of these fields to align dipoles. we must consider the various 

possible geornetries of electric fields that exist sithin the cell. Most of these do 

not have homogeneous field distri butions. Specifically. consider the electric fields 

around the centrosonie and tha t  of a n  actioii poteritial as pertiiierit exaiiipltu. 

There are always MTs emanating from the centrosome but during mitosis in 

particulsr. the orientation of the MTs relative to the centrosome is rerniniscent 

of ekctric field lines surrounding a point charge. The rnechanism nhich draws 

the 41Ts to either end of the ce11 aiid separates the chromosomes is still un- 

clear. one possible explanation worth exploring is electrornagnetic and is quite 

simple. Consisting of organized bundles of MTs. the centrosome is cliarged ancl 

surrounded by an electric field that is radially oriented wit h its magnitude given 

Furthermore. suppose this field is large enough to attract the LIT towards the 

centrosonie and during chrornosonie segregation. tear one subunit off the rniniis 

end of the MT. which woiild be consistent with the results of Vater and cowork- 

ers [23] who observed that MTs would break in sufficiently strong electric fields. 

We can calculate the electric field which would be required given the known 

geometriç constraints and the tubulin-tubulin bond strengt h. Simply the differ- 

ence between the electrostatic work performed on the first dirner and the second 

dimer should be equal to the bond energy. The interaction energy for an electric 

field with this geoinetry and an electric dipole is given as in equation (4.3). This 

expression is differentiated in the usual maniier to arrive at  an expression for the 

force. So. 



centrosome 

Figure 4.10: MTs are drawn into the centrosome diiring mitosis. One possibility 
is that this is electromagnetic and caused by a radial electric field ernanating 
froni the cent rosome. 

bond energy = A(force) - distance 

where a is the dirner spacing of 8 nm. q, is the charge on the centrosorne and 

the other variables retain their meanings from earlier. This particular energy 

has been estimated from the difference in the free energy of GTP hydrolysis in 

solution (5.2 kcal/mol). compared to the free energy of hydrolpis when GTP 

is bound to a MT (0.9 kcal/rnol). This energy can also be estimated from the 

Young's modulus of a MT and gives a valiie of 2.0 kcal/mol. Solving t his equat ion 

for the charge on the centrosome. q,. gives a value of only a fer  elementaty 

charges. q, .- E.  when r is selected a. This charge corresponds to an electric 

field of about 106 V/m. An individual tubulin dimer has a charge of negative 
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ten. so a MT of lengt h 0.4 p. has an excess of 1 x 10" electronic charges. The 

entire centrosome structure would therefore h a ~ e  a charge of rougtily 5 x 10' e. 

Unless screening efTects due to coiinter-ions would lower the effective charge on 

the centrosome. this field seems large enough to erplain the movement of LITS 

towards the centrosome and the tearing of subunits from the hlTs. 

Figure 4.11: Electric fields induced by an action potential are both axial and 
radial however the radial field is much larger since the potential difference is 
separated by only the membrane thickness of about 5 nrn rather than the widtti 
of the action potential itself which is about 5 rnni. The radial field drops off 
quickly away from the membrane while the axial field remains approximately 
constant throughout the axon. 

So. we see that electromagnetic effects may play a role in the ferroelectric 

state of the MT. that MTs rnay reorient in response to electric fields and finally 

that an  interaction with the static field surrounding a centrosome may be suffi- 

cient to describe the movernent of MTs through the cytoplasm. The next logical 

question is how the MT may respond to dynamic electric fields. In the case of 

an action potential. transient electric fields are generated within the cell. We 



will fociis upon these fields which translate in synch with the action potential. 

Froni this reference frarne. the electric fields are constant. The membrane de- 

polarization gives rise to large radial field and a smaller axial field as shown in 

Figure 4.1 1 .  These effects shall be elucidated in the following chapter where the 

m o ~ i n g  electric field of an action potential is considered. 
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Chapter 5 

Signalling by Microt ubules 

The MTs of nerve cells are stable relative to their counterparts in the rest of the 

body. This stability allows them to participate in ceilular signalling processes. 

Eacti of the LIT'S subuiiits. dimers of tubulin protein. has an electric dipole mo- 

ment that contributes to the overall polarity of the structure. We propose that 

the orientation of the individual dipoles may be flippeci due to a conformational 

change of the tubulin dinier if energy is supplied ttirough GTP hydrolysis or via 

physical interactions. Thus. the MT lattice may be viewed as an electric dipoie 

lattice with some overall polarization upon which signals. in the form of dipole 

patterns. may be propagated through dipole interactions that induce confornia- 

tional changes. As a nerve impulse propagates along a neuron. the neuronal SlTs 

are subjected to a large transient electric fields of 105-107 C'lm that interact with 

the MT lattices. Based on t lie recent conjecture of information processing and/or 

energy transport by XlTs [II. we have used a Monte Carlo technique to mode] 

the interactions between the MT'S subunits and to investigate the response of 

the lattice to nerve impulses. This mode1 of these interactions addresses the 

problem of thermal fluctuations in the dipole lattice and demonstrates how the 

nerve impulse may cause a signai to propagate along the MTs within the auon. 

Xeme cells are responsible for much of the communication within the body. 

They may signal other nerve cells or muscle cells in order to produce muscle con- 



traction using neme impulses. These impulses are commonly referred to as action 

potentials. The structure of nerve cells consists of an array of dendrites. which 

gather input from other neurons; a ce11 body: and an auon. possibly branched. 

along which nerve impulses are transmitted to other cells. The axon may project 

for large distances from the ce11 body. greater than 1 m in the human spinal cord. 

and its content is distinct Froiii the ce11 body. It is generally free of organelles. and 

filled by hlTs and neurofilaments a-hicli are jointlv known as the cytoskeleton. 

These filamentous proteins arc arranged parallel to the auon. Each neuronal LIT 

is typically about 100 pm long alid spans more than 10' tubulin subunits. The 

blTs of the &von have uniform polarity and lie with their positive ends distal 

to the ce11 body [2. 31. The network of cytoskeletal tubes is interconnected by 

high niolecular weight proteins known as MT associated proteins (MAPs). Their 

precise function is not understood but tubulin dimers coassembled wit h hl APs 

in vitro are polyrnerized more eady  and are more stable than SITs assembleci 

from tubulin in the absence of IIAPs [Y. Once the avonal MTs have been as- 

sembleci. they are post-translationally modified and their properties are changecl. 

These changes to the MTs cause them to becorne more stable [S. 61. The post- 

translational. post- MT assembly change has also been frequently st udied in the 

last decade. The transition from newly synthesized tubulin to detvrosinated 

tubulin within a MT can be used to estimate the age of an individual MT [3]. 

Additional structural stability allows the neuronal MTs to participate in a 

capacity greater than their primary cellular function. Their primary function is to 

act as a cellular backbone. and to serve as railway tracks for vesicle transport by 

motor proteins. Information processing [ï. 81 and energy transport [9] have been 

proposed as secondary MT functions and several models of MT assembly [IO. 111 

have been described. Not only is the tubulin which makes up neuronal MTs 

specific to humans. but it is also specific to nenre cells and is known to be post- 



transla.tionally modified. The highly specialized nature of the functional protein 

suggests that it has been selected to perform a very specific function which we 

conjecture may be signal transduction. What is known with certainty is that they 

are assembled from GTP-rich tubulin dimers and that this GTP is hydrolyzed 

rapidly after the addition of the tubulin subunit. What is not yet knosn is what 

happens to this energ. We are proposing that some of tiie energy is storeci in  

the lattice throrigh a conformational change of the protein dimer. The hydrolysis 

of GTP releases about 4.6 kcal/niol of energy which the lattice coiild use to flip 

conformational states of individual tubulin dimers. each flip would reqiiire iip to 

2.0 kcal/mol of energyl. The energy might then propagate dong the MT throiigh 

a sequence of dipole flips as the lattice reoricnts to acconimodate the additional 

energy. These conformatiorial changes or flips are believed to be the result of a 

mobile eiectron. It may be localized at one of two binding sites in the tubulin 

molecule. klovement of the electron from one binding site to the other causes 

the tubulin dirner and its electric dipole to re-orient. These two states that rnay 

be identfied by the location of the frec electroo are the states which wr shall 

hereafter discuss. 

Hameroff et al. [1] devised a mode1 of MT cellular autornata in 1988 inspired 

by the belief that the cytoskeleton behaves as a cellular nervous system. After 

all. the cytoskeleton does regulate many complex cell activities sucli as vesicular 

transport. mitosis. ce11 growth. ce11 shape and locomotion [12]. Furthermore. 

Hanieroff et al. cited numerous indirect indications supportiiig the hypothesis 

of information processing by neuronal microtubules. One of these was the link 

between MTs and .Ilzheimer's disease. the link has since been made specific 

to M.4Ps [13]. Hameroff et al. believed that automata behaviour within MTs 

'This value is a result of our simulations and based upon our estimated d u e s  of the tubulin 
dimer's dipoie strength. The component of the dipole dong the protofilament has now been 
calculated and is in line with our estimate. 



could explain their capacity for intelligent organization. We feel our model is 

more physical tlian that of Hameroff et al. One reason is tliat dipole-dipole 

interactions are considered. As a result. no overall charge on individual tubulin 

molecules is reqiiired. The three-dimensional geometry of the 'ilT lattice is also 

taken into accoiint in our model: although tliis has a srnall effect on dipole- 

dipole interactioiis in comparisori nidi the two-diniensional geornetry of previous 

modelling. it is crucial when we (ansider the interaction with external fields like 

tliose traiisient fields of an actioii potential. Finally. oiir niodel incorporates 

thermal effects. The nameroff-Rasniussen-Slansson sclirnie is a zero-temperature 

model in whicli signal propagation is an artifact of the rnodel's design. The 

differences betwen oitr model and t lie Hameroff-Rasmussen-hfansson model wiI1 

be discussed later. 

5.1 MT Lattice of Dipoles 

The IlT lattice has been vigoiiroiisly sttidied over tlie past twenty years. In 

that tirne. two different lattices h w e  been observed which have becorne known 

as tlie A-latticr and the B-latticr[l-l. 151. A-lattices with an odd number of 

protofilaments are distinguished froin al1 other Iattices because they are the only 

ones without a structural discontinuity knowii as a searn. In al1 other lattices. 

the interactions are mixed which rneans that there are both A and B type lattice 

interactions in a single MT. It is now known that the number of protofilaments 

is not only variable from one MT to another. though 13 protofilaments is by far 

the most frequent in vivo. but the protofilament number need not be conserved 

along the lengtli of an individual MT [16]. The theoretical modelling nTe have 

cornpleted considers MTs of various lattice types but does not allow for variation 

of the lattice type or protofilament number along the length of an individual 

MT. Dynamic instability [l?. 18. 191 has not been accounted for in the model 



since we believe that only stable microtubules are important from the point of 

view of cellular signalling. The idea of connecting the assembly process with the 

self-organization process of the dipole lattice is to explore how such a connection 

may explain the piizzling ensemble dynamics of microtubules grown in vitro. 

As we have seen in the previous chapter. our mode1 predicts tliat a XIT 13B 

lattice wouid be ordered under physiological conditions aiid tliat SIAPs would 

serve to order the M T  13.A lattice as  well within a neiiron. We now consider the 

model of signal processing with the understanding that the underlyiiig lattice is 

ordered. The organirat ion of the B-lat tice is of part icular interest becatise while 

the 'vlT retains a srnall owrall polarization. neighbouring protofilanients haw 

opposite polarization directions. We have also studied the self-organizing prop- 

erties of the various MT lattices botli in the preseiice and absence ofstatic electric 

fields. The ordered MT lattice aiid its resultant polarization may be significant 

given that of the three types of cytoskeletal polyniers: actin filaments. interme- 

diate filaments and microtubules: it is the two polar structures whicli participate 

in material transport and cell motility throiigli the use of their respective motor 

proteins. It is tantalizing to speculate tliat it might be this polarization nhich is 

responsible for guiding the motor proteins. kinesiii and dynein. that travel along 

the MT in opposite directions [20. 211. It would immediately explain why such 

transport is so efficient because collisions would not occur. The motor proteins 

would simply have to  bind preferentially to a particular conformational s t a t ~  of 

tubulin. 

5.2 New Mode1 of Dimer Interactions 

The primary reason for the development and subsequent extension of the Ham- 

eroff model has been to determine whether a MT lattice can process informa- 

tion. Consider the hIT lattice of dirners in their a or SI states as a binary 



biological cornputer. The Hameroff rnodel found that signals introduced ont0 

the MT 13A lattice would propagate along protofilaments. The propagation was 

either bi-directional or uni-directional depending upon the choice of flipping force 

thresholds and whether they were syrnmetric or not. The rnodel also admitteci 

the possibility of signals which periodically flip back and forth betweeii a and 

f l  States but did not move along the protofilaments. The moving patterns of 

defects were named gliders and the non-propagating defects were called bl in kers. 

The other feature of the Hameroff model was its ability to filter input signals. 

Some would propagate. others would be rnodified and would subseqiiently prop- 

agate and still others would be annihilated. Thus. the cellular automoton mocid 

accepted certain patterns and rejected othee. We reprodiiced the results of the 

Haineroff model before proceeding with our own work. The first modification 

introduced was simply to replace the discrete charges wit h dipoles. Some arbi- 

tra- torque threshold was required akin to the force threshold of the original 

model. Most of the original features of signal transduction were still present in 

the modifieci model. The one difference was a shift in the direction of signal prop- 

agation froni the N-S direction (along the protofilament ) to the SW-SE direction 

(around the helir). Some shortcomings of the model were soon discovered; these 

have al1 been addressed in our neu7 model. We will discuss the ramifications of 

the changes with respect to information processing in the description of the new 

rnodel which follows and in the results. 

The new rnodel was inspired by a model introduced by Hameroff et ai. [l] 

in 1988. In their cellular automaton model. a discrete charge was associateci 

with each tubulin dimer. In our model. a dipole is associated with each dimer 

as described in the previous chapter. The LIT is consequently an eleçtrically 

polarized object. The interaction energy between two elementary dipoles is given 



by the familiar formula of classical elect ricity and magnetisrn [22] : 

where 5 is the relative permittivity of the medium. 5 ,  is the permittirity of free 

space. pk is the kth electric dipole moment. n is the normal vector pointing 

from the position of the first dipole to t.tie secorid dipole aiid 1- is tlie distaiice 

separating the dipoles. 

5.2.1 Mode1 Feat ures 

The klT lat t ice dynamics are sirnulated using a standard Monte Carlo tech- 

nique [23]. For a given tirnestep. the energy of the present state and the opposite 

state are calciilated. Whether a change of state occurs is a randoni event whose 

probability is determined by the a~ailability of stored lattice energy. the temper- 

ature. aiid the threshold to  reaction. Additional features of the rnodel are: ( i )  

the removal of artificial barriers to reaction which were introduced by Hameroff 

et al. [l] in their discrete charge model; and ( i i )  the renioval of the iinphvsiral 

flipflop of states which plagued Our early attempts at modelling t his system. 

In Our model. the threshold to a dipole fl ip. in cases where one exists. is simply 

the maximum interaction energy encouiitered while turning one dipole in the 

presence of its nearest neighbours from its present state to the opposite state. The 

model removes the unphysical flip-flop of states by forhidding nearest neighbours 

from simultaneously changing states. Thus. when the dipole interaction faxours 

paired dipoles and the current state of the neighbouring dipoles is up-down: in 

the next timestep. they may be up-down (unchanged). upup or do~n-dom but 

not dom-up. When a dipole Rips. the change in conformational eiiergy is either 

removed from or added to the lattice at that location. After the evolution step. 

energy diffuses to neighbouring sites. Our simulations have been carried out with 

a diffusion constant which is isotropie and small enough that several timesteps 



Figure 5.1: Flip-flop probleni is solved by forbidding neighbouring dipoles froiii 
changing their orientation in any given timestep. Therefore the final states A 
and B are perniitted but C is not. except by two separate state changes occuring 
in  separate time steps. 

are reqiiired for localized energy to dissipate. Energy is conserved by the lattice 

in our current model. and the boundary conditions are periodic. None of the 

energy is returned to the surrounding medium. 

There are two free parameters in the niodel. One is the relative permittivity 

of tubulin. or more precisely that of tubulin in cytosol. 5.  .As an approximation. 

we are using the value E = 10. For comparison. the permitt ivity of water shich is 

frequency dependent has a value of about 76 for the frequencies of physiological 

relevance. The dielectric constant of dry tubulin or of tubulin in solution has not 

been found in the Literature. Hasted gives results from some experiments giving 

permittivities in excess of 100 for some other proteins in solution [NI. However. 

our choice allows us to  compare results with previous modelling attempts. The 



dynamics of the mode1 are unaffected by the choice of 5 but it simply scales 

the temperature. Carger values of 5 reduce interaction strengths and thereby 

act like a temperature increase. The other number which is put in by hand is 

the dipole strength of the conforrnational states of tubulin. We have chosen the 

dipole magnitude. p. by considering the corresponding dipole charge to be an 

elementary charge in magnitude and the charge separation to be 8 nm whicli 

is the spacing between neighbouring tubuiin molecule centers in an MT lattice. 
. LI 

This gives a vahie of p, = 1.28 x 10-~ '  Cern (384 Debye) which is comparable to 

the measured dipole moments of some other protein molecules [2J]. The precise 

value depends on the pH of the surrounding medium. T h e  following resiilts 

are derived froni these estimates. We shall cornnient on how changes to these 

parameters affect the results of our simulations '. 

5.3 Results 

The behaviour of the MT lattice has been simulated for temperatures betwern 

absolute zero and 1000 K. T h e  polarization and nearest-neigiibour correlation 

functions along the protofilanient have been calculated as furictions of tenipera- 

ture and disciissed in the preceding chapter. The existence of an ordered phase is 

crucial if the MT is to be able to process information. When the lattice is not or- 

ganized. this signifies that thermal fluctuations dorninate over the dipole-dipole 

interactions and that entropy dominates the lattice. Upon such a background 

(Figure 5.2a). any signals introduced to the lattice would vanish. The sirnula- 

tioris show that a highly ordered phase exists for both the MT 13A and MT 13B 

lat t ices at Iow temperatures. 

?The component of tubulin's dipole dong the protofilanient which we have computed based 
upon new structural data is 337 Debye 



Figure S.2: Portions of three MTs are shown. Light boxes represent the 'up' state 
and dark boxes represent the 'down' state. (a) The B lattice above its critical 
terrnperature is disordered. (b) The B lattice below the critical temperature is 
ordered. (c) The A lattice just below the critical temperature but ont0 which a 
large defect has been introduced. Srnaller thermal induced defects also dot the 
structure. 



5.3.1 Propagation of Signals 

A signal can be recognized as a particular sequence of anti-aligned dipoles on 

an otherwise well-ordered lattice. Associated with this signal or defect is some 

additional energy which is recovered when the anti-aligned dipole falls back to its 

original configuration. The energy may diffuse in al1 directions so with six nearest 

neighbours. a single defect is not likely to cause i~eighboring dipoles to flip sinre 

they receive only about a sirtli of the required energy. However. a larger defect 

such as a group of three or niore dimers might successfully maintain its integrity. 

This has been observed in oiir model. larger defects have larger lifetimes. 

The interesting question is: how does the MT respond to the presence of 

defects on the ordered lattice* -4 defect could arise by GTP hydrolysis to GDP 

at the exchangeable site upon addition of an additional tubulin subunit or by the 

less frequent hydrolysis of GTP at the non-exchangeable site (251. In eitlier case. 

the energy released miglit go into changing the conforniation of the niolecule and 

its electric dipole. 

It is important to note that the conformational state of tubulin is not coupled 

to GTP hydrolysis. Tliese two events are separate but GTP hydrolysis can 

easily induce t lie conformational change. Sortie aut hors have direct ly linked 

these two events and on occasion have proposed the opposite causaiity. that the 

conformation change of t ubulin induces GTP hydrolysis [26]. 

Unlike the Hameroff model. we do not observe the smooth propagation of 

signals along the MT unless some additional mechanism is added. As it stands. 

there is nothing to direct the propagation of the defect so it takes a random walk 

about the MT and its energy is slowly dissipated to the rest of the MT. The 

efkient propagation of signals could be restored by several mechanisms including: 

(i) the application of an external field which would bias signai propagation; (ii) 

an asymmetry in the dipole structure which simply makes it more favourable 



to propagate in a particular direction; or (iii) mechaaical stress if dipoles are 

coupled to a lattice distortion. The second mechanism could be the resiilt of 

the bonding between tubulin dirners. If the energy deposited by a dipole flip is 

comparable with the vibrational energy of a particular bond. it is most lihly 

that this energy would be propagated in that direction. The third meclianism 

wouid be the result of a piez~electric effect [ l i ] .  There could also be some sort of 

refractory period which prevents the retrograde propagation of the signal. Since 

externa1 fields are known to act iipon MTs in neiirons. the stiidy of thesr fields 

and their interaction garners our attention. 

5.4 Action Potentials 

As expected. application of a large axial field of' 106 V/ni along the MT causes 

nearly al1 dipoles to orient themselves in the direction wliich most closely follows 

that of the field. Thus. a wave of dipole flips is iriduced along the MT as the 

field is translated along the MT. This is similar to wliat happens as aii action 

potential moves dong an mon. illustrated in Figure 5.3. The large radial field is 

felt by SiTs in tlie vicinity of the ce11 membrane. Suppose the field is oriented in  

a direction which favours an alternate ordering for the lattice. such as  is the case 

in MT. these dipoles will re-orient themselves. The field acts like a pump and 

stores energy in the lattice of dimers. Once the field has passed. these dimers may 

return to their original configuration and release their stored energy. .-\ waker 

field does not actually create defects by changing the orientation of dipoles in 

the ground state. but can act as a bias and direct the movement of any existing 

defects. 

When the strength of the interacting action potential is large. such as for those 

MTs in close proximity to the ce11 membrane. a wave of structural deformation 

travels parallel to the action potential along the MT. As the wave reaches the MT 



Figure 5.3: An action potential rnoving along an axon containing three MTs. 
There is an electric field caused by the potential difference once the ions are dis- 
placed and a magnetic field caused by the moving ions. The potential difference 
is typically 50 rnV and its magnitude is represented by the curve above the axon. 
Given the membrane thickness. the transient electric field rnay be as high as lo5 
V/m within the membrane. 

end. its effects are unclear. Once the MT relaxes to its ground state structure. 

energy should once again be available for cellular use if the structural change at 

the MT terminus is coupled to another cellular structure via a klAP. It rnight 

also simply serve as a cellular signal indicating when motor proteins shoiild be 

activated. MT assembly instructions or any other host of functions associated 

with the MT terminal which could involve signalling another MT or some part 

of the axon terminal. 

5.5 Discussion 

The results of the Monte Carlo simulation are that the lattice of MT dipoles 

may be ordered at physiological tem peratures. Consequent ly. we have begun 

to investigate the response of this system to perturbations which we are calling 
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signals. Once dipole defects have been induced upon the MT lattice. they may 

propagate along the lengtli of the MT. M i l e  soine non-linear eflect or external 

guidance seems to be required. processing of these signals cannot be ruled out. 

Signal transduction from the distal end of the axon towards the ce11 body is 

at least theoretically possible - alt hougli unlikely in our opinion. Transduction 

along the iength of the SIT is simpler to explain frorn the proxinial end to tlie 

distal end though because of the existence of action potentials and the need to 

explain how a signal may be passed from one MT to another. 

Our simulations place a firm limit on the strength of the dipoles required 
. - 

for self-organization. The required dipole strength of about 1 x IO-'' C-m is 

comparable but slightly larger than the valiie which we estiniated for tubulin. 

If the angle between the clipole directions of each of tubulin's conformational 

States is smaller than predicted. an even larger di pole strengt h would be required. 

S hould the value for tubulin be smaller t han t his. information processing must 

be ruled out. Energy might still be passed along due to the passage of an action 

potential but it woiild be marked by the highly ordered configuration of the signal 

upon the randorn background. The quantity of energy associated with such an 

entropic change is mucli smaller than other values mentioned. only about 0.06 

kcal/mol. 

On the topic of information storage in MTs. the simple introduction of tlier- 

mal energy seenis to have removed the possibility of information storage in MT 

as was proposed by Hameroff et al. [28. 291. The energy involved in Ripping tlie 

conformation of the dimer would have to be significantly larger for such a form 

of storage to be possible. Not to mention the need for some kind of mechanisrn 

which would preserve the integrity of the information. 

It is clear that eiectromagnetic properties are important in ce11 biology. The 

intrinsic pofanty of MTs also seems to be very important. otherwise one would 
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expect the MTs within the axon to be randomly oriented. Whether the infor- 

mation processing hypothesis proves to be valid or not. the investigations into 

the interactions between cellular proteins and eiectromagnetic fields must con- 

tinue. Our mode1 includes both interactions betneen individual particles. protein 

molecules in this case. and an external field. the action potential. We hope it 

ma? serve as a starting point for future investigatiotis. 
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Chapter 6 

Conduct ion by Microt ubules 

6.1 Modelling Conducting Polymers 

In order to mode1 conduction through a polymer such as the MT. an effective 

mode1 of the mobile charges must be described. Electrons. as charged particles. 

interact with eacli other through the Coulomb interaction. The electron-electrori 

interactions are particularly important in partly filled narrow bands such a s  t hose 

of transition metals [ I I .  For a collection of nuclei at positions Rk with charge 

G e  and of N electrons at positions ri. the fundaniental rnicroscopic Hamiltonian 

is given by 

In this equation. the nuclei are taken to have negligible kinetic energy. The 

problem posed by equation (6.1) must be simplified for any real system to at  

least make the problem tractable. In particular. for the a$-tubulin dimer which 

is comprised of about 890 amino acids. this represents about 13000 nuclei. A 

gross simplification which we introduce is to treat each monomer as having an 

effective site energy. Fluctuations of the site energy on scales less than the 

monomer spacing are therefore washed out. The mode1 which shall be used for 

calculation will be second quantized. Hence. conduction shall be modelled by 





hydrolpis. The tubulin dimer has a non-exchangeable GTP binding site on 

its a-monomer and an exchangeable GTP binding site on its $monomer. The 

difference between u and binding sites is in this mode1 attributed to the con- 

formational change which follow-s GTP hydrolysis. This e ~ e n t  is associated with 

an energy change of about 0.1 eV. While this energy difference between the well 

depths is known. the actual depth is not. The deptii of tlie deeper well. jl .  lias: 

been selected as 0.4 eV initially. Given this value. there is a 25%) difference in 

well deptlis. If f l  is much larger. the dimer nature of the protofilarnerit is lost 

because tlie wells are effectively the same depth. 

Figure 6.1: One-dimensional chain of quantum wells representing the energy 
profile along a MT protofilament where the cr and /3 monomers have alternating 
site energies. 

The results for the single electron eigenstates of a double quantum well may be 

found in a rather straight-fornard manner using a transfer matrix method. We 

begin by solving the time-independent 1D Schrodinger equation in each interval 



in which the piece-wise constant potential is defined. This equation 

has the following solution if E > le. 

i ( z )  = A cos (kx) + B sin ( k z )  (6.4) 

where 

and o is included in the definition so that a is dimensionless. In the case where 

E < 1'. the solutions are non-propagating and may be expressed as 

where 

Thus. the solution to the Schrodinger equation is easily found in each region 

defined b the changes in the potential energy. Yow. rnatching conditions are 

applied at each interface. The values of the wave function and its derivative are 

matched at each change of the potential. This gives a 2 x 2 matrix relating the 

coefficients in the wave function expansion. 

In the above equation. the superscript to the left of the A l  denotes which co- 

efficients are being linked. The subscripts indicate the matrix element. In an 

iterated fashion, 



and one eventually arrives at the following: 

Xow. for bound states -1, = B,, = 0 so that the wave function decays outsicle 

tlie region of the quantum wells. Therefore. 

This matrix elernent is cornputed numerically since it is the product of (n  - 1) 

matrix multiplications. Using this method. the energy is varied and whenever 

this matrir element becomes zero. a bound state has been found corresponding 

to that energy value. Consider the following parameters for Our quantiirn doiibie 

well. a. = 2 nm and f I  = f2 = 0.4 eV which are the approximate values for 

tlie protofilament chain. For a single dirner consisting of two wells. one niay 

solve for the bound state withoiit difficulty. One finds that there are two boiind 

states for this problem. -4s the number of dimers is increased. this niay no 

longer be performed analytically and is better suited to  numerical analysis. TIie 

energy of the lowest bound states is plotteci as the depth of the wells. f l  = t2 = 

f .  is varied in Figure 6.2. Each line actually represents two states which are 

found wit h nearly the sanie energy. The lowest energy states are the symrnetric 

wavefunctions which are centered on each of the wells. The next two bound states 

represent the antisymnietric wavefunctions which again may be centered on one 

of the wells. At significantly higher energies. another excited state develops 

rhich is more distributed and has a higher fraction of its wavefunction within 

the baniers. Consequently. the lieight of the barrier has a larger effect upon the 

energy of that state. These bound state solutions to the 1D Schrodinger equation 

are displayed in Figure 6.3. We then interpret the energy level structure of the 

protofilament as its length is extended. -4s the nurnber of dimers. n. is increased. 

energy bands develop as hybrid orbitals form across the polymer. Essentially. one 
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Figure 6.2: Variation of the bound state energies with the depth of the double 
quantum wells. jl = t2. The straight line indicates where the boiind state energy 
is equal to the well depth. 

band is of hybridized symmetric orbitals and the higher lying band of hybridized 

anti-spmmetric orbitals. These bands correspond nearly exactly to the bound 

states and that the width of these energy bands is small. only about 0.01 eV. 

The separation between the lower band and the upper band which consists of 

distributeci orbitals is important because it relates to the energy required to 

excite the system to states where electron movement beconies possible. 

6.2.2 Second Quantization 

Even with only a single electron. we may second quantize our system. The 

Harniltonian becomes 
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Figure 6.3: Forrn of the lowest energy bound state wave functions in 1 D. 

where the operators cf, and 4, are the uscial fermion creatioii and annihilation 

operators. and where i riins froni 1 to 271 representing the two sites on each of the 

n dimers. The c, represent the potential energy at each site and the kinetic terms 

t,, account for hopping from one site to another. In general. tliese terrns will 

V a r y  between sites but WC will simplify the rnatter and choose a constant value. 

t. Since there are no interactions between the states with spin +: and those witti 

spin -:. the state space may be divided into tno identical subspaces labelled by 

the electron spin. In each of tliese subspaces. the matrir corresponding to this 

chain of dimers is tridiagonal and may be diagonalized to determine the itinerant 

eigenstates of the system. The effect of the kinetic terni can be analyzed in this 

new rnodel. 

The benefit of this mode1 is that we are able to proceed without cornputing 

electron eigenstate wavefunctions. In many electron problems. the wavefunctions 

become very complicated. (9 = @(#l. 42...#,,)), generally given by a Slater- 
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like determinant where the individual elect ron wavefunct ions have t heir own 

complicated spatial dependence. This difficulty is avoided in this formalism. 

In addition. once Coulomb interactions appear in the Hubbard model. we shaI1 

not have the difficulty of dealing with integrals of the forni J $d3,  and the 

introduction of ciitoffs to handle divergences which arise from these terms. 

6.2.3 Basis of States 

The Hiibbard model is the simplest second-qiiantized mode1 to capture al1 of t hc 

essential featiires of a real systern of interacting particies 131. In this model. the 

particles. electrons. are the fundaniental excitations. .dl1 states may be built iip 

from the vacuum using the usual fermion creation operators. For example. 

14 f )  = ci+ IR) (6.13) 

and represents the state with an electron of up spin localized in an orbita 

site 4. As the niimber of electrons increases. we miist impose a normal orde 

on thesc states. Consider the follo<ilng tnwelectron states: 

, I  on 

ring 

12 t 5 4 )  = C!&CLJR) and 15 J. 2 t )  = &&lfl). 

Since the electrons are indistinguishable. the states must be the sanie. However. 

as written simply by using the fermion anti-commutation relations. As a resiilt. 

we choose to label states uniquely beginning with the lomst site number and 

proceeding to the highest from left to right. When the same site occurs with both 

up and down spin electrons. the up spin shall corne first. Hence. the following 

states are properly labelled in a normal ordered fashion: 



and represent t w ~ .  three- and four-electron states. respectively. The Pauli ex- 

clusion principle must also be respected so no two electrons rnay occupv the 

same site with the sarne spin. With these rules. the basis in which al1 work shall 

be carried out is now defined. Once the nirmber of sites is selecteci. n. and the 

number of electrons is determined. ne, the number of distinct electronic states is 

given by 

These states are built up by applying in normal order eacli of the conibiiiations 

of ne-electron states. 

6.2.4 Itinerant Electron Picture 

An individual dimer niay be studied using a Hubbard model. We begin wit h the 

following Hubbard Harniltonian: 

In this case. there arc two sites so i and j run froni 1 to 2. and a represents the 

spin on the electron. The first term represents the energy of an electron localized 

at each site. the  second term is a kinetic energy term for electron hopping and 

the last term is the electron-electron interaction term. Note that in general. the 

Coulomb repulsion may take on different values at each site. L é  t l  to  solve 

the problem by considering the elect ron-elect ron term as a perturbation t o  study 

how it affects the electronic states of the dimer. The Haniiltonian in the absence 

of the final term may be diagonalized by the following unitary transformation: 

The linear combination of operators is simple because we have made the site 

energies cl and €2 equal. These new operators are easily shown to obey the usual 
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anti-commutation relations for fermions and are said to be in the itinerant or 

distributed electron basis. The Hamiltonian rnay now be rewritten in terms of 

these new operators. 

Tt appears that there are two sites with different site energies. Cal1 these new 

sites 1' and 2' to differentiate them frorn the physical sites 1 and 2. For the 

remainder of this section. the primes on the indices will be dropped for notational 

convenience. However. the subscripts of I T  still refer to the physical sites. For 

our choice of the potential in (6.16). the form of may be solved, It turns 

out that al1 terms with o = or are zero. this expresses the fact that the Coulomb 

interaction preserves the electron spin and that. since the repulsion is siniply on- 

site. the two electrons must have the opposite 

only with the cases where o # 01. The resiilt 

I 
L , l m  = -(l-1 + 4 

nhen an eveii number of indices are equal to 

1 

spins. We are therefore concerned 

is 

(6.20) 

1 (eg. 1; l l l .  1& 12) and 

\.;ji,,' = qiY1 - L-4 
4 

(6.21 ) 

when an odd number of indices are equal to 1 (eg. 1; i i z .  In order to study 

the effect of the introduction of this interaction. a basis of states is selected. 

Consider the two electron states. t here are six distinct possi bilities which have 

been labelled as follows: 

11) = cr!4ufJ~) 14 = t t 

12) = ~ f & q  15) = +&n) 
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where the vacuum state is represented by IR}. Acting with Our Harniltonian un 

this basis gives ils the matrix forrn of the Harniltonian. 

The Hamiltonian is then diagonalized in order to determine its eigenstates. In 

the absence of the Coulomb repulsion (C = 0). the electrons are localized on the 

2' site with energy 2(c - t ) .  the gap to the  first excited state being 2. However. 

as L- is increased. the effect of the Coulomb interaction raises the energy of the 

ground state relative to the excited singlet states which do not feel the Coulomb 

repiilsion. Conseqiiently. the gap he tw~en  t ht. groiind state arid the first excited 

state is actually reduced through the introduction of L; as shown in Figure 6.4. 

Thus. when conductivity is being considereci. it is important to bear in mind 

that the gap is reduced by the presence of the electron-electron interactions. In 

a MT when electron-electron interaction must be accounted for and in which 

the large nurnber of dimers implies a high density of states. there is hope that 

the energy required to excite electrons may be small and that semiconductor 

behaviour could result . 
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Figure 6.4: Energy of the itinerant States as a funetion of C:/t with the energy 
plotted in units of 2t. 

6.2.5 Hubbard Mode1 

We have already mentioned the Hubbard rnodel and playecl with it for a toy 

system that consisted only of a single electron. The Hubbard Harniltonian is: 

i,a i f j , ~  t 

where the first term represents the local potential or the site energy. The second 

term is our kinetic term and represents the hopping of particles between sites. 

In our model. hopping shall be restricted to nearest neighbours. The final term 

accounts for electron-electron repulsion now tliat we have gone to a many-electron 

systern. In our simple model. this is limited to an onsite interaction. To this 

point. we have made each of the site energies quivalent. (ci = c). since the 

Hamiltonian conserves the particle number. this terrn may be ignored as a trivial 

constant. We have also made the electron repulsion the same at al1 sites (t:, = L;). 



In the pictures which follow. L; = 2.0 eV which is the energy associated with two 

bare electrons lying about 0.7 nrn apart. This choice seems reasonable within 

a well of width 2.0 nrn. The lone complication lies within the kinetic t em.  

where the hopping parameter will depend on the two sites between which the 

electron hops. However since we will first be considering the MT protofilament. 

it shall initially be a coiistant as well t = 0.1 el' wliere the choice conies Froni 

the separation of the energy bands in the ID Schrodinger picture. 

Since the Harniltonian conserves both particle nurnber and the overall spin of 

eacli state. we are free to work in subspaces enurnerated by the spin of the States 

it contairis. This rediices the problenis slightly since it is possible to consider 

individually the spin +1. spin O and spin -1 systems separately in a two-electron 

systeni. In addition. the symrnetry implies that the spin +l and spin -1 systems 

have the same conductive properties. We also find that the ground state is always 

a state consisting of the lowest possible total spin. 

Later on we will consider systems where the site energy is varied. This dif- 

ferentiation between the monomers is expected to rmilt in different behavioiir 

for systems beiow and above half filling compared to the current situation where 

a svmrnetry exists. Systems of one. tm-O and three dirners were initially studied 

and we did consider the possibility of different hopping parameters for inter- 

dimer and intra-dimer jumps. Although this situation was eliminated in the 

final model. it is still instructive since when we add additional protofilaments 

to model the MT. there will be a different value of the hopping parameter for 

jumps along the protofilarnent and t hose between protofilarnents. The systems 

that were studied at half-filling where there is one electron available for each 

binding site and we are able to compare the systems with the same filling frac- 

tion. In addition. the half-filled situation is the most complicated one since there 

are more possible electronic configurations than for any other degree of filling. 
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When the inter-dimer hopping term is smell relative to the intra-dimer hopping 

term tinkr < tintTa. the form of the ground state is independent of the number of 

dimers. In each case. the ground state is a linear combination of singlet states 

on each dimer. The singlet states are those where two electrons are paired on an 

Figure 6.5: The three singlet states for two electrons on the two sites of the 
tubtilin dimer consist of paired electrons spins on the a site. paired electrons 
on the d site or the anti-symrnetric combination of paired electrms on separate 
sites. 

individual binding site. or where the state consists of the anti-syninietric rom- 

bination of an up  electron and a d o m  electrori on neighbouring binding sites of 

the dimer (Figure 6.5). When the kinetic term is absent. the ground state is a 

combination of anti-symmetric orbitals on each dimer. As the kinetic term is 

turned on. it cornpetes with the Coulomb repulsion and the other singlets are 

allowed. 

When the inter-dimer hopping parameter is increased. the density of states 

becomes more uniform between the ground state and the highest ene rp  eigen- 

state. This is important because the gap between the ground state and the first 

excited state of the system is diminished. Since the hopping term within a dimer 

is largest. the system prefers to have two electrons with the same spin within the 



same dimer in the ground state. The kinetic term acts like an attractive force but 

between neighbouring sites rat her t han the Coulomb repulsion which is onsite. 

The niost interesting observations from the point of view of conduction are the 

formation of bands in the new model. The band formation is dependent upoii 

the hopping parameter between dimers. f h e n  this parameter is small relative 

to the intra-dimer Iiopping. tinter/tintra - 0.1. there remaiils a ratlier large gap 

between the ground state and tlie first ercited state of about 2 tint, which is 

reduced as the repulsion tcrrn increases. Howewr. when the hoppiiig between 

dimers is equal t o  the hopping within diniers. tinter - tintm. tlie gap is minirnized. 

In the event that tinter > tint,,. we wocild efi'ectively have to relabel the diniers 

and we would then return to the pictiire where tinter < tintm. 

One might also be interested in the properties of the systern when an addi- 

tional charge carrier is added and the system is no longer in the special. half-filled 

state. When an additional electron is added to the systeni. the ground state 

becornes degenerate. Once again. the ground state has the sniallest possible ab- 

solute valw of spin. This does not imrnediately imply condiiction becaiise one 

eigenstate consists entirely of basis states with a total spin +i. the other of basis 

states witii a total spin -1. .As a result. the risual analysis has to be completed 

in order to comment further. This will be completed in the results section which 

follon~s. 

6.3 Conduction in a Hubbard Mode1 

The relative simplicity of the Hubbard rnodel has now been described. Hoa- 

then do we find the physical quantities that we are so interested in'? We simply 

appeal to our conventional ideas of response functions such as conductivity. We 

ask nliat sort of current could we measure through our sample if we exposed it 

to an external electric field with the assurnption that the response shall be linear 
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provided the perturbing field is smail. Kubo n-as the first to derive formulae for 

the electrical conductivity in solids a.nd his derivation is repeated in the  following 

section [dl. We shall work in the Coulomb gauge so that we may write the vector 

potential for a uniform electric field along the direction of the chain. A@). as 

Now. we must add a coupling term to the Hubbard Haniiltonian (6.24) to  account 

for the interaction with the electric field. .A canonicbal transformation exists for 

a tiglit-binding system [SI. One lets 

The kinetic term of (6.24) shall be denoted by IIo and bg applying the transform 

given abo~e. it becomes: 

wliere o is the lattice spacing and c is the speed of ligbt. Expandiiig to second 

order in the vector potent ial . 

wliere 

So. the energy of the original system is corrected to this order and the interaction 

term is proportional to the current. 

6.3.1 Kubo Formula for Electrical Conductivity 

Suppose a time-dependent external electric field is applied to a solid. 



where a: represents the Cartesian coordinate directions. Iii a linear response 

theory. the induced current is proportional to the applied electric field: 

J, (r. t )  = a:3 (q ; ~ ) ~ ~ ' e ' ~ ' " - " ' .  (6.31) 
3 

where is a parameter relating the observed current density to the applied 

field's direction. its periodicity and frequency. However. the symbol appearing in 

equation (6.31) is not the conductivity we seek. Rather. we want the conductivity 

ahich represents the response to the total electric field in  tlie solid. a quantity 

that can be measured. This conductivity takes into account al1 of the ciments. 

induced by the externa.1 fields. that create their own electric fields. Thiis we seek 

a,$ that relates tlie rnacroscopic electric field to the currents of the systeni. 

JO (r .  t )  = 1 oUg(q. u) ~ ~ e ' ~ ' - ' ~ '  
3 - rqr-iwt EU(s.  t )  = c,e 

We write the Harniltonian of the system as fi+ k' where the latter term contains 

the electric field wbicli we shall introduce as a tirne-dependent perturbation. The 

evolution of the operators is given as follows [6]:  

where H represents the unperturbed Harniltonian. Thus the interaction pictiire 

is adopted. The Kubo formula for electrical conductivity gives the result in terms 

of a current-current correlation function: 

where IQ) represents the ground state of the system mhich has not been per- 

turbed by the electric field. The fint term in (6.36) is known as the incoherent 



contribution to the conductivity and this is the terni we shall focus upon. Xon. 

we use (6.35) in the above equation and use the fact that the basis we are using 

is that of the eigenstates of H. We insert unity in the foliowing manner 

1 In)(nl = 1. (6.37) 
f l  

where the states 111)  are the eigenstates of H. Hence. when H acts upon thesc 

states. it simply returns the eigenenergv E,'. Consider the first term in tlie 

equation. it becornes 

and setting a = $ since we are interested at this stage only in conduction in the 

same direction as the field. 

At finite teniperatures. we rnay replace the ground state 114th a suni over each or 

the eigenstates. We must be careful to properiy norrnalize the conductivity under 

t his replacement. Consequently. the new expression is a little more complicated: 

and 

The temperature now appears as 0 = l / ( k T )  and Z is the canonical partition 

function. Substituting into (6.36). we now have the following expression for tlie 

electrical conductivity parallel t o  the field. 



To simplify the expression. we swap the surnmation indices in the second term. 

This allows us to collect some of the terms together 

Xow. if we perform the integration and let JI + i, + id/ with a small irnaginary 

coniponent. so that the time integral converges. we find a,, (subscript dropped 

hereafter) is now 

We now apply the well known identity. i / (u  + i f )  + P(l/u) - in6(u)  to arrive a t  

the following result wliere only the real part of the conductivity has been kept: 

This is formula for the coriductirity wliicli niay be found iri Mahan's book [7]. 

6.3.2 Implementation of the Mode1 

The DC conductivity is calculated by a procedure through which a sum 

used. This procedure has been described by Maldague and others [ï. 5 

sum rule states that 
1 

rule is 

1. The 

and (K) is the expectation value of the kinetic energy term of the Hamiltonian. 

The strategy of computing a (w)  and subsequently the Drude contribution at 

eit her zero or finite temperature is reasonably straight-forward. The first step is 



to construct the matrix corresponding to the Hamiltonian. equation (6.2). in a 

subspace which is defined by the geometry of the lattice. the number of electrons. 

and the total electron spin. The difficulty in computing the physical properties 

from such a rnodel is apparent immediately Given a rnoderately sized lattice 

of say ten dimers and eight electrons of arbitrary spin. the corresponding space 

is about 77 miilion states. -4 matrin of diniension 77 niillioii square has about 

5.9 x 1oL5 elements. Thus the simple storage of the matrix would require at 

least 5.9 r 106 gigabytes of memory. Obviously. working on a moderately sized 

lattice. we are restricted to a low concentration of electrons. Due to electron- 

hole symmetry. we are also able to study the nearly filled situation [8]. Hoviever. 

in order to study properties near half-filling. we are restricted to small lattices. 

Special approximations for the half-filled case are most useful when the ratio 

U / t  is either very large or very small. in practical terms. differing by perhaps 

an order of magnitude. Since our interest lies in the region where L7 and t are 

comparable. t hese approximations are not part icularly useful. 

When this rnodel is irnplemented for the calculation of okubo(ïl). one term is 

singled out by Fye et al. (91 as being potentially dangerous in the calculation. 

This is a term which ~ ~ o u l d  give rise in the Iiubo calculation to a contribution 

at Y, = O. Specifically Fye restricts the following sum to m # O: 

However. it is proven belon. in the single- and twa-eiectron cases that in fart. the 

contribution of this term to the conductirity is zero. The result is easily general- 

ized at finite temperature and the meaning is both clear and obvious. Conduction 

is the result of electron movernent. consequently if the final state is the same as 

the initial state. no electron movement has occurred and no conduction resuIts. 
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6.3.3 Proof: Conduct ion requires elect ronic state change 

Consider first single electron states only residing oii :V sites and 1 suppress for 

simplicity here the spin index. This does not take away anything froni the 

proof since the spin of the initial and final states is the same and when con- 

duction is considered. the up spin electrons and down spin electrons are treated 

independently by the conduction 

represented as follows: 

and an arbitrary electronic state. 

operator. j. The conduction operator may be 

Therefore. we want to show that the following inner product. (nl jln) is indeed 

zero. We will use the fact that in tliis representation. al1 of the coefficients. a,. 

in the expansion above (eq. 6.51) are real since the Haniiltonian we are working 

wit h is Hermit iari. The fermion anticonimiitat ion reiation shall also be used 

repeatedly. 



The two electron case is similar and will be shown in brevity. .A similar proof 

can be cornpleted for the n electron case. but becomes cumbersorne. The same 

properties shall be used in this proof as before with the additional property that 

0-n = -ski which stems from the fermionic anticommutation relation. and that 

an = O if i = k which is a result of the Pauli exclusion principle. The conduction 

operator rernains the same as above. aiid the state in) uiider considerstioii l ias 

the following expansion: 

Calculation of the inner product (nljln.) is as follows: 



This result simply provides another clieck for the numerical computation since 

(nl j ln)  should be identically zero. 

6.4 Results 

When the results are interpreted. it is useful to be able to convert eltsily from 

the energv scale on the abscissa to the corresponding wavelengtli of a photon. A. 

The relation which exists can be summarized as follows: 

1240 nrn eV 
A = 

Energy 

So that in the plots which are displayed. the visible light range is between 1.75 eV 

and 3.10 eV. Energies larger than this range correspond to ultraviolet wavelengths 



and lower energies correspond to infrared wavelengt hs. Since cells respond t O 

light in the near-infrared [10]. and centrioles which are composed of llTs are 

proposed to be the site of light detection [II]. absorption in this energy range 

is of great interest. These energies should also be compared to the energy avail- 

able from ATP and GTP hydrolysis which are 0.49 eV and 0.22 eV. respectively 

These values provide linlits Tor the interaction of clierriiral eiiergy iri the coriduc- 

t ion process. 

6.4.1 1D Protofilament Chain 

Al1 calculations were carried out with open boundary conditions along the protofil- 

ament. When more complicated geornetries are considered. the lateral boiindiiry 

conditions will be specified. To summarize the results for the ID chain. we must 

diflerentiate between zero temperature and finite temperature caiculations. At 

zero teniperature. the linear polyner results are surnmarized concisely by saying 

that there is no DC conductivity This has been the resiilt of my calculations and 

agrees with the previoiis rnodelling of Hubbard systems [SI. The finite tempera- 

ture results will be presented following a discussion of the AC conductivity. There 

are peaks in U ( J ) .  also known as the optical conductivity. which correspond to 

excitations between electronic states of the polyrner. Electronic excitation resiilts 

in electron redistribution and hence the development of a current. There is miich 

to learn from these results which shall prove to be useful in the analysis of the re- 

sults from the full MT. Calculations include a broadening of al1 6-functions. This 

finite width. e .  helps to account for scattering through processes not included in 

the model. such as phonons and disorder. When this parameter is larger than 

the mean energy level spacing. the model approximates a continuum of states. 

We have selected r = 0.02 eV to present Our results which is roughiy kT. This 

value is smaller than the three energy scaies important to the Hubbard model. 



t .  Li and #'/U [12] so we expect to be able to pick out features corresponding 

to specific transitions in the predicted optical spectra. We sshall present a f e s  

results a i t h  different values of the broadening. e to illustrate its effect. It does 

not have an effect on the predictions of the MT'S conduction properties. 

We shall begin with a very simple system consisting of only tn-O dimers. In 

addition. we shall begin with t = 0.4 eV. L- = 2.0 eV and equai site energy ori the 

a and f i  monomer sites. This system can support up to eight electrons. Figure 6.6 

Optical Conductiwty : 
hicp i ion  

Energy (eV) 

Figure 6.6: Optical conductivity aiid the scaled integrated conduct ivity is plotted 
for the two dimer. two electron system. The fact that the material is an insulator 
rnay be recognized as the integral approaches unity as  the energy increases. 

shows the optical conductivity of the two dimer system of two electrons. This 

spectrum consists of a large peak centered about 0.48 eV and a much smaller 

peak at 3.32 eV. The positioning of the large peak is such that it represents about 

20 times the thermal e n e r p  at physiological temperatures. We shall present a 

few results at other teniperatures to show how the results Vary with temperature. 



Xow. the first change which we can consider to the -stem above is to  leave 

its size alone but to increase the number of electrons present. The single electron 

case has been ornitted since the absence of an electron-electron term makes the 

problem uninteresting. Since the system has symmetry with respect to holes 

and electrons and its capacity is 8 electrons. the optical conductivity results are 

identical for two electrons and six iioles to the systeiri with six electrorls and 

two holes. Consequently. we need only to consider the cases from two electrons 

up to half-filling. four electrons in this case. The results for these systems are 

presented in Figure 6.7. The predicted spectra for the two and three elcctron 

Figure 6.7: Optical conductivity of the two dimer systeni r i t h  two. three aiid 
four elect rons 

cases are quite similar. The differences include a new but small peak in the three 

electron spectrum at an energy just below the major peak and variations in the 

detail of the absorption band centered about 2.6 eV. However. the qualitative 

similarity of the two spectra is remarkable in terms of band locations. Contrast 



these two cases with the four-electron system which corresponds to  half-filling. 

The difference is that the peak in the optical conductivity spectrum increases 

dramatically from about 0.48 eV to 1.64 eV. This changes indicates how the half 

filled case is special. The ground state in this system largely consists of electrons 

spread out to minimize the Coulornbic energy. Exciting this system by moving 

any particular electron will corne at the cost of greatly iiicreasiiig the electroii- 

electron repulsion and consequently. the location of the required excitation encra 
corresponds roiighly to Cr. the value of the Coulomb interaction. 

As the length of the polymer is increased. results rernain qualitativelg similar. 

In the three-dimer structure. results are shown for the conductivity in Figure 6.8 

and for the integrated conductivity in Figure 6.9. Once again. the spectra are 

quite similar for al1 fillings aside from the half-filled case which corisists of six 

electrons. By consulting the figure of the integrated conductivity. the shift of the 

conductivity to higher energies c m  be clearly seen as the filling fraction increases 

towards half filling. We now present results nhere the broadening parameter. 6 .  

and the temperature havr been varied to see the effect which they have on the 

results. Figure 6.10 demonstrates that as the width is decreased. the spectrurn 

becomes sliarper. Note how the two peaks in this simple spectrum which occur 

near 2.5 eV are successively blended into a band as the c is increased. Peaks 

represent transitions from one speci fic electron configuration to anot her and are 

weighted wit h the associated conduct ivity. Montever. as  the sampling widt h is 

broadened. we are better able to account for a spectrum that might be exper- 

imentally rneasured and which will have a finite resolution. The vaiue which 

has been selected for presenting figures is 0.02 eV unless otherwise stated. The 

effect of changing the temperature is to excite electron configurations other than 

the gound state. Consequently. transitions from one excited state to another 

can no% contribute to the conductivity. Figure 6.11 shouTs how this often re- 



Figure 6.8: Optical conductivity of the three-dimer systeni [rom two electrons 
through half filling. 

Figure 6.9: Integrated optical conductivity of the three-dimer systern shows that 
indeed the protofilament is an insulator. The gap for excitation of the half filled 
polyrner is seen easily here. 



duces the gap to conduction. al1 the major peaks in the 300 # spectrum shift 

slightly towards lower energies in the 3000 1< spectrum but ma- more features 

develop as well as states which previouslv did not contribute to conductivity may 

make transitions to excited states. Physiological temperature of 300 K (X-T = 

0.026 el7) is small relative to the systern's energy scales. consequently lowering 

the temperature furt her causes very little change to the spectrurn and thiis tliese 

results have not been shown. 

The next thing to consider with hlTs is the variation of the site encrg.  

If the a-tubulin arid &tubulin sites have diflerent energies. t hen the MT A and 

B lattices can be distinguished. The effect of this change on the optical spectruni 

howewr seems to be small when individual protofilarnents are considered. The 

spectra corresponding to the diniers where the site energies oscillate back and 

forth along the chain contain additional absorption peaks however. this simply 

amounts to fine striicture when compared to the corresponding speçtra for the 

mononier spstems. i n  addition. the sum rule sliows that protofilaments remain 

insulators. We shnil retiirn to investigste the effwt of alternating û and d sites 

when the entire MT lattice is considered. In this case. the presence of û and 19 

sublattices changes the overall geornetry of the system and may lift the helical 

synimetry of the lattice tliat exists when only nionorners are considered. 

Xnother concern is the size of the system. Can we extrapolate to a system 

the length of a typical LIT by considering the results from these small systerns? 

There are a few parameters which we can consider individually and which can be 

compared as the sire of the system changes and which can also be compared to the 

values in the MT lattice which is triangular. These parameters are the threshold 

to conductivity. and the expectation value of the kinetic energy operator. The 

threshold to conductivity is sirnply the location of the first absorption peak in 

the optical spectrum. It is a decreasing function of the polymer length. Starting 





Figure 6.12: Threshold to conduction as a function of protofilarnent length. 

at 0.48 eV for the ttvo-dirner system. it seems to drop a little faster than l /n .  

for systems consisting of n dimers and containing two electrons. The fitted 

value in Figure 6.12 varies a l/n1e4. Extrapolating to larger values of n. this 

gap appears certain to fa11 into the range where these excited states could be 

therrnally excited. The protofilament then develops a finite DC conductivity at 

finite teniperature where thermal excitation can result in population of the Ion*- 

lying excited states. However. even for .stems of 20 dirners. this is a dauriting 

task to perform the rnatrix diagonalization. It is interesting that although the 

first peak does move towards zero. the fraction of the conductivity it contains 

is gradually diminished. This may be partially explained by the fact that these 

longer polyrners have a smaller electron density when they contain two electrons 

than the shorter polymers. Some of the conduction continues to reside in a 

peak located close to t in the energy spectrurn. In the 2D lattice. there is a 
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phase transition in the dirnensionality DC conduction becornes possible even 

at zero temperature. However. we shall still be concerned about the boundary 

conditions since calculations are being performeci on a smail lattice. Consider 

the kinetic energv/electron which has been calculated in a Hubbard mode1 with 

our parameters for t and G and with either one. two or three protofilaments. 

Figure 6.13 demonstrates how the kinetic energy of each electron approaches the 

Eieçtron System 
-o- 1 protofifamcni - t rtecmn - 1 protorilmeni - 2 clectrons - - a- - 2 protofilments - 1 elearon --*- 2 pmofilarnents - 2 etectrons 
--a-- 3 pmotilments - i cicdron 
--?-- 3 proiofilaments - 2 clectrons 

Number of electron siks 

Figure 6.13: Kinetic energy per electron as a function of çpstem size. 

limit of 2t or 0.80 eV as the size of the system increases. EVe can easily see that 

for more than about 20 electron sites. the average kinet ic enerm of each electron 

starts to approach the infinite limit and we expect that the results obtained from 

our mode1 should converge to the long protofilament limit in a similar rnanner. 

In particular. we are considering 28 electron sites in our MT mode1 which span 

3 protofilaments. While this is not the ideal situation. the boundary conditions 

are not expected to create huge effects in our results. We are also using open 



boundary conditions as they minimize the boundary effects when compared witli 

a variety of periodic boundary conditions. 

6.4.2 Triangular MT Lattice 

Now. as we corne to consider tlie entire MT lattice rather than single protofila- 

ments. the immediate probleni is the size of the systerri. This probleni that was 

mentioned earlier on in the thesis within the conte* of ferroelectric configura- 

tions. rears its head again. The solution to the probleni has been to consider 

a rnuch smaller unit ce11 but also to incorporate boundary conditions which arc 

consistent with the larger system which we are not able to study exactly. Conse- 

qcientl. the unit cells ciepicted in Figure 6.14 are the basis for the calculations. 

In the A lattire used for the calculations. tlie a-dimers connect to $-dimers along 

the 3-start helix botli within the lattice and at the seam when the MT is wrapped 

up. In the B lattice. tlie connections are u-û or d-d along the f start helix and 

never a-8. For coniparison. calculations have also been carried out with a Bat 

tiibiiiin sheet . specifical ly an A lat tire MT lackinp periodic boundary conditions 

in the lateral direction. This simulates the MT when it has unwrapped. The 

main thing to recall is that the MT lattice is triangular and has three distinct 

hopping directions. As well. since protofilaments are strongly bound together 

along their length but relatively weakly bound to other protofilaments. one ex- 

pects the hopping parameter to be much smaller when an electron rnoves between 

protofilaments. 

The calculations have been carried out with the sarne parameters as in the 

one-dimensional case. li' = 2.00 eV. t = 0.40 eV along the protofilaments and the 

site energies have been set equal to zero for al1 sites. The value of the hopping 

parameter along the 3-start helix is called t l  (left) and that along the 8-start 

helix that connects diagonaliy frorn a monorner in a direction up and to the right 



A Lattice B Lattice 

Figure 6.1 4: Lattice unit cells for conductivity calculations. The unit ceil on the 
left corresponds to the MT A lattice while that on the right corresponds to the 
MT B lattice. 



is called t ,  (right). 

We consider first the results of the MT lattice whicli has not rolled up to form 

a tube. Furthermore. the first case considered is that of a tubulin sheet where 

t, = O and only the value of tl is varied. The results are shown in Figures 6.15 

and 6.16. Since ti = 0. the nature of the lattice remains rectangular to this point. 

The optical conductivity spectrum is once again presented along with its integral. 

normalized by the expectation value of the system's kinetic energy. When tl = 0. 

this particular systern is equivalent to individual protofilanients. The two peaks 

in the optical spectrum arise from the fact that the protofilaments have different 

lengths. The absorption peaks of 0.22 eV and 0.40 eV correspond roughly to 

t hose of the tw+dirner and t hree-dimer two tilect ron cases discussed earlier in 

tlie chapter. The difference Iiere is that the two electrons are spread over three 

protofilarnents and consequently the effect of the electron repulsior~ is reduceci. 

However. as tr is increased from zero. the entire lattice becornes acressi ble and 

tlie protofilanient character of the optical spectrurri is lost. The t r o  peaks of 

the tl spectrciin coalesc~ into a single peak witli s l a r g ~ r  activation enerp. A 

second but smaller absorption peak forms just above 0.50 et'. In the plot of the 

integrated conductivity. we can see that there is also a smaller peak at 0.16 eV 

when ti = 0.10 eV. The source of this peak is an absorption for conductioii 

along the direction of t i .  When il is increased to 0.40 eV. this peak occurs at 

0.61 eV. Thus this peak seems to occur at roughly 1.5tl .  The activation energy 

for coriduction along the protofilarnent avis also increases but is not as sensitive 

to tl. Finally examination of the integrated conductivity demonstrates that the 

total absorption combines such that the Drude weight remains zero. 

Nea .  consider the analysis of Figures 6.1 7 and 6.18 where tc is fixed a t  0.4 eV 

and t ,  is allowed to vary. Thus. the triangular nature of the systern is captured 

in this model. The results irnmediately show a difference from the cases of an 
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Figure 6.15: Optical conductivitv along the protofilament avis of the tubulin 
sheet consisting of a lCsite lattice with two electrons while t,. = O and t i  is 
varied. 
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Figure 6.16: Integrated conductivity of the tubulin sheet with two electrons while 
t, = O and tr is varied. 
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Energy (eV) 

Figure 6.17: Optical conductivity along the protofiiament axis of the unwrapped 
I4site lattice with two electrons while tl = 0.4 and t ,  is varied. 

Energy (eV) 

Figure 6.18: Integrated conductivity of the unwrapped 14-site lattice wit h two 
electrons while tl = 0.4 and t, is varied. 



individual protofilament and of a tubulin sheet. Oiie notes that the behaviour 

is inconsistent with that of an insulator. that is. the Drude weight is non-zero. 

.\gain. this can be read immediately by noting that the integrated conductivity 

does not approach unity as the energy is increased in Figure 6.18. If the optical 

conductivity is analped for ail three directions. we find that the largest peak or 

peaks ocçur for at the sanie locatioii for al1 directions but with different iveight- 

ings. The first line traces the results for t, = 0.00 eV and has peaks at 0.38 eV 

and 0.61 el'. Once the third hopping direction is allowed. the peak absorption is 

raised slightly to 0.43 eV for t,. = 0.10 eV and a smaller peak forms at 0.44 eV. 

The lower peak consists mainly of hopping along the protofilanient while the 

second peak consists largely of hopping along the t i  direction. which also corre- 

sponds to a large hopping parameter. Once t ,  is raised to 0.40 eV so that it lias 

the same magnitude as the other hopping parometers. there is only a single peak 

at 0.70 eV. While it corresponds mainly to hopping along the protofilanient. the 

difference between the directions is simply that the number of lines of lattice 

points in each direction varies as does the niimber of lattice points that each linr 

contains. Since the direction along the protofilament corresponds to the largest 

number of lines. the conduction is largest in tliat direction. Giwn the resiilts we 

have calcuiated so far. we have seen that all paranieters t. t l  and t ,  being non- 

zero leads to there being a non-zero Driide weight in the unrolled MT lattice or 

tubulin sheet. 

lé consider now the effect of applying the MT A lattice boundary condi- 

tions to our system. In Figures 6.19 and 6.20. we see that in cornparison with 

the tl = t, = O case. changing only tl to a finite quantity while stiil maintaining 

t, as zero is sufficient to result in a non-zero Drude weight. Thus the periodic 

boundary conditions in the lateral direction seem to act in a manner similar to 

the additional hopping directions of the unwrapped lattice. When the kinetic 



Figure 6.19: Optical conductivity along the protofilament direction of the I ls i te  
MT A lattice with two eleïtrons. 
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Figure 6.20: Integrated conductivity of the 14-site MT -4 lattice with two elec- 
trons shows a non-zero Drude weight for finite tc.  



parameters between protofilaments are set to zero. the opt ical conductivity spec- 

trum shows that there are two large absorption peaks at about 0.23 eV and 

0.40 eV. .As tl is increased. these peaks move higher in energy and the second 

peak becornes srnaller in integrated weiglit. Eventually. once tl = t. there is a 

single large peak near 0.47 eV. Introduction of the third hopping direction serves 

only tu raise further the absorption peak. up to 0.70 eV in the case ahere the 

hopping parameter is 0.40 eV is al1 directions. However. raising the value of the 

latersl hopping parameters does increase the Drude wight as normalized by the 

expectation value of the kinetic energy. At this point. it should be mentioned 

that similar beliavioiir results when ti is kept as zero and t ,  made finite for the 

-4 lattice. 

When the MT B lattice boundary conditions are applied for cornparison with 

the MT A lattice. resiilts are very similar qualitatively though specific spectral 

differences remain. From Figures 6.21 and 6.22. one can see that more conduction 

results in the B lattice for a small t l .  such as 0.1 eV. than in the MT .4 lattice by 

comparing w i t h  Figure 6.20. However. even the positioning of absorption peaks 

is similar in the two lattices. Again. it is sufficient for only one of t l  or t, to be 

non-zero for the Drude weight to be finite. 

Finally. we corne to comparing the MT A and B lattices with the unwrapped 

tubulin sheet and in addition with individual protofilaments of tubulin diriiers. 

There is an interesting geometrical interpretation to the results. Results show 

that the MT A and MT B lattices have identical conduction properties ahen 

tl = t,. This results because our calculations have considered al1 monomers to 

have the same site energy rather than alternating the site energu. Conseqriently. 

the B lattice can be viewed as an A lattice with the opposite helicity but the 

same structure. The sign of the system's helicity does not affect the conduction 

properties along the major axis. The unwrapped MT lattice is not as good a 
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Figure 6.21: Optical conductivity along the protofilarnent direction of the l&site 
MT B lattice with two electrons. 
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Figure 6.22: Integated conductivity of' the 14-site MT B with two electrons 
shows a non-zero weight for finite t i .  



conductor as some of the hopping freedom has been removed from the lattice 

but does remain conducting provided that both t l  and t, are non-zero. 

If we consider the case where one of ti or t ,  is quite small. however the wrap- 

ping of the lattice is mucti more important. As discussed earlier. the iinwrapped 

tubulin sheet is an insulator while the MT .A and B lattices may carry electrons. 

This observatioii is especially interest iiig given t llat MTs have beeii observed tu 

zip up and essentially change their structure from that of a tube to that of a 

sheet i72 vivo. 
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Figure 6.23: Comparison of the optical conductivity of the tubulin sheet with 
the MT A lattice and MT B lattice, 
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Figure 6.24: Comparison of the integated conductirity of the unwrapped MT 
lattice wit h the MT -4 lattice and lLlT B Iattice. 



6.5 Summary 

The caiculations based on the Hubbard mode1 of electron hopping show that 

the MT is not an insulator but that its conductivity depends on the lattice 

geometry and whether the MT is wrapped up or not. Hon* well or poorly does 

one expect the MT to conduct relative to known semi-conductors'? Referring 

back to equations (6.47) and (6.48). the Drude peak of the MT is simply given 

Since this corresponds to a delta function in the absorption spectrum centered 

at u = O. it indicates a perfect conductor and D represents the weight of this 

delta fiinction. In order to determine the conductivity. the relaxation processes 

of the polymer must be elucidated. However. we shall compare the Drude weight 

between the various lattices as a measure of their conductivity. In this equation. 

the constants can be factor4 and what rernains is the fraction that can be read 

From the graphs presented earlier. The Kubo fraction (KF) is the limit of the 

iiitegral as the frequency tends to infinity. 

and by returning constants of the system so that the dimensionality of D is 

correct, 

Finally. we are in a position to predict the conductivity of individual MTs of 

varying lattice types. For the following calculations. the electron density has been 

taken to be of two electrons within the lattice of 14 dimers and corresponds to a 

density of 1.8 x 10'~ /cn i~ .  Thus the results rnust assume that the conductivity 

remains constant as the length of the polyrner is extended. provided the degree 

of filling remains the same. 



Table 6.1: Calculated conductivity derived frorn the Drude weigtit for tubuliii 
polymers of raried structure. 

Conduct ivi ty 
(x 10'WL m-') 

non-conducting 

Tubulin 
Structure 
Individual 

protofilament 
Tubulin 

sheet 

The values in Table 6.5 should be compared with the conductivity of mrtals. 

Hopping 
parameters (eV) 

tl  = t ,  = 0.0 

MT 
-4 lattice 

MT 
B lattice 

such as copper (6 x 10' R m-l) and iron (1 x 10' R ni-'). lndeed the values can 

t ,  = t,. = 0.04 
t l  = t ,  = 0.10 
t l  = t,. = 0.40 

ais0 be compared to the intrinsic semiconductors germanium (2.5 R m-l) and 

0.94 
2.0 
6.3 

tl  = t,. = 0.04 
tl = t,. = 0.10 
t l  = t,. = 0.40 
tl = t,. = 0.04 
t1 = t ,  = 0.10 
tl = t ,  = 0.40 

silicon (4 r IO-'' R rn-'). Given these comparisons. the MT may indeed be quite 

1.8 
4.5 
16.0 
i .9 
4.7 
16.0 

a good semi-conductor given Our assutnptions. Wliat is particularly interesting is 

the way tliat the conduction properties depend on the lattice and the particulsr 

boundary conditions. The situation can be compared to carbon nanotubes nhich 

have a similar size and structure to LITS. In addition. theoretical consideration 

of nanotube structure predicts that the conduction properties depend on the 

boundary conditions. In the case of nanotubes. this rneans the way in  which 

the graphene sheet is wrapped up to form the nanotube. Tt is quite interesting 

t hat part icular sets of boundary conditions produce a semi-conduct ing nanot ube 

while the appropriate choice of wrapping the nanotube gives rise to metallic 

conduct ion (1 31. 

One possible cellular use for a conducting MT wouid be a signalling mech- 



anism that would explain the synchronized segregation of chromosomes. When 

MTs pull chromosomes to opposite ends of a diriding c d .  the moment of sep- 

aration is highly CO-ordinated. One mechanism to explain the simiiltaneity of 

chromosome division is to consider a signal emanating from the centrosomes. In 

this scenario. electrons would be transported along the MTs. and then accumu- 

Iate at the kinetochores that connect the MTs to the chroniosonity;. Cuulonibic. 

repulsion would then cause the chromosomes to separate or at l e s t  activate the 

enzyme that binds each pair of chromosomes togetlier. Thus the synchrony of 

separation may be explained. 

The ability to change from an insulator to a condiictor by a simple geonietrical 

change could be biologically relevant even without observing a single electron to 

be conducted almg the MT since it is the conductivity property that affects the 

way the cell views and responds to external electromagiiet ic fields. S peci fically. 

the reflectivity of MTs to electrornagnetic fields is high when they art. condiicting 

and consequently. they could act to direct infrared signals to the interior of the 

centrosome. Sinre the centrioles are maintained at right angles to each otlier. 

the ce11 muld be able to determine the location in latitude and longitude of a 

light source if the MTs are conducting. Peaks in the .AC condiictivity are ail at 

energies significantly above the t liermal activation t hresliold so no conductivity 

is expected along a darkened MT. but photoconduction in the infrared-visible 

range is possible. Therefore it is possible that this photo-activated conduction 

has funct ional repercussions. 
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Chapter 7 

Unifying Concepts 

The challenge is to link concepts of MT structural dynaniics and function ahirli 

are rnacroscopic properties. with the niicroscopic properties of tubulin's struc- 

ture. its electrostatic properties. individual MT dynamics. flexriral rigidity post- 

translational modifications and so forth. The pictiire which emerges is one in 

whicli the MT is perhaps the most multi-fiinctional cellular cornponent. 

In particular. the functioning of neuronal MTs is a siibject tliat this thesis 

attempts to demystib. The central nervoiis systeni is responsible for brain func- 

tioii and muscle signalling to produce rriovement through niuscle contraction. It 

is composed of millions of neurons. the longest of %hich may span about 1 ni 

in humans. Signalling in neurons is a largely digital process. That is to say 

that the action potential is an al1 or nothing phenomenon that proceeds withoiit 

attenuation dong the neural membrane. However. there is evidence that a type 

of analog processing is responsible for deterrnining the resting state of a neural 

membrane [l]. It is also analog signalling which occurs at synapses between neu- 

rons and a t  the neuromuscular junction. The analog 'signalling' is more correctly 

termed a biasing as it changes the likelihood of the phase transition which occurs 

when the membrane is depolarized. This is precisely ho%- mood-altering drugs 

function by changing the background such that action potential propagation is 

either highly favoured or suppressed. 



The lossless propagation of the action potential is essential to trigger release of 

neurotransmitt er at the synapse. However. t here is strong evidence t hat calcium 

ion is also required within the neuron to allow the signal to be transmitted. Since 

the neuron is a structure rather densely packed by MTs. the key question facing 

a biophysicist st udyiiig MTs is. "Are the 1lTs reqiiired for neurot ransmitter 

release'?" It seems that klTs indeed pi- a role in  membrane excitability [2]. 

Studies have shown that colchicine. a h g  that induces MT depolgmerizatioii. 

effectively reduces a neuron's capacity to signal other nerve cells. The drug 

ultimately stops the activity of sottie potassium. calcium a.nd sodium channels but 

the rriechanisrn that underlies Iiow the MT coordinates ion channel function is not 

understood. Colchicine may even be applied to the exterior of the ce11 and have 

an effect which supports the idea that the MTs extend into the cell membrane. 

Therefore MTs would seem to play a supporting role in the transmission of nene 

impulses across the synapse. In this light. we have studied these polymers in an 

effort to understand the physical mechanisms that underlie t his function. 

7.1 Electrostatics 

The electromagnetic properties of any structure can in principle be calculated if 

the structure is known with atomic detail. Strictly speaking. this is a quantum 

mechanical problem because the bonding between atoms must be described so 

that the electron distribution is best characterized. A classical view is adopted 

to render computation possible. This electrostatic limit is generally applicable 

as long as we do not consider bonding between the test charge and the molecule. 

specifically the protein. under consideration. In pract ice. the process of describ- 

ing electric fields about molecules is one of assigning partial charges to atomic 

positions based on the electronegativity of the atoms. It also involves the asso- 

ciation of dipoles to molecular bonds. The resultant fields are then compared to 



empirical measurernents. After years of theoretical and experimental work. this 

practice has been refined and parameters adjusted to best reflect reality. This has 

meant the inclusion of effects due to atoms which are separated by more than a 

single bond and ultimately to functional groups such as entire arnino-acid groups 

when molecules such as proteins are studied. Simply placing a partial charge on 

each atomic site does not describe the electromagnetic field weil conipared to 

ab initio calculations on small molecular svstems with up to perhaps 100 elec- 

trons. One may instead attempt to represent the electrostatic potential and field 

of a molecule by placing a sequence of rnukipoles at its center of rnass. However. 

the use of distributed rnultipole analysis (DhIA) provides a mucti more accurate 

representation of the electrostatic field about a molecule. Due to the size of 

small groups. diatomics. triatomics and tetraatornics niay each be described to 

high precision using only monopoles. dipoles and quadrupoles. Indeed even for 

large systerns. the DklA does a reasonable job of representating the electrostatic 

potential. This is a result of the fact that dipoles and quadrupoles are the niost 

important terms for description of moleciilar honding. 

Consider two polar molecules such as water and ammonia. Placing these two 

niolecules in proximity to each other results in the water rnolecuie feeling the 

electric field of the amrnonia molecule and vice-versa (Figure 7.1). Beyond siniply 

producing a torque on the water rnolecule. the electric field of the ammonia 

molecule may induce a change in the dipole of water by causing a change in 

the equilibrium configuration of the water molecule. Such a change is known a s  

polarization and in calculating the molecular field about a collection of atoms. 

electronegat ivities. mult ipole polarizabilities and hyperpolarizabilities miist al1 

be known due to the mutual polarization between polar species. 

In addition. one must be careful when the geometry of the protein is not 

in its equilibrium configuration since equilibrium electrostatic parameters may 



Figure 7.1: A water rnolecule is depicted on the left and a molecule of animonia 
on the right. Their native dipoles are illustrated beside each rnoleciile. However. 
their polarizabilities ni11 deterniine to wliat extent the magnitudes will change 
in the presence of the otlier rnoleciile. 

not strictly be applicable. Dykstra has estimated that bond lengtlis should be 

between 0.9 and 2.0 times t heir equilibrium separation to remain wi t h the range 

of applicability [3]. This shall not be a concerri for the modelling of the local 

electric field about tubulin since we shall consider only the equili briuni mnfigii- 

ration. In the case of the MT. its subunits a- and &tubulin must be studied. 

Eacli monomer is compriscd of approximately 450 amino acids and in the neigh- 

bourhood of 7000 atoms. The good ners from the point of view of rnodelling 

the electrostatic field about the protein is that beyond a certain distance. the 

so-called Debye length. we can ignore electrostatic effects due to screening. This 

is the important length scale as the Bjerrum lengt h that compares electrostatic 

effects with thermal effects is larger. In our case. we shall s- that beyond 2.0 nm. 

interactions will be neglected; be they of charge-charge. charge-dipole or van der 

Waals nature. The potential is gradually switched off in the calculation so there 

are no discontinuities in the electrostatic potential. 4. This is in fact close to 

the true situation since ions in the surrounding solution will screen any surface 

charges. The results presented for the electrostatic potential in this chapter rep- 
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resent wacuurn' resiilts given that the solvent is not erplicitly taken into account. 

If the surrounding mixture of ions is considered. then the potential due to a point 

charge does not faIl offsirnpl~ as 1/r. but instead as 

wliere K-! is tlie Debye lengh.  t~rpically 0.G nm under physiological condi- 

tions. Since we consider locations withiii 1.0 nni of tlie MT surface. tliey are not 

screened by the ions of the solution as there is not siiffirient rooni for even water 

to be located in  the intervening space. 

Tubulin has only been imaged to  atomic resolution within the last two years 

following 20 years of difficult work with tliis protein. Nogales et al. piiblished 

the stucture of a- and 13-tubulin which were CO-crystallized in the Iieterodinieric 

form (41. Imaging was cornpleted in the form of so-called zinc sheets. The 

presence of zinc(11) ion. causes the t u  biilin heterodimen to forrn ant i-parallel 

protofilaments. These slieets do not curl up to  form the familiar MT but ratlier 

remain flat and are therefore siiitable for electron crptallographv. The work es- 

tablishes t hat the structures of a- and ii-tubulin are nearly identical and confirms 

the consensus speculation. A detailed examination shows that eacli rnonomer is 

formed by a core of two jjl-sheets that are surrounded by a-helices. The rnonomer 

structure is very compact. but can be divided into three funetional domains: the 

amino-terminal domain containing the  nucleotide-binding region. an intermedi- 

ate domain contaiiiing the tauol-binding site. and the carboxy-terminal domain. 

which probably const itutes the binding surface for motor proteins [.II. However. 

stiidies of motor proteiri motion along MTs with the carboxy-terminus clipped 

and our own theoretical mode1 of motor protein movement suggest that rnotor 

protein interaction is important with the outer MT surface but not specifically 

the earboxy-tail. 

Calculations of the potential energy were calculated with the aid of molecular 



dynamics package known as TINKER [SI. This cornputer program serves as a 

platform for molecular dvnamics simulations and includes a facility to use protein 

specific force-fields. The  most comnion of these parameter sets for proteins are 

AUBER and CHARMM with an additional TINKER parameter set that remains 

under development. Since the dipole moment was the most important value that 

we wanted to calculate. these various parmieter sets were cornpared lor a few 

proteinsl. 

Table 7.1: Cornparison of the AMBER. CHARMY and TINKER parameter sets 

Protein 1 Calculateci Dipole / Barlow Sr Thoriiton 1 
1 Code 

Table 7.1 compares the  resuits of the AMBER [6]. CHARMM [7]. and TINKER [5] 

parameter sets with t h e  calculated dipole moment of Barlow and Tliornton (81 

derived from experimental measurements of the dielectric increment of the pro- 

tein in solution. Cornparison of each of the molecular parameter sets with the 

experirnentally derived value shows that they each have the  good predictive fea- 

tures. The variation arises due to the fact that these parameter sets have been 

optimized on specific sets of proteins. S i n c ~  the AMBER and CHARMM data sets 

are more established. each gave similar results for the  test proteins and were 

'The PDB (protein database) code consists of a nurnber and three other chararters. The 
leading number indicates whether the atomic data for the protein has been superceded by new 
data, in that 2tub would be the narne of tubulin's updated PDB file and wodd replace ltub. 
The full names of the four proteins iisted are respectively peptococcus aerogenes ferredoxin 
(fdx), azotobacter vanelandii ferredoxin (fdl 1, ri bonuciease A (ma) and phage T4 lysozyme 
(hm 1. 

(Debye) (Debye) 
AMBER 

234.1 
550.4 
290.1 
420.2 .- 
568.8 

CHARMM TINKER 

234.3 
556.2 
293.5 
423.3 
578.6 

210.4 
597.3 
343 .O 
427.4 
703.3 

238 
535 

481 
71 1 



reasonably close to the result derived from experiment. they were selected as the 

molecular parameter sets of choice. AMBER was selected over CHARUV on the 

basis of that it is a more up to date parameter set. The overall performance 

of the program gave us confidence that the results it provided for tubulin were 

meaningful. 

The first thing studied iising TIMER nas the overali charge. and dipole 

on the tubulin molecule. It turns out that tubulin is quite higlily negatively 

charged at physiological pH biit that much of the charge is concentrated on the 

C-terminus. This is the one portion of the tubulin dimer which u7as not imaged 

due to its freedoni to move following formation of the tubulin shcet. This 

of the moleciile extends outward away form the MT and into the cytoplasrn 

has been described by Sackett (91. At neutral pH. the negative charge on 

t ai 1 

and 

the 

Figure i.2: Cross-section of a MT including the carboxy-terminus of the tubulin 
siibunits. Folding of the carboxy-terminus of the tubulin dimer demonstrates the 
change in the geometry of the molecule with pH. Neutra1 pH is shown on the 
left. the tail folds at lower pH as the negative charges are screened. 

carboxy-terminus causes it to remain extended due to the electrostatic repiil- 
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sion within the tail. Under more acidic conditions. the negative charge of the 

carboxy-terminal region is reduced by associated hydrogen ions. The effect is 

to allow the tail to acquire a more compact form by folding. Although. this is 

probably tlie largest structural change which occurs due to changes in the cell's 

pH. we shall see that other structural changes. the result of post-translational 

modification, can similarly affect the electrostatics of the tubulin dimer. 

Table 7.2: Tu bulin's Elect rostatic Properties (tail region excluded) 

The z-direction coincides with the protofilament axis. The a monomer is in the 
direction of increasing r values relative to the /3 monomer. This is opposite to 
the usual identification of the i3 monomer as the 'plus' end of the AIT. but al1 
this identifies is whether the MT is pointed towards or away from the ce11 body. 

Tubiilin Properties 
charge (elect roriic charges) 

di pole (Debye) 

7.1.1 Electrostatic Potential around Tubulin 

Calciilated \'al ue 
-1 O 

1714 

The electrostatic potential along the protofilament first sparked Our interest. 

The profile of the electrostatic potential provides several very interesting results. 

These can be traced to an examination of the electrostatic potential on the in- 

side of the MT. on its external surface and at the protofilament-protofilament 

interface. Studying the electrostatics q-ithin the MT cylinder in concert wit h 

molecular dynamics simulations shoiild provide a w-ealth of informatioii on tlie 

bound water problem. Hoivever. we have confined our examination largely to 

the surfaces of tubulin that form the exterior surface and the protofilament- 

protofilament contacts when assembled into a MT. The first result that may 

337 
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be derived frorn the electrostatic potential are those regions of the MT'S outer 

surface that are iiegatively charged and which may attract hydrogen ions. if 

electronic conduction occurs by proton ferrying as discussed in Chapter 3. tlien 

the locations where protons would bind are clarified. Finally. it also identifies 

locations on the MT where rnotor proteins m. bind as in the case of at least one 

motor protein. kinesin. its attachniezit l ias  beeri sliowii to be prirnarily electro- 

static [IO]. In calculating the electrostatic potential. 2.0 nrn was selected as the 

Microtubule cross-section Enlargecl protot'i 1 ment cross-secti on 

lnner MT 

locations where the 
electrostatic potential was sampled 

Figure 7.3: -4 MT cross-section illustrates where the electrostatic potential was 
examined along lines paral le! to the protofilament mis (a line perpendicular to 
the plane of the page). 

cutoff distance for charge. dipole and van der Waal interactions. The electrostatic 

potential was calculated for a 12.0 nni segment of the line. thereby including an 

additional 2.0 nm above and below each tubulin molecule. Periodic boundary 

conditions were then applied in the direct ion of the protofilarnent because t his 

is the configuration of the tubulin dimers within a MT. The resulting profiles of 

the electrostatic potential are shown in Figures 7.4 through 7.11 and are located 

about the tubulin dimer as shown in Figure 7.3. The lateral boundary con- 

ditions were not considered in the calculation of the potential. The interactions 



Figure 7.4: Electrostatic profile along line 1 of tubulin's exterior that is on 
oside of the MT. 

Figure 7.5: Electrostatic profile along line 2 of tubulin's exterior that is on 
inside of the MTI 

the 

~ 
l 

the 
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Figure 7.6: Electrostatic profile along line 3 of tubulin's exterior tliat is on 
A side of the protofilament-protofilament interface. 

I 

the 

Figure 7.7: Electrostatic profile along line 4 of tubulin's exterior t hat is on the .A 
side of the protofilament-protofilament interface. The profile is largelt negative 
indicating that the surface is negatively charged. 
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x CO-ordinate (Angstrom) 

Figure 7.8: Electrostatic profile along line 5 of tubulin's exterior that is on 

x CO-ordinate ( Angstrom) 

Figure 7.9: Electrostatic profile along line 6 of tubulin's exterior that is on 

the 

t, he 
outside of the MT. The large negative surface charges help to keep the carboxy- 
tail away from the MT surface. 



-2.0 r rn I rn 9 

-1 00 -80 -60 -40 -20 

x CO-ordinaic (Angstromi 

Figure 7.10: Elertrostatic profile aloiig line 7 of tiibiilin's exterior that is on the 
B sidix of the prot#ofilanient-protofilament interface. The largely positive siirface 
charge is complementary to the opposite side of the dinier and contributes to 
krotofilsnient-protofilarrient binding. 

1.5 - 

-2.0 4 l v r I 

-1 00 -80 -60 -40 -20 

x ceordinate (Angstromi 

Figure 7.11: Electrostatic profile along line 8 of tubulin's exterior that is on the 
B side of the protofilament-protofilament interface. 
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at the protofilament-protofilament interface will be discussed rnornentarily by 

considering the potential as one approaches from either side of the interface and 

due to the 2.0 nm eut-off length. the electrostatic profiles aloiig the inner and 

outer surfaces of the tubulin dimer shall not be greatly affected. .\long the *sides' 

of the tubulin dirner where the surface is effectively buried through binding to 

neighbouring protofilaments. t iiere are certain k a t  ures of t hese bound regions 

that are suggestive of how the MT subunits interact to forrn the tubiilin sheet. 

Consider the profile of the electrostatic potential in Figures 7.6 and 7.7 and 

compare them with the profiles in  Figures 7.10 and 7.1 1. These are the left and 

right sides respectivcly. of the tubulin molecule. which interact Iaterally to hold 

one protofilament togetlier with neighbouring protofilaments. In tliese figures. 

eacli unit of energy represents 14.4 kcal/mol or 0.62 eV. This is roughly the 

energy avoilable from the hydrolysis of two to three molecules of GTP or just 

a little more than the hydrolysis of one molecule of ATP. What is interesting is 

that the electrostatic potential is largely negative on the left side and positive on 

the right side. Thiis there is a net elcctrostatic attraction between tubiilin dimers 

with parallel alignment when their opposite sides face each other. In fact if the 

minima in the left side's profile are aligned with the maxima in the electrostatic 

potential of the right side. we find that the neighbouring tcibulin dirner will be 

shifted by 1.4 nni or 5.4 nm wliich compares reasonably well to the observed 

0.9 nm or 4.9 nrn offsets that depend on the lattice type. The simple change of 

a residue on the surface offers the possibility of specifying one shift and Iocking 

the resulting MT into either the A or B type lattice. Hence post-tra-nslational 

modification or more likely the expression of a particular isotype over another 

could select a specific lat tice. 

In the event that we wish to consider tubulin aggregations such as the zinc(I1) 

ion-induced sheets t hat were prepared in the t ubulin structure determinat ion ex- 
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periments. there is a difficulty that the protofilaments have an anti-parallel con- 

figuration. .As a result. proceeding on the prernise that electrostatic interactions 

Figure 7.12: Protofilarnent-protofilament interaction. At  left. tubulin dimers 
associate such that there is a vertical offset between protofilaments. At right. 
when the dimer's up-down orientation is reversed. it must also be rotated from 
front to back since the interaction between A and B is destabilizing but the 
interaction between B and C is stabilizing. 

determine the protofilarnent-protofilament binding. the zinc(I1) ion must work 

to alter this interaction. Since the pattern of tlie electric potential consisting of 

tm electrostatic wells on one side and two electrostatic peaks on the opposite 

side must be maintained. to explain the efficient binding of the dirners into tlie 

Lattice of the tubulin sheet or MT. the potential is presumably not tremendocisly 

distorted. Since each tubulin dimer will be affected in the same manner. forming 

anti-parallel protofilaments does require t hat either the energy profile changes 

such that each side has a well and a peak in the potential or conversely that there 

is a small change in the potential which now favoiirs binding where the -frontg 

of the tubulin dimer is presented to an observer along protofilaments with the 

first orientation while the 'back' of the tubulin dimer faces the observer for the 
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protofilaments with the opposite orientation.' 

Along the outer surface of the MT. the profiles in Figures 7.8 and 7.9 of the 

electrostatic potential must be considered. Overall. the surface is either neutral 

or negatively charged. It is particularly interesting that here again. there are two 

deep ~vttlls which are locations favourable for positiwly charged protein surfaces 

such as the head domain of motor proteins. Iii fact. these wttlls witii a deptii of 

10-20 kcal/mol and a width of about 1 nni represent a localized electric field of 

betweeii 104 and 105 V/ni which is not uncornmon on atomic scales. In fact. it is 

this knowledge of the strucutrc of the electrostatic potential that is the basis far 

an iniproved mode1 of niotor protein motion dong MT surfaces but which goes 

beyond the scope of this thesis. The important features are simply its periodicity 

in that the a-monomer looks very similar to the $-monomer eletrostatically and 

the presence of binding regions for positiwly charged substrates. 

7.2 Variations by Tubulin Isotype 

.An interesting avenue of study which has also become possible involves the com- 

parison of the various tubulin isotvpes by considering their electrostatic prop- 

erties. Since the tubulin structure is now available. it is possible to consider 

making changes to the structure on a computer and then to calculate the re- 

sulting changes in the electrostatic potential siirrounding the tubulin dimer. As 

discussed in the cell biology chapter. substitution of one amino-acid for anot her 

may be consen~ative or non-consemative. The former occurs when the substi- 

tuted arnino-acid has sirnilar charge and steric characteristics. However. the 

interesting changes are those which are non-consemative. It is in this light that 

1 have exarnined three different substitutions to the /Il-tubulin structure. In one 

case. I have simply exchanged one known tubulin isotype For another. and sec- 

2This prediction was recentiy confirmed in conversation nith Ken Downing who was part 
of the group that solved the tubulin structure. 



ondly I have made two targeted substitutions based on the discussion of Burns 

and Surridge [II] who explain that the methylation of a-Lys394 prewnts Wï 

assembly and that the substitution of alanine for &Pro287 specifies 13 protofil- 

aments, 

1 have used the tubulin structure from the /4 isotvpe and i n d e  the appro- 

priate substitutioris to arrive at the $I isotype. I have the11 looked in the regions 

ahere structural differences exist and examined the changes in the electrostatic 

potential. The changes whirh are examined here concern the region of &tiibolin 

from residues 231-235. This region was selected because in a sequence of fiw 

aniino acid resicliies. three of t hem cliange. The iocation of t hese residues is near 

the inner surface of the MT. The residues ATMSG of the Nogales data are clianged 

for C'l'MEC froni to ;il tubulin. The change at position 234 is particularly sig- 

nificant because the serine residae. S. is exchanged for glutamic acid. E. which 

carries a negative charge. One therefore expects some region to becorne attrac- 

tive to protons. In order to interpret the following set of figures. al1 distances 

are qiioted in Angstroms and energies in kcal/mol. The more darkly colocireci re- 

gions represent locations where the potential is negative and that attract protons 

or positively charged molecules. The lightly coloured regions are those regions 

whicli exclude protons. Figurc 7.13 depicts a contour plot of the electrostatic 

potential in this region and wlrst is interesting in this case is the rliannel in the 

lower lefthanci corner of cadi picturc. hi the upper figure that represents the 

p2-tubulin isotypc. a channe1 appears to exist that is open for proton movement. 

mhile in the lower figure which represents the $,-tubulin isotype. a barrier seems 

to prevent proton movement through this part of the protein. Upon closer in- 

spection. we see how the glutarnic acid has reduced the potential barrier of the 

region. In fact. a local minimum existç at the mouth of this channel that wili 

facilitate proton movement through the narrow channel since it may be ab!e to 
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Figure 7.13: The energy landscape of Pz-tubulin (above) is compared with that 
of &-tubulin (below) in the neighbourhood of residues 231-235. 



trap them briefly. Thus this one example shows how the nervous system's A- 

tubulin isotype may trap protons that are to be used to Ferry electrons about. 

The ,&tubulin would be more likely to allow the proton to escape. Should a 

proton become associated nith an electron. the narrowness of the channel in the 

case of &tubulin would also aid in trapping the proton. 

The metliylation of a-Lys394 involves the addition of a rnethyl group to 

the existing amino group at tlie end of the lysine residue. The location of the 

a-Lys394 is on the surface of the û-mononier but facing the MT exterior. This 

change serves to screen tliis charge from the surroundings since t lie rnethyl group 

has sornewhat more bulk tliaii a single hydrogen atoni. Consequently. the local 

electrostatic properties are changed. In each of the figures. it is clear that locally 

the electrostatic potential is sucli tliat protons feel a slight repulsion from tlie 

MT surface which agrees with the charge on the lysine residue. However. once 

the residue has been rnethylated. a well for positively charged objects develops 

further up along the MT's outer surface. Given the location of this change 

which is a long way from the dinier-dimer interaction site which is responsihle 

for the polymerization of protofilaments and also the fact that this is not near 

the protofilament-protofilament interface. it is difficult to understand how this 

prewnts MT polymerization. The solution to this problem must be by one of 

two mechanisms. The first would hypothesize the interaction of the tail with this 

negatively charged region of the MT surface and tliat this interaction impairs 

MT assembly. Since the tail is negatively charged itself. it would be driven 

to extend into the cytoplasm away from the MT surface and seems unlikely to 

interfere with MT polymerization. Consequently. the more likely mechanism in 

my viem is that the tubulin adopts a different configuration that is not conducive 

to polymerization. In particular. this lysine residue is in the region of the GTP 

binding region of the a-tubulin monomer. While this molecule of GTP is not 
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Figure 7.14: M e t  hylat ion of a-Lys394 demonst rates the large proton well t hat 
develops once the lysine residue is shielded. 
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hydrolyzed upon MT polymerization. it remains essential for t his process. Thus 

it seems likely that this change prevents GTP association with the û-monomer of 

the tubulin dimer and thereby prevents BIT assembly. This can be rationalized 

when one considers that the phosphate group carries a negative charge and thst 

consequently. it d l  be repelled as the GTP nioiecule attempts to bind the a- 

monomer. 

The substitution of alanine for ,&Pro287 was a simple change to make as  the 

/3 and 6 carbon atoms are exchangeci for hydrogen atonis and the 7 carbori atom 

deleted. The &Pro287 residue is compact and its location is on the surface of 

the /3-monorner. It is close to the a-monomer in  the axial direction and at the 

protofilarnent-protofilament interface in the circum ferential direction around the 

tubulin molecule. The result of the alanine for proline substitution is apparent 

in Figure 7.15. Not orily does the smaller alanine residue allow protons to corne 

closer to the surface of the tubulin moiecule. but in fact. a large binding pocket 

for a positively charged molecule is dewloped near (y. 2) = (23.5. -38.5). Since 

this pocket becornes so miich more prominent after the proline has been siibsti- 

tuted by alanine. the binding to a neighbouring protofilament at this location 

becornes much stronger relative to the iinsubstituted tubulin dimer. Provided 

this location has a corresponding surface with an anguiar position favouring 13 

protofilaments. strengthening this contact will tend to fix the number of protofil- 

aments. By cont rolling the location of' corresponding contacts. the protofilament 

number could theoretically be adjusted to be most any number. The fact that 

the contact areas are almost exactly opposite each other on the tubulin dimer 

gives a MT Rexibility to choose a protofilament number that is close to the ideal 

13. If these regions are much closer. in angular terrns. about the circumference 

of the tubulin dirner than a lotver nurnber of protofilaments would be expected. 

Even this rather cursory look at the electrostatic potential about tubulin has 
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Figure 7.15: Substitution of alanine for SPro287. 



revealed glimpses of some fundamental questions. .A periodic potential wi t h a 

depth comparable to the free energy of ATP hydrolysis has been observed on 

the outer surface of the MT. This seems to explain the tight binding of motor 

proteins to IlTs and to explain the ATP activation of these molecules. \Ve have 

also seen how changing between tubiilin isotypes changes the electrostatic poten- 

tial. in  our specific case. to modiilate proton mobility. Targeted substitiitioii aiid 

post- translat ional modifications wi t li known physical consequences demonstrate 

t hat indeed electrostatics govern tubulin's assembly propert ies. It is apparent 

how one side of a tubulin dimer attracts the opposite side of another dinier. 

how the vertical offset between protofilaments arises and even Iiow the niimber 

of protofilanients is specified in the structure of tubulin. Beyond this. the gross 

structure of tubulin sheets n*aa predicted and then verified. -111 that remains 

is to explain dimer-dimer interactions along the protofilament. This will likely 

have to wait until additional structural information is avavilable on the a- and 

,!&tubulin monomers. and or1 the free a&dinier. This additional informatioti is 

reqiiired to understand the dirnerization process. that presiimably incliides the 

formation of a covalent bond. and to distinguish it from the dinier-dimer asso- 

ciation which is much weaker. Since GTP is present near the interface for the 

formation of bath of these bonds and the fact that GTP hydrolysis is concomi- 

tant with dimer-dimer association. an understanding of the interaction may be 

indeed gleaned from electrostat ics but one must also consider the GTP molecule 

and associated water niolecules. In the case where a covalent bond forms. the 

purely electrostatic picture may not be cornpletc since a quantum mechanical 

interpretation is required. The conclusion is that the structure's polymerization 

characteristics will be better understood once the molecule is successfully imaged 

in additional con format ions. 
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7.3 Proposed Investigations 

There rernain several questions to be answered in the study of 41Ts and their 

functions. Over the course of this researdi. I have devised several experiments. 

many of theni simple. whicli should be carried out to either support or rule out 

the various uses for whicli 41Ts have been proposed. 1 have equally suggested 

t heoret ical avenues to explore. 

Tubulin dimers should be polymerired from a specific a-tubulin isotype. Say 

al-tubulin and wit h two or more &tubulin isotypes. The experiment woiiltl 

simply be to determine whether any of these mixtures could be separated by 

an electronic technique. Successful separation of the bITs by the application of 

an electric field would dernonstrate the importance of the MT interaction witli 

electric fields and the specialization of tubulin isotypes for this function. Ttiis 

has aiready been siiown. but stich a restilt would fend rnucti weight to the idea 

that the tissue-specific expression of isotypes occurs to take advantage of the in- 

dividual isotypes' electrical properties. An experiment with a similar feel would 

include the simple polymerization of MTs froni tubulin under the conditions of a 

non-uniforni electric field. In particular. concentric conductors would provide an 

interesting geornetry as they would simulate the electric field that may siirround 

the centrosorne. While the MTs are expected to form such that they emanate 

radially from the center of such a coiistruction. another interest would be to see 

how the MT responded to large electric fields. Such an experimental geornetry 

naturally has the largest field closest to the central conductor. It would be pos- 

sible to see whether sufficiently large electric fields applied in this rnanner could 

tear individual tubulin subunits away from a MT. This should be contrasteci with 

a large uniform electric field that one expects to either reorient the MT or to 

translate the entire structure. If this tearing away of subunits were observed. it 

would be highly suggestive of the mechanism important t o  explain chromosome 
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segregation by NTs. Current suggestions seern inadquate to explain how the 

MTs efficiently disassemble as their ends approach the centrosome during mit* 

sis. An electrostatic basis would justify early scientists who long ago were struck 

by the similarity in appearance between certain electromagnetic phenornena and 

biological processes. 

Another experiment wliicli could be carried out ~ ~ o u l d  siniply be to nira- 

sure the tryptophan fluoresence of W ï s  with GDP bound at  the exchangeable 

site of il-tubidin as has been carried out and disciissed by Sackett and Bhat- 

tacharyya 1121. In their experirnents. the shift in tryptophan flouresence dernon- 

stated the conforniation change of the tubulin as it  as progressively denatured. 

This initial experiment should be followed by a measurement of the tryptophan 

fluoresence of MTs with GlrlPCPP bound at the exchangeable site. A shift woiild 

be indicative of a structural change accompanying the hydrolysis process as GDF- 

bound hlTs have already undergone hydrolysis while the GMPCPP-bound MTs 

only experience slow hydrolysis. This would not be the first experiment to show 

t hat con format ional change follows assernbly into MTs. but woiild demonst rate 

a change in the emission charaterist ics of the moleciile. 

The lifetime of neural UTs should be measured in the presence and in the 

absence of action potentials. This would determine whether the passage of neme 

impulses actually stabilizes the existing MTs and whether there exists a sort of 

biological 'use it or lose it' principle. In addition. this experiment would elucidate 

whether the increased stability of neural IlTs is the result of a specific neuronal 

isotype (&tubulin). an artifact of post-translational modifications or else a sort 

of positive feedback mechanism mediated by the action potential. This line of 

investigation is of great interest for a disease such as Alzheimer's where neural 

MTs become disorganized. The answer would provide information on whether 

MT damage impairs nerve impulse propagation or if in fact the causality is 
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reversed. 

The removal of the centrosonie from a ce11 would provide another clue to the 

mystery of rnitosis. While it is known tliat ce11 division does not begin until the 

centrosome has duplicated itself. it would be interesting to see how removal of the 

centrosome after duplication affects mitosis. The question here is two-fold since 

the centrosonie tri- be required Tor eitlier or botli of the folloaing needs of the 

cell. Firstly. MT spindles niust be anchored in a central location and secondly. 

the spindles must de drawn together. Since the IlTs forniing the spindles do not 

seeni to be in direct physical contact s i t h  the centrosonie. we are interested in  

the hypothesized funçtion of the centrosome tliat is to tear tubulin subiinits off 

the end of the spindles. 

7.4 Outstanding Issues 

The alignrnent of MTs to niagnetic fields has been observed but has not beeii 

explained by this thesis. .Assurning the usual form for the interaction of an 

object's dipole with an external rnagnetic field. 

where m is the magnetic dipole moment and B is the rnagnetic field. the MT 

rnust have a permanent rnagnetic dipole or one mtist be induced by the applica- 

tion of the magnetic field. A permanent magnetic dipole seems an unreasonable 

hypothesis due to the absence of magnetic ions in tubulin since it would require 

a current to be flowing continually through the MT. In addition. siiice the align- 

ment of the hlTs is dong the field lines. the magnetic dipole would be along the 

protofilament axis and hence the current generating this dipole moment would 

be the result of charge movement around the MT rather than along its length as 

discussed in the preceding chapter. While current movement around the MT is 



possible. it is not the preferred direction of current fiow in our mode1 presented 

in the last chapter. In addition. a constant current flow would require some sort 

of biological superconductivity. Instead. let us simply assume that a magnetic 

field is able to induce a moment to which the field tlien couples. Since biology is 

abound with transient current flows such as the sodium and potassium currents 

of action potentials and t lie calcium currents t liat preceed neurot raiisrrii tter re- 

lease. it is natural to assume that their asswiated magnetic fields are responsible 

for i nducing charge movement nit hin biological structures. 

Another problem which we have not addressed in this thesis is a description of 

M.4P and drug function. The collection of XIAPs and drugs tliat interact witli 

SITs is diverse. While the electrostatic picture of tubulin renders it possible 

to design new antigens that could bind the protein. exploring the specifics of 

h1AP 2. MAP r or tavol function requires structurai data of tubulin in both the 

.naked' and 'dressed' States where the reference is to whether or not tubuiin is 

covered by the antigeri. Xornial 51T function requires a balance in the assernbly 

properties of tiihiilin. Distiirhing this delicata balance with colchicine caiises 

MTs to depolymerize as bonds becorne too weak; while disturbing it witii taxol 

makes hlTs too rigid and again unable to perf'orrn normal functions. Tbus one is 

led to believe that the antigen function is to lock tubulin molecules into uniisual 

conformations which have new bonding and hence elastic properties as a result of 

the change. The location of the antigen-tubulin binding will determine whether 

it affects assernbly dynamics or other MT functions. 

Finally. one puzzle that we have not directly addressed but wliich 1 coni- 

ment on for the sake of completeness is the catastrophe event that may occur 

dunng assembly. Since it occurs in MTs that contain onlp GDP at their ex- 

changeable nucleotide site. let us assume tliat the change is exothermic. Let us 

further assume that the event is purely stochastic and thus the collapse must be 
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thermally activated but with only a moderate barrier of a few kT. This approx- 

imation seems reasonable given that studies of catastrophe frequency variation 

with assembly conditions give mised results [13. 141. It is only neuronal 'rfAPs 

which significantly reduce the catastrophe events. This leads to the following 

reaction scherne. We may view the entire polymer as unstable in that the con- 

assembly 

+Tu-GTP -7 kT 0.6 kcdrnol 

\ \ 
\ \ 
\ \ 

neuronal MAP 
\ \ 
\ \ stabilization 

> 'L,,,,,,,,, 

Figure 7.16: Catastrophe event reaction scherne shows the relative frec encrg 
change in the various structures. The effect of adding neuronal MAPs is also in- 
dicated however. it is only the energy of MT,,, that can currently be calciilated. 

formational change that accompanies assembly stores potential energy within 

individual subunits and between the subunits of the lattice as a strain. When- 

ever thermal fluet uations and mo1ecular vibrations are able to overcome the weak 

barrier to disassernbly. it is the elastic coupling that is able to distribute the col- 

lapse enerp. A&. and result in a full collapse. Xeuronal 41APs function by 

stabilizing the MT structure and thereby increasing the activation energy. AE,. 

for catastrophic collapse. The free energy of the MT can be calculated from its 

structure but the other structure's energies are not h o m  as atomic structural 

data is not available. Nevertheless. a simple rnodel of chemical kinetics with an 

electrost at ic basis for molecular free energies predicts t hat a longer 41T should 



have a larger catastrophe probability than shorter MTs. In this scheme. the loss 

of a single tubulin subunit from the end of a MT seems unlikely and in the event 

of its occurence. it may be attributed to tubulin leaving the end when hydrolysis 

and the loss of the phosphate group were not completed. In any case. it seerns 

safe to view the catastrophe ewnt as an exothermic event that releases the stored 

lattice energy of the LIT. 

This reaction scheme also makes two testable predictions on the catastrophe 

phenonienon. The collapse frequency shoiild increase as the length of the MT 

increases since a transition of any of the tubulin subunits may result in catastro- 

phe. Conseqiiently. the half-life for catastrophe should be proportional to 1 / r i  

where n is number of subiinits. The second prediction made by this sclieme is 

siniplu electric fields niay stabilize or destabilize the MT since the applicatioii of 

a field is equivalent to tilting Figure 7.16 such that the reactants (free tubiilin) 

or product (MT polymer) has a higher or iower free energv. If this were mea- 

sured. it would explain the interaction between action potentials and neural MT 

stability. 

7.5 Conclusions 

As discussed in this thesis. hITs are a dynamic polymer that once fullp under- 

stood will provide a deeper understanding of many ce11 functions. Yow that a 

picture of tubulin is available with atomic resolution. we can expect both erper- 

imental and theoretical study of the polymer to proceed at an accelerated rate. 

This is largely because hypotheses may be tested by targeting specific active 

sites for ligand binding whether GTP. MAPs. motor proteins or man-made hg- 

ands such as taxol. colchicine or other drugs. The research of this thesis has been 

completed over this exciting period and embraces the new structural data in the 

most recent work while the earlier published work relies more on estimates of 



the tubulin structure and its properties. From the basic subunit structure of the 

MT. I have studied the ordering properties of SIT lattices. studied how the MT 

interacts with action potentials and furthermore investigated the possibility of 

electronic conduction by these organic polymers. Finally. the MT structure has 

been studied to compare with the previous work. to comment on niodels of motor 

protein nioveiiietit aiid to corisider lios isotype clianges affect the electrostatic 

potential surmunding the MT. 

The ordering of SIT lattices was stridied in XlTs with -4 and B type lattices. It 

was also considered for difl'erent numbers of protofilaments. The transition tem- 

perature was deterniined in order to place a lower limit on the dipole strengtli 

of the tubulin dirner for which electrostatic interactions would prove to be im- 

portant. Plainly. the minimum value of tubulin's dipole for the lattice to remain 

ordered at physiological temperat urc was estimated. Since the t ubulin structure 

was imaged. the dipoie has been calculated and is indeed larger than this limit. 

though it remains to be seen how the di pole clianges upon the conforniational 

change concomitant with GTP hydrolysis. In addition. the effert of a constant 

electrostatic field was considered in preparation for the stiidy of the interaction 

between an action potential and tubulin's dipole. It was found that an electric 

field oriented along the MT axis could aid the ordering of the MT lattice. Fur- 

thermore. the inclusion of hl-APs will increase the polarization of the MT latticr 

at anp giren temperature since the MAPs act to maintain the tubulin monomers 

in a fixed conformation. 

The interaction between the dipole units of the neuronal LITS and action 

potentials was next studied. Tlie idea was to improve on earlier models of in- 

teractions between the tubulin dimers. 1 accounted for thernial fluctuations of 

the lattice by cornpleting a Monte Carlo simulation of lattice dynamics. The 

simulation accounted for the true cylindrical nature of the MT unlike preti- 



ous modelling efforts which considered a planar sheet of tubulin although they 

admitted periodic boundary conditions. Finally. the dissipation and diffusion 

of energy following a conformational change waç considered. Iinlike the earlier 

rnodelling which claimed signal propagation. 1 was able to show that their signal 

propagatioti was simply the result of a zero temperature model that adniitted 

an unphysical flip-Rop betweeii any two tieiglibouririg dipoles that Iield an un- 

favourable configuration. 1 devised a simple algorithm to solve this sampling 

problem and found that defects in the 'VIT lattice could propagate provided that 

some mechanism exists to direct the defect. The lifetime of these defects or sig- 

nais was proportional to their size and required that the physical teniperature 

was close to the transition temperature. 1 found that the action potential. whicli 

is itself directional. is able to direct the movernetit of signals along the MT lattice. 

Fiirthermore. the studies showing that MTs extend right up to the pre-synaptir 

membrane imply that such a signal could be important to the mechanism of 

neurot ransrnit ter release. 

Electric condiirtion along LITS was studied iising a Hiibhard model. The 

discovery here was that the lattice structure plays an important raie in the con- 

diiction properties and that this is a peculiarity of' the triangular nature of the 

lattice. The ability of the lattice to  conduct was dependent upon the hopping 

parameters along the three lattice directions and in addition on the boundary 

conditions. specifically whether the aggregation of tubulin dimers was wrapped 

up to form a tube. as in the usual case of a MT. or whether the assemblage of 

tubulin was in the form of planar sheet. In this respect. it was interesting that the 

dimeric nature of tubulin did not seem to be particularly important. Calculations 

showed that individual protofilaments were not capable of electronic conduction 

except by optical excitation. The threshold to conduction was typically signifi- 

cantly larger than the energy available from GTP so that chernical activation of 
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charge transfer does not seem possible along the individual protofilaments. al- 

though this threshold does decrease with increasing polymer length. The energy 

threshold to  activated conduction was only weakly dependent upon the electron 

density except where the polymer was half-filled; in  which case the threshold was 

increased by a value approximately equal to the Coulomb parameter. 

Once the protofilaments were bound together. the nature of the connections 

between the protofilaments is important. For a flat tubulin sheet. the conduction 

was zero except when all of the hopping parameters were non-zero. This was in  

stark contrast to the MT lattice. whose wrapped configuration allowed turned the 

polyner into a semi-condiictor when the hopping parameter dong the protofila- 

ment avis and eitlier one or both of the other hopping parameters were non-zero. 

Even when the hopping parameten along the h a r t  and 8-start helices are both 

zero. the wrapped lattice h a  a lower opt ical threshold to conduction t hat the flat 

tubiilin lattice. Variation of these optical spectra was explored at finite tempera- 

tures but the coiiclusion was simply that we are in  a low temperatiire state since 

kT is significantly srnaller than the other parameters at physiological tempera- 

ture. The triangiilar nature of the lattice is important to the observed conduction 

effects but the specific width of 13 protofilarnents does not seem important in 

this context. This transition is important to MT function if the centriole is to 

act as a cellular light sensor as proposed by Albrecht-Bühler [13]. 

Finally. the new structure of tubulin was exarnined. From this structure. 

it was possible to comment on how varied MT ligands act. The ligands rnay 

be important to assembly. such as GTP; important to MT stability such as 

MAPs; and important to cellular transport. sucli as motor proteins. In may 

cases. we have been able to see these ligands or post-translational modifications 

cause their desired effects. The so called hmulti-tubulin hypothesis' seems to 

be explained by considering these electrostatic potentials. Small changes in the 



tubulin structure may render the MTs less susceptible to naturally occurring 

agents which would otherwise bind theni and impair their function. The need 

for a dimer rather than a monomer subunit is still difficult to explain owing 

to their highly similar structure. Howewr. a dimer does allow more efficient 

polyrnerization when one considers that it limits the number of ways that one 

molecule of tubulin may collide with another and resul t iri successful biriding. 

The hypothesis of electrostatic binding between protofilaments seems to  be meIl 

foiindeci. The nature of binding between the MT and motor proteins also seenis 

to be eiectrostatir and can be used to explain tlie stepping of these motors along 

the MT surface. 

The overall picture created by an examination of tlie tubulin structure and 

the success of predictions made mith an eye to its electrostatics confirm that a 

fundarnental understanding of this biological structure and its construction lies 

within the physics of its architecture. 1 hope that these investigations serve as a 

point of departure for future inquiry and discussion. 
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